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Es ist nicht genug zu wissen, man muß auch anwenden.
Es ist nicht genug zu wollen, man muß auch tun.
J.W. von Goethe (Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre)

Chapter 1
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions
In this chapter we will motivate the study of transport coefficients in hadronic matter,
their relevance in relativistic heavy-ion collisions and its importance within theoretical
and experimental high energy physics. Afterwards, we will define the fundamental
properties and variables that characterize a relativistic heavy-ion collision. We will
discuss a typical heavy-ion collision taking place at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) or at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). We start by describing the collision
variables and the observables relevant to extract the transport coefficients.
1.1 Introduction
A large number of studies in high energy physics focus on the analysis of the ultimate
components of matter and how they interact. Quantum chromodynamics describes
rather well the interactions between quarks and gluons. Also the hadronic degrees
of freedom are expected to be well described by QCD, although a rigorous analytical
way for obtaining the hadronic formulation from the QCD Lagrangian is still lacking.
In terms of quarks and gluons or in terms of hadrons, collective phenomena of these
components have attracted a great interest in the field. One of the reasons is that
the details of the collective behaviour eventually describe the phase diagram of QCD.
Quarks and gluons lie on the high temperature and density part of the phase diagram.
In the opposite limit, hadrons are the relevant degrees of freedom. Some other possible
phases may exist but we are not concerned about them in this dissertation.
The phase diagram has been widely studied and its aspect is well established within
the physics community. However, from the experimental point of view, very little is
known about it. The experimental way of accessing the properties of the QCD phase
diagram is through relativistic heavy-ion collisions, where a couple of nuclei are boosted
at relativistic velocities, and collided in order to break their internal structure finally
producing a large number of products. The experimental effort to produce such a
collision is impressive. One should take into account that the size of the incoming
nuclei is of the order of Fermis, an so is the typical reaction time. Moreover, the final
state of the collision is composed by hundreds (or even thousands) of particles from
which we can only measure their energy and momenta. The work to provide a single
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conclusion about the hadron dynamics from this information is immense.
The entire phase diagram is of physical interest: the phase boundary, the critical
end-point or the new exotic phases. In particular, the zone at zero baryonic chemical
potential is of great relevance. It is accepted that the early structure of the Universe
has cooled down through this zone, after the Big Bang explosion. The recreation of this
stage at the experimental facilities is of huge interest in order to get some information
about the primordial structure of the Universe and its composition.
It is not difficult to accept that non-equilibrium phenomena play an important role
in such a heavy-ion collisions. During the fireball expansion there exist both chemical
and thermal non-equilibrium. Pressure, temperature and momentum gradients are
also present from the very beginning of the collision. That makes the non-equilibrium
physics a decisive tool in order to understand the processes appearing in the fireball
expansion. The presence of these gradients, together with the existence of conserved
quantities in the medium imply the manifestation of the transport coefficients, that
control the relaxation process towards equilibrium.
The interest of this dissertation, is to theoretically access to these transport coeffi-
cients in order to gain more insight of the non-equilibrium properties of the hadronic
medium created in these relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
1.2 Variables of a heavy-ion collision
We will review the fundamental variables used to characterize a relativistic heavy-ion
collision. These variables include those belonging to the initial state, namely the two
colliding protons or nuclei and the kinematic variables related to the final particle yield
that is detected in an experimental facility.
1.2.1 Initial state variables
Consider one nucleus colliding with another in the laboratory frame. Each projectile
can be as simple as a single proton or as complex as a gold or lead nucleus. The relevant
variables that define the initial stage of the collision are:
 The mass number A or the number of nucleons inside the nucleus. For proton-
proton (p+p) collision A   1 but it can be as large as A   208 for a lead-lead
(Pb+Pb) collision at the LHC.
 The CM energy of the collision
º
s. This CM energy can be given per nucleon or
as the total energy of the collision. For p+p collisions at the LHC this energy has
been risen up in the early stages of the facility from the value
º
s   0.9 TeV up
to the higher energy of
º
s   7 TeV. For Pb+Pb collisions the typical CM energy
per nucleon at LHC is
º
sNN   2.76 TeV.
 z-axis. Defined by the collision axis. At the moment of the impact, the momenta
of the two nuclei are oriented with along this collision axis.
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Figure 1.1: Position of the collision axis (OZ), the impact parameter (b) and the reaction
plane (generated by the OX and OZ axes) of a nucleus-nucleus collision.
 Impact parameter b. Defined as the vector pointing from the geometrical center of
one nucleus to the center of the other at the moment of collision. The direction of
b defines the xaxis of the collision. The modulus of the impact parameter vector
can go from zero (central collision) to twice the nuclear radius (ultraperipheral
collision). The nuclear radius is given by the simple formula R   1.2A1~3 fm.
 Reaction plane: The plane generated by the collision axis and b, i.e. the OXZ
plane. The impact parameter and the reaction plane are not known a priori and
they vary from event to event.
A schematical view of the geometrical variables that we have defined are shown in
Fig. 1.1.
1.2.2 Variables in the final state
Due to the huge amount of degrees of freedom (thousands of detected particles), the
number of variables in the final state are larger than those for the initial state. We
start by distinguishing between the kinematic variables of a fluid element (or fluid cell)
and variables corresponding to a given particle in the fluid element [Hei04]. We will use
velocity variables u0, ui (see Appendix A for the definitions) for those characterizing
the fluid element, and momentum variables p, and energy p0 for those that belong to
a single particle. In case the momentum or the energy of the fluid element is needed
we will denote them with capital letters, P and P 0, respectively.
The fluid we are analyzing is a nuclear fireball expanding from the collision point.
Taking a space-time point x, we separate its components into the direction perpendic-
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ular to the collision beam xÙ   x, y and the z axis along the collision beam:
x  xµ   t,xÙ, z . (1.1)
We consider the infinitesimal volume of the fluid element centered at x, composed
of a swarm of particles. The total energy of the fluid element P 0x is the sum of all
the individual energies of the particles contained in this volume. The same prescription
is also applied to the total three-momentum Px. Using these two variables one can
construct the velocity of the fluid element as vx   Px~P 0x. The velocity field
can be decomposed into the transverse plane of the collision vÙx (transverse flow)
and in a component along the collision axis vzx (longitudinal flow).
The four-velocity field of the fluid element is constructed from vx as:
uµx   γx 1,vx , (1.2)
with γx   1~»1  vx2.
A relativistic particle of massm escapes from the heavy-ion collision with momentum
p and on-shell energy Ep  
»
m2  p2. The momentum of the particle has the same
decomposition in the transverse plane and along the collision axis. The former is called
transverse momentum pÙ (sometimes denoted in the literature as pT ) and the later is
the longitudinal momentum pz. The angle between these two components is the polar
angle θ and it can be directly measured in the experiment. The angle between pÙ and
the xaxis is called the azimuthal angle φ.
In practice, in order to describe the longitudinal boost of the particle, the pz variable
is inconvenient because it transforms non linearly under a Lorentz transformation. For
this reason, a new variable called rapidity1 yp is introduced:
yp  
1
2
logEp  pz
Ep  pz
 . (1.3)
The inverse transformation reads:
Ep  mÙ cosh yp, pz  mÙ sinh yp , (1.4)
where mÙ is the tranverse “mass”
mÙ  
¼
m2  p2
Ù
. (1.5)
Analogous formulae can be defined for the fluid element’s rapidity Y :
Y  
1
2
log 1  vz
1  vz
 , (1.6)
and the inverse relation to obtain the longitudinal velocity of the fluid element:
vz   tanhY . (1.7)
1This variable should be called “longitudinal rapidity” but we follow common usage as there will
be no ambiguity.
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In the nonrelativistic limit velocities and rapidities coincide, vz   Y . However in
the ultrarelativistic limit vz   1, while the rapidities go to infinity.
The transformation law of the rapidity under a Lorentz boost is simply additive:
yLAB   yCM  Y , (1.8)
where yLAB is the rapidity seen in the laboratory frame and yCM is the rapidity seen
in the CM of the fluid cell.
Note that the four-velocity of the fluid element admits the following parametrization:
uµ   γÙcoshY,vÙ, sinhY  , (1.9)
where
γÙ  
1»
1  v2
Ù
. (1.10)
It is evident that the relativistic normalization holds uµu
µ
  1.
The four-momentum of a particle can be analogously written as
pµ   mÙ cosh y,pÙ,mÙ sinh y , (1.11)
with the standard relativistic normalization pµp
µ
 m2.
The use of the rapidity variable requires to have the particle well identified because
it explicitly depends on its mass. However, the identification of a particle is always
done a posteriori, after all the kinematic variables have been extracted from the col-
lision. Therefore it is desirable to use a new variable that only contains geometrical
information, without knowing the nature of the particle. For this reason, one often
introduces the concept of pseudorapidity ηp. It is defined as
ηp  
1
2
log p  pz
p  pz
 , (1.12)
with p  
»
p2
Ù
 p2z. The inverse transformation reads
p   pÙ coshηp, pz   pÙ sinhηp . (1.13)
This variable can be extracted from the particle track geometry without any infor-
mation of its mass because the particle pseudorapidity can be related with the polar
emission angle as
ηp  
1
2
log 1  cos θ
1  cos θ
   log cot θ
2
 . (1.14)
It is easy to check that in the ultrarelativistic limit the rapidity and pseudorapidity
coincide. The general relation between these two variables is [LR02]:
ηp  
1
2
log

¼
m2
Ù
cosh2 yp m2 mÙ sinh yp¼
m2
Ù
cosh2 yp m2 mÙ sinh yp
 . (1.15)
The same set of equations can be derived for the pseudorapidity of the fluid cell, that
we will denote by η. Table 1.1 summarizes the notation for all the defined kinematic
variables.
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Variable Particle Fluid element
Momentum p Px
Energy Ep P
0x
Velocity p~Ep v
Rapidity yp Y
Pseudorapidity ηp η
Table 1.1: Notation used in this dissertation for the relevant kinematical variables
of a relativistic particle in a heavy-ion collision and for a fluid cell belonging to the
expanding fireball.
1.3 Multiplicity distribution
We will introduce the concept of centrality in a heavy-ion collision and its relation with
the final multiplicity.
1.3.1 Centrality classes
The centrality is a key concept in a heavy-ion collision. At the moment of collision,
the velocity vectors of the two incoming nuclei are antiparallel but slightly displaced.
The centers of the nuclei are separated by a finite quantity given by the modulus of
the impact parameter, b. An ideal head-on collision would have b   0, but there exist
a whole distribution of events from the central collisions to the most peripheral ones,
where the impact parameter is b  2RA.
The most central collisions have a larger number of participating nucleons than
the most peripheral ones. In the latter there exists a number of nucleons which do
not contribute to the collision (they are spectator nucleons). In general, the larger
the number of spectators in the initial state, the lesser number of individual binary
collisions and the lesser number of produced particles in the final state. Therefore,
it is assumed that those events with higher multiplicity are more central than those
collisions with a small final multiplicity.
The way for characterizing the centrality of the event is to collect all the measured
charged particles that arrive to the detector in a single event. Then, this process is
repeated for all the recorded events for which one obtains a different charged multiplicity
depending on the centrality. Afterwards, a histogram is elaborated with the number
of events as a function of the total charged multiplicity (that is mainly composed
of charged pions). After that, one sets different bins in the histogram that contains
similar multiplicity (usually measured as a percentage). For instance, one divides the
histograms in ten bins, each one containing 10 % of the charged particles around a
fixed multiplicity.
A typical multiplicity distribution is reproduced in Fig. 1.2. The data [A11a] is
taken from the ALICE collaboration with a total number of 65000 events of lead-lead
collisions at
º
sNN   2.76 TeV. Because the number of total events decreases with
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Figure 1.2: Histogram of total charged multiplicity for 65000 events divided in centrality
bins at
º
sNN   2.76 TeV in ALICE. The xaxis is proportional to the total charged
multiplicity measured by the detector. Plot taken from [A11a]. Copyright 2011 by
the American Physical Society.
multiplicity, i.e. central collisions are scarce, the centrality bins become wider as the
multiplicity increases.
Assuming that the total cross section is σtot  pi2RA2 one can deduce a handy
formula relating the centrality bin and the impact parameter [Tea10]:
100   b
2RA
2  % centrality . (1.16)
1.3.2 Initial conditions: Glauber theory
The Glauber model tries to describe the initial nucleon density profile by means of sim-
ple geometrical arguments. The nucleon distribution inside the nuclei is characterized
by the nuclear density distribution ρAx. The Woods-Saxon potential shape can serve
as a good choice to parametrize the nuclear density distribution.
ρAx   ρ0
1  exp Ł SxS1.2A1~3c  , (1.17)
where ρ0 is an overall normalization constant, and c is the skin thickness. Integrating
ρAx along the zaxis (this direction is not relevant due to the Lorentz contraction
in the collision axis) one obtains the nuclear thickness function:
TAxÙ   ªS
ª
dz ρAx , (1.18)
where the parameter ρ0 in Eq. (1.17) needs to be normalized by the mass number
A   S d2xÙ TAxÙ . (1.19)
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Figure 1.3: Number density of binary collisions in a typical heavy-ion collision at LHC.
The energy density profile used in a typical hydrodynamic simulation with Glauber
initial conditions is this function times a multiplicative factor.
Consider two incoming nuclei with A nucleons each and an impact parameter b.
The number of participating nucleons per unit area in the collision npart is given by
the Glauber model and reads [LR08], [Tea10]:
npartxÙ,b   TAxÙ  b~2 <@@@@>1  1  σinTAxÙ  b~2A 
A=AAAA? (1.20)
 TAxÙ  b~2 <@@@@>1  1  σinTAxÙ  b~2A 
A=AAAA? ,
that can be well approximated (when AQ 1) to
npartxÙ,b  TAxÙ  b~2 1  eσinTAxÙb~2  TAxÙ  b~2 1  eσinTAxÙb~2 ,
(1.21)
where σin is the inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross section (σin   42 mb for Au+Au atº
sNN   200 GeV [LR08] and σin   64 mb for Pb+Pb at
º
sNN   2.76 TeV [A
11c]).
The total number of participating nucleons as a function of the impact parameter is
Npartb   S dxÙ npartxÙ, b , (1.22)
and this number is used to quantitatively characterize the centrality class of the colli-
sion. A Glauber fit to the experimental data corresponds to the red line of Fig. 1.2.
The number of binary collisions per unit area ncoll is
ncollxÙ, b   σin TAxÙ  b~2TAxÙ  b~2 . (1.23)
This function is plotted in Fig 1.3 for a relativistic heavy-ion collision of Pb+Pb atº
sNN   2.76 TeV and b   2.4 fm.
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Figure 1.4: Number of participating nucleons and number of binary collisions in a
typical relativistic heavy-ion collision at RHIC (left) and at LHC (right).
In Fig. 1.4 we show the number of participating nucleons and the number of binary
collisions that take place in the collision as obtained by direct evaluation of Eqs. (1.20)
and (1.23). The parameters of the Woods-Saxon potential for gold nuclei at RHIC are
taken from [LR08] and for lead nuclei at the LHC are taken from [A11c].
The equations from (1.20) to (1.23) correspond to the so-called optical Glauber
model, where the nucleon density profiles -given from the Woods-Saxon potential- are
smooth functions of x.
1.4 Energy and entropy densities
We are going to derive the total transverse energy per unit of rapidity produced in one
event, dEÙ~dyp. This quantity can be estimated as
dEÙ
dyp

dNev
dyp
`eÙe, (1.24)
where `eÙe is the average tranverse energy per particle in the final state and Nev is the
total number of particles detected in experiment. For a head-on collision the volume
of the fireball is expressed as [Wie08]
V   piR2τ0  pi 1.2
2A2~3 τf fm2 , (1.25)
where τ0 is the time duration of the expansion traded by the freeze-out time τf
2. The
Bjorken [Bjo83] estimation of the energy density at that time is
τf   1
piR2
1
τf
dEÙ
dyp
. (1.26)
2In this chapter we consider thermal or kinetic freeze-out where not only the particle abundances
are fixed, but also the momentum distribution.
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Figure 1.5: Energy and entropy per particle for an ideal pion gas in equilibrium as a
function of temperature. The formulae given in Appendix C have been used.
For the most central Pb+Pb collisions at ALICE at
º
sNN   2.76 TeV, a recent
value is [Toi11]
1
piR2
dEÙ
dyp
  15 GeV/fm2 . (1.27)
Taking `eÙe  0.4 GeV at the freeze-out time (see Fig. 1.5) and trading the rapidity
distribution by the pseudorapidity distribution (as they are similar in the ultrarela-
tivistic limit):
τf   1
pi1.22A2~3
1
τf
0.4
3
2
dNch
dη
GeV/fm3, (1.28)
where the factor 3~2 takes into account that only the charged pions (pi, pi) have been
efficiently detected in the dNchdη distribution.
A similar equation can be obtained for the entropy density [LR02]. Under the same
assumptions, the entropy density reads
dS
dyp
 4
3
2
dNch
dyp
, (1.29)
where each particle is taken to have four units of entropy density at the freeze-out time.
In Fig.1.5 we show the temperature dependence of this coefficient, where this value for
s~n is a reasonable one for freeze-out temperatures around 120  140 MeV.
The entropy density finally becomes
sτf   1
pi1.22A2~3
1
τf
4
3
2
dNch
dη
1~fm3 , (1.30)
where we have traded dNch~dy by dNch~dη for relativistic particles. The average
charged multiplicity from ALICE at
º
sNN   2.76 TeV for the 5 % most central events
is `dNch~dηe   1601  60 [A11a].
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1.5 Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometry
After the collision between the two incoming nuclei has taken place, the fireball ex-
pands in space cooling down to the freeze-out time τf , where it reaches the freeze-out
temperature Tf . It is important to have an idea of the spatial extension of this fireball
when hadronization has occurred as well as an estimate of the τf , needed for example
in order to constraint the equation of state of the system, for the energy and entropy
densities in Eqs. (1.28)-(1.30) and for the experimental extraction of the bulk viscosity
described in Chapter 10.
The size of the fireball at τf can be accessed by performing Hanbury-Brown-Twiss
(HBT) interferometry over the pions after the kinetic freeze-out. This method is based
on the Bose-Einstein enhancement of identical bosons coming from close points in the
phase-space.
The symmetrized wave function of a pair of pions produced at x1 and x2 with
momenta p1 and p2 can be written as
Ψx1,x2p1,p2   1º
2
eix1p1x2p2  eix1p2x2p1 , (1.31)
where all the strong and electromagnetic interactions have been neglected.
The probability amplitude is the square of the wave function:
SΨx1,x2p1,p2 S2   1  cosq   r , (1.32)
where r  x1  x2 and q  p1  p2. This probability amplitude is thus enhanced if the
two pions are produced with similar momenta.
In general, one can define a source function that describes the distribution of the
pions produced at different space-time points Sx. In that case, the probability am-
plitude SΨx1,x2p1,p2 S2 will contain the Fourier transform of Sx. The two-particle
correlation function is defined as [YHM05,Gra11]
Cp1,p2   R dx1dx2 Sx1Sx2 SΨx1,x2p1,p2 S2R dx1Sx1 R dx2Sx2 , (1.33)
that will be of the form
Cp1,p2   1  SS˜qS2 , (1.34)
where S˜q is the Fourier transform of the source function.
This two-particle correlation function is experimentally obtained by measuring the
distribution of the difference between the momenta of two detected particles coming
form the same event, p1  p2 (and conveniently normalized to the same distribution
of particles coming from different events). Taking a Gaussian shape for the source
function:
Sx, y, z, t 1
4pi2RxRyRzσt
exp 1
2
 x2
R2x

y2
R2y

z2
R2z

t2
σ2t
	 (1.35)
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Figure 1.6: We show the scaling Rlong  `kÙe1~2 of formula (1.39) with the data of the
HBT radii from [A11d].
the correlation function turns out to be
Cp1,p2   1 N exp 1
2
R2xq2x R2yq2y R2zq2z  σ2t q2t  , (1.36)
where Ri are the Gaussian HBT radii, that encode the dimensions of the source.
A more convenient parametrization of the shape of the fireball is the Pratt-Bertsch
parametrization [Pra86, Ber89], in which Rlong is the direction along the beam axis,
Rout is the direction of the pair transverse momentum and Rside is perpendicular to
both. The correlation function is slightly modified (Sinyukov formula [SAPE98]):
Cq   N1  λ NλKq 1  exp R2outq2out R2sideq2side R2longq2long , (1.37)
where λ is the correlation strength and Kq is the squared Coulomb wave function
because of the presence of electromagnetic effects in the correlations.
[A11d] reports the measured HBT radii as a function of the mean perpendicular
momentum `kÙe. For the 5% most central collisions in ALICE at ºsNN   2.76 TeV,
the values of the radii at `kÙe  0.75 GeV are quite similar (with a small hierarchy
Rout @ Rside @ Rlong) and of the order of 4.5 fm. The product of the three radii gives a
source’s volume of 94 fm3.
Using hydrodynamics we will show in Sec. 2.3 that the size of the homogeneity
region h is inversely proportional to the velocity gradient of the system, that decreases
with 1~τ . Therefore, Rlong is proportional to the duration of the longitudinal expansion
along the axis, i.e. the decoupling time τf . The exact relation between Rlong and τf is
given in [A11d]:
R2longkÙ   τ2fTfmÙ K2mÙ~TfK1mÙ~Tf , (1.38)
with the transverse mass mÙ defined in Eq. (1.5) and K1,K2 are modified Bessel func-
tions of the second kind. Assuming that mÙ Q Tf a handy formula can be obtained
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(kÙ mÙ):
τf 
¿ÁÁÀ`kÙe
Tf
Rlong . (1.39)
For a temperature of Tf   0.12 GeV a value of τf  10 fm is found. It is not difficult
to see from the experimental data that the product
»
Tfτf or equivalently Rlong
»`kÙe
is essentially a constant, independent of `kÙe. We exemplify this scaling in Fig. 1.6
where we have used the data given in [A11d]. Finally, within the assumptions we
have made, we obtain the following simple relation between τf and Tf :
τf  4
¿ÁÁÀGeV
Tf
fm , (1.40)
where the freeze-out temperature Tf is expressed in GeV.
1.6 Particle thermal spectra
In order to obtain the particle spectra one must count the number of particles that
reach the detectors during all the expansion time. The three-dimensional hypersurface
where the particles reach the detector is defined as Σx. In the simplest case it can
be a two-dimensional spherical surface containing the detector walls plus the temporal
dimension. In the general case is a complicated hypersurface containing the future light
cone emerging from the collision.
The infinitesimal element of this hypersurface at the point x is dσµ and defines
a four-vector pointing outwards the hypersurface Σx. The number of particles of
species i that cross the hypersurface Σ is just the scalar product of dσµ with the
particle four-current jµi x [Hei04]:
Ni   S
Σ
d3σµxjµi x , (1.41)
where (see Appendix A)
jµi x   S d3p2pi3Ep pµfix, p . (1.42)
with fix, p being the one-particle distribution function of the species i.
Assuming that the momentum distribution of particles at the kinetic freeze-out
remains the same as the distribution of the particles that are detected, one obtains the
“Cooper-Frye formula” [CF74] for the final multiplicity of a given species detected at
the hypersurface Σ.
Ep
dNi
d3p
 
dNi
dyppÙdpÙdφ
 
12pi3 S
Σ
pµd3σµx fix, p , (1.43)
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where we hace used the relation dpz   Epdyp that follows from Eq. (1.4) taking pÙ
constant. It is possible to prove [CF74] that integrating the previous formula over two
different hypersurfaces Σ and Σ, they give the same particle number Ni if between the
two hypersurfaces the distribution function evolves via the Boltzmann equation with a
number-conserving integral. In addition, one obtains the same form of the distribution
function if and only if it evolves between the two hypersurfaces through a colissionless
Boltzmann equation, i.e. by free streaming.
The Cooper-Frye prescription tells us that in order to get the particle momentum
spectrum one can continously deform the hypersurface describing the detector shape,
towards the approximate surface in which the particles suffered last scattering. This
surface is called “kinetic freeze-out surface” Σf and it is characterized by the freeze-out
time τfx.
Introducing the freeze-out time, the radial variable rÙ and substituting fix, p by
the equilibrium distribution function, Eq. (1.43) can be reduced to [Hei04]:
dNi
dypmÙdmÙ
 
gi
pi2
ª
Q
n 1
n1 ªS
0
rÙdrÙ τf e
nµi~T  mÙK1nβÙI0nαÙ
pÙ
∂τf
∂rÙ
K0nβÙI1nαÙ , (1.44)
where µi and gi are the chemical potential and degeneracy of the species i and the I0, I1
and K0,K1 are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively.
The summation is nothing but a virial expansion where the  sign should be taken in
case of fermions or bosons, respectively. The new variables αÙ and βÙ read:
αÙ  
γÙvÙpÙ
T
, βÙ  
γÙmÙ
T
. (1.45)
When considering only the first term in the series (valid for all mesons except for
pions, for which Bose-Einstein statistics should apply) the final formula for the particle
spectrum is:
dNi
dypmÙdmÙ
 
gi
pi2
ª
S
0
rÙdrÙτfxÙeµixÙ~T xÙ mÙK1 mÙ coshρxÙ
T xÙ  I0 pÙ sinhρxÙT xÙ 
pÙ
∂τf
∂SxÙSK0 mÙ coshρxÙT xÙ  I1 pÙ sinhρxÙT xÙ 	 , (1.46)
where the radial flow rapidity ρ   arctanuÙ has been introduced [Hei04].
Finally, assuming that the temperature, the freeze-out time and the ρ do not depend
on xÙ it is possible to extract the result [SSH93,Hei04]
dNi
dypmÙdmÙ
mÙK1 mÙ coshρ
T
 I0 pÙ sinhρ
T
 . (1.47)
It gives important information of the thermal particle spectra in terms of the tem-
perature and under the presence of transverse flow uÙ   tanρ.
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1.6.1 Radial flow and freeze-out temperature
Consider a central collision in which we will assume that there is no tranverse flow
vÙ   0 or ρ   0. From Eq. (1.47) one has
dNi
dypmÙdmÙ
mÙK1 mÙ
T
 . (1.48)
Thus, written in terms of the variable mÙ, the particle spectrum is universal for all
hadrons. This is called “mÙ scaling”. Using the fact that mÙ A T for all the hadrons
(except maybe for the pions), the spectrum can be simplified by using the asymptotic
properties of the modified Bessel functions.
dNi
dypmÙdmÙ

»
TmÙ e
mÙ~T . (1.49)
The only dependence on the hadron species is the range in which mÙ is defined (its
minimum value is the hadron mass) and the corresponding degeneracy factor. Besides
these differences, the spectrum is an exponential whose slope (in a semilogarithmic
plot) gives directly the freeze-out temperature .
The approximation ρ   0 is only acceptable for a p+p collision where there are no
flow effects. However, for Pb+Pb collisions the assumption ρ   0 is hardly sustainable.
Calling Tis the inverse log slope of Eq. (1.47), one can obtain [SSH93]:
T1is  
d
dmÙ
log dN i
dypmÙdmÙ
   I1 ŁpÙ sinhρTf 
I0 ŁpÙ sinhρTf 
mÙ
pÙ
sinhρ
Tf

K0 ŁmÙ coshρTf 
K1 ŁmÙ coshρTf 
coshρ
Tf
, (1.50)
where Tf is the actual freeze-out temperature. In the limit of low pÙ P Tf and ρ P 1
one gets:
T 1is  
miu
2
Ù
2T 2f
 T1f (1.51)
or
Tis  Tf 
mi
2
u2
Ù
. (1.52)
The collective flow breaks the mÙ scaling. The kinetic energy due to the velocity of
the flow affects the particle spectrum, especially at low mÙ.
In Fig. 1.7 we show the charge spectra of pions, kaons and protons as measured by
the PHENIX collaboration at RHIC [A04]. The data is taken from Au+Au collisions
at
º
sNN   200 GeV/nucleon, where the fluid flow is not negligible. The effect of the
flow (uÙ x 0) causes the multiplicities not to be parallel with respect to each other,
showing a particle mass dependence following Eq. (1.52). The effect of the mass-
dependent term in (1.52) is larger in the low mÙ part of the spectrum. This produces
a positive contribution to the inverse slope, and therefore a flattening of the spectra.
For the most massive particles (protons and antiprotons) this effect is naturally larger.
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Figure 1.7: Multiplicity of positive pions, kaons and protons (and their antiparticles)
as a function of mÙ mi from Au+Au collisions at
º
sNN   200 GeV as measured by
the PHENIX collaboration. Data provided in [A04].
For pions, this effect is not seen due to the accumulation of slow pions coming from
resonance decays, showing an increase of the pion multiplicity at low pÙ.
From the results in Fig. 1.7 an important conclusion can be extracted. The number
of positive pions is practically the same as the number of negative pions. The same
fact occurs for the kaons. Therefore, the assumption of isospin symmetry is fairly well
established. Note that this is not the case for the proton-antiproton spectra, where the
number of antiprotons is slightly smaller. This is nothing but a signature that the net
baryon number is not exactly zero (due to the initial colliding nuclei, this asymmetry
should be absent at the proton-antiproton collisions at the Tevatron).
1.7 Collective flow and viscosities
We now lift the restriction of central collisions and consider an arbitrary event with
a finite impact parameter. In this case, azimuthal symmetry is lost and the particle
multiplicity distribution admits a φ dependence.
At the moment of the collision, the overlap region (that contains the participant
nucleons) presents an almond shape characterized by the spatial eccentricity parameter
ε:
εxb   `y2  x2e`y2  x2e , (1.53)
where the average is weighted by the energy density  defined in Eq. (A.6).
In Fig. 1.8 we show a typical non-central collision defined by its impact parameter.
The inner region is composed by the participant nucleons and due to its geometrical
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Figure 1.8: Typical non-central heavy-ion collision projected onto the plane perpendic-
ular to the beam axis.
anisotropy it has a non-zero value of εxb. Once the spectator nucleons have gone
away the pressure in the inner region is much higher than the outside of the reaction
zone. Due to the spatial anisotropy, the pressure gradient along the x-direction is much
larger than the gradient along the perpendicular direction. The response of the system
is to create a hydrodynamical boost which is greater in the x-direction than in the y-
direction and producing a momentum anisotropy in the fluid. The collective motion of
the system converts the initial non-zero spatial asymmetry into momentum anisotropy
in the transverse plane and the former tends to decrease at the expense of the latter.
The experimental evidence of this momentum anisotropy is an azimuthal anisotropy in
the final particle spectrum [Oll92].3
1.7.1 Flow coefficients
The particles emitted in a given event follow an azimuthal distribution that can be
expressed as a sum over Fourier components. The most general expansion for this
distribution is
E
d3N
dp3
 
1
2pi
d2N
pÙdpÙdyp
1  ªQ
n 1
vnpÙ, yp cosnφ  nΨR	 , (1.54)
where vn is the n
th flow or harmonic coefficient and the ΨR is the reaction plane
(the OXZ plane defined in Sec. 1.2.1). The flow coefficients depend on the transverse
momentum pÙ, the rapidity yp, the centrality and the particle species. The first flow
coefficients are called the “direct flow” (n   1), the “elliptic flow” (n   2) and the
“triangular flow” (n   3) . As a Fourier coefficients in the expansion (1.54) they can be
3In a non-interacting gas, the anisotropy of the almond-shaped source could be detected by Bose-
Einstein HBT correlations and the difference with real data is thus ascribed to interactions.
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extracted as
vn   `cos nφ ΨRe , (1.55)
where the average is taken over all the considered particles in a particular event.
The effect of momentum anisotropy is mainly seen in the elliptic flow, that is usually
the dominant flow coefficient. Moreover, the odd harmonics are in principle forbidden
by reflection symmetry with respect to the reaction plane. This is true in the optical
Glauber model, where the combination of two Woods-Saxon distributions gives an
smooth nucleon distribution (see Fig. 1.3). These considerations, made the elliptic flow
the only relevant flow coefficient over years.
However, event-by-event fluctuations appear at the positions of the participating
nucleons [AR10]. These fluctuations in the initial state give non-zero odd harmonics.
They can be computationally generated by the use of a Monte Carlo Glauber model.
This model generates random initial positions of the nucleons following the Woods-
Saxon distribution. Since the publication of [AR10], much attention has been paid to
the higher order flow coefficients, especially to the next dominant one, the triangular
flow v3.
Some unusual structures appeared in the two particle azimuthal correlations at
RHIC [A05,A08]. They are typically referred to as the “ridge” (an anomalous peak
at ∆φ  0) and the “shoulder” (a dip in the away-side peak at ∆φ  pi) and they did
not show up in p+p collisions. These phenomena appear even at large pseudorapidity
intervals, ruling out the possibility of an origin from the jet quenching. In [AR10] they
suggest that the presence of the higher order flow coefficients could naturally explain
these two effects. Nowadays, this is the most accepted explanation [Li11, A11b] and
it has been checked for instance by the reconstruction of the two particle correlation
from the measured vn in ATLAS collaboration up to n   6, with a very good agreement
[Jia11].
1.7.2 Experimental measurement
The flow coefficients vn can be experimentally extracted by different methods. For
completeness, we will describe the most common:
 Event plane method, vnEP
The event plane method makes direct application of Eq. (1.55). It estimates the
n-th flow coefficient as (taking the continuum limit)
vn  
R f1p cos nφ ΨRd3p
R f1pd3p , (1.56)
where f1p   dN~d3p is the one-particle distribution function.
However, one needs to know the orientation of the reaction plane, which is not
known a priori and it varies from event to event. This method replaces the un-
observable reaction plane ΨR by the reconstructed event plane Ψn. The event
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plane is determined by histogramming the angular distribution of final parti-
cles and choosing the angular direction in which the recorded particle number is
maximum. More specifically, taking all the particles in an event one forms the
two-component vector:
Q   Q
i
cos 2φi,Q
i
sin 2φi . (1.57)
The event plane angle is defined as
cos 2Ψn, sin 2Ψn  QSQS . (1.58)
One expects that Ψn  ΨR, the difference between these to planes being due to
statistical fluctuations, which systematically underestimate the flow coefficients.
 Two particle correlations, vn2.
It is possible to access the flow coefficient without resolving the reaction plane.
This can be done by computing multiparticle correlations, which is the basic in-
gredient of the so-called “cumulant methods”. In the simplest case one makes use
of the two particle correlations. In spite of measuring angular distributions with
respect to the reaction plane, one can combine the relative azimuthal distribution
of two particles to cancel the dependence of the reaction plane. One measures
`cos nφ1  φ2e   R f2p1,p2 cos nφ1  φ2d3p1d3p2R f2p1,p2d3p1d3p2 , (1.59)
where the two-particle distribution function f2p1,p2 describes the probability
of finding a pair of particles in the same event, one with p1 and the other with
p2. The two-particle distribution function contains an uncorrelated part which is
a product of two independent one-particle distribution functions and also a cor-
related part that accounts for processes in which the two particles are correlated
but not through the reaction plane,
f2p1,p2   fp1fp2  fcp1,p2 . (1.60)
The last term takes into account correlations not described by collective motion,
but by statistical processes that would be present even in the absence of the
reaction plane. These correlations can come from resonance decays, jets... and
they are irrelevant for the collective motion.
The main idea of the method is that the correlated part of the two-particle dis-
tribution function is suppressed by 1~Nev, where Nev is the event multiplicity.
The argument can be stated as follows [Wie08]: suppose that in the final state
there are Nev pions coming from Nev~2 2-2 processes like ρ decays, for instance.
Each one of these pions would have one decay partner with which it is evidently
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correlated, and Nev  2 pions with which it is not correlated through this decay
process. However, one pion would be correlated with all the other pions through
the reaction plane, due to collective motion.
Thus, the average in Eq. (1.59) contains a correlated term that goes suppressed
by 1~Nev:
`cos nφ1  φ2e   v2n O  1Nev  . (1.61)
The second term is referred to as “non-flow” contribution and it contains the
effects of jets, resonance and weak decays, etc.
The two particle correlation is therefore a good method if the condition vn Q
1~ºNev is fulfilled. At RHIC, the elliptic flow v2 reaches a maximum value of
around 0.2. The number of particles in the selected final phase-space is around
Nev  100, so this condition is hardly satisfied at RHIC [Wie08], concluding that
in the elliptic flow there is a non-negligible contamination of non-flow effects.
 Many particle correlations, v24, v26, ....
The way to disentagle the non-flow effects in the harmonic coefficients consists on
doing appropriate correlations on a larger number of particles. For example, per-
forming four particle correlations one can measure the following average [Wie08]:
``cos nφ1  φ2  φ3  φ4ee  `cos nφ1  φ2  φ3  φ4e (1.62)
`cos nφ1  φ4e`cos nφ2  φ4e
`cos nφ1  φ4e`cos nφ2  φ3e .
This average gives the fourth power of the flow plus some suppressed terms
``cos nφ1  φ2  φ3  φ4ee   v4n O  1N3ev  O  v
2
2n
N2ev
 . (1.63)
Taking into account that the higher order flow coefficients v2n are much smaller
than vn, the condition to suppress the non-flow effects is
vn Q
1
N
3~4
ev
, (1.64)
that is now fulfilled by the RHIC data.
In this direction, one expects that the fourth order cumulant method gives a more
accurate description of the flow coefficients with the non-flow effects minimized.
It is possible to extend this method in order to include correlations between six,
eight,... particles that suppress even more the contribution of these effects. At
the LHC, because the beam energy is larger than RHIC, the expected number of
particles in an event is increased and non-flow effects are more suppressed by the
use of the cumulant methods.
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Figure 1.9: Differential elliptic flow v2 as a function of pÙ as measured by the ALICE
collaboration. Top panel: Results for midperipheral events when using two-particle cor-
relations (blue dots) and the four-particle correlations (red dots) where the ’non-flow’
effects are suppressed. The grey band is the result of STAR collaboration. Bottom
panel: Results for the elliptic flow for different centralities calculated with four-particle
correlations. The elliptic flow increases with the centrality, having larger values for pe-
ripheral events. Figures taken from [A10]. Copyright 2010 by The American Physical
Society.
In the top panel of Fig. 1.9 we show the ALICE results [A10] for the differential
elliptic flow as a function of pÙ for those events with centrality 40  50%. The CM
energy is
º
sNN   2.76 TeV and the charged multiplicity can be as large as 500 for this
centrality bin. The blue asterisks are the extracted elliptic flow by using the two-particle
cumulant method, that contains non-flow effects. The red triangles correspond to the
v2 calculated through four-particle correlations where the non-flow is negligible [A
10].
The result for the same centrality bin at STAR experiment (
º
sNN   200 GeV) is also
included. The non-flow corrections always tend to decrease the numerical value of the
elliptic flow. In the bottom panel of the figure, the elliptic flow using four-particle
correlations is shown for different centrality bins. It is evident that when increasing
the centrality bin (more peripheral events) the spatial anisotropy of the initial state is
greater and the elliptic flow becomes larger.
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Figure 1.10: Left panel: Integrated elliptic flow v2 as a function of the centrality. The
blue dots are extracted using two-particle correlations and the red dots using four-
particle correlations. Some results obtained by using other methods are also shown.
The blue and red lines are the STAR results. The integrated elliptic flow is larger
for collisions with higher collision energy. Right panel: Integrated elliptic flow for the
centrality class 20%30% as a function of the beam CM energy. The integrated elliptic
flow increases with
º
sNN . The last point is the result of the ALICE collaboration with
an
º
sNN   2.76 TeV. The cluster around
º
sNN   150 GeV correspond to the results
of three of the experiments at RHIC (STAR, PHOBOS and PHENIX). Figures taken
from [A10]. Copyright 2010 by The American Physical Society.
In the left panel of Fig. 1.10 we show the integrated v2 between pÙ > 0.2,5.9 GeV
as a function of the centrality. The elliptic flow is estimated by using some different
methods, trying to minimize the non-flow effects. They agree quite well with the
results from the four-particle cumulant. The full and open markers show repectively
the differences when doing the multiparticle correlations among all particles and among
particles with the same charge. In the right panel we reproduce the elliptic flow for a
centrality bin of 20 30% measured by several collaborations at different CM energies.
To prove how the multiparticle correlations converge to the same value of the elliptic
flow (free of “non-flow” effects) we show in Fig.1.11 the preliminary results from the
ALICE collaboration [Bil11].
Higher order harmonics can be measured as well. In Fig.1.12 we show the ALICE
results [Col11] for the extraction of different higher order harmonics as a function of
pÙ and centrality. One can appreciate the important role of v3 in central collisions,
that can be larger than the elliptic flow for higher values of pÙ. The fourth and fifth
harmonics are also shown in the same plot. The integrated triangular flow is also the
dominant one for central collisions showing an important effect of the fluctuations in
the initial state.
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Figure 1.11: Integrated elliptic flow as a function of centrality for different cumulant
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for these collisions at ALICE the four-particle correlations suppress all the ’non-flow’
effects with respect to the two-particle correlations. Figure courtesy of A. Bilandzic
from [Bil11].
1.7.3 Viscous hydrodynamic simulations
The dynamics of the expanding system at relativistic heavy-ion collisions can be re-
produced by using hydrodynamical simulations on a computer. These simulations try
to numerically solve the equations of fluid’s hydrodynamics and reproduce the final
state momentum distribution as observed in the detector. If the ideal hydrodynamics
(without energy dissipation) is used then the input parameters for the code are fixed in
order to properly describe the experimental data for the radial flow. The initial energy
density of the system is fixed such that the final particle multiplicity coincides with the
experimental value. The two most used models to describe the initial energy density
are the Glauber model and the Color Glass Condensate(CGC) model.
In a nutshell, the Glauber initial condition takes in the initial time τ0 the energy
density profile to be proportional to the number of binary collisions
ρτ0, rÙ, b ncollrÙ, b , (1.65)
that means that the initial energy density in a heavy-ion collision follows the nucleon
distribution. Using the Glauber model, we have plotted the number density of binary
collisions (using the LHC data for Pb+Pb collision) in Fig. 1.3. The Glauber initial
condition assumes that the energy density profile is just proportional to the distribution
shown in that figure.
This model has been widely used for describing the initial state of the fireball, both
in the optical Glauber model (with smooth distribution coming from the Woods-Saxon
potential) and in the Monte Carlo Glauber model (where the positions of the nucleons
are randomly distributed). However, the CGC initial condition has attracted much
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attention because it includes physical information about QCD at high energies [GI-
JMV10, AMP07]. When the compression of the nuclei is as huge as in a heavy-ion
collision, the gluonic density is expected to saturate due to the strong color fields.
This model uses the number density of gluons in a binary collision
dNg
d2rÙdyg
, where
rÙ is the perpendicular direction and yg is the rapidity of the produced gluons in the
collision. The initial energy density profile is then defined as [Rom10]:
ρτ0, rÙ, b  dNg
d2rÙdyg
	4~3 . (1.66)
To describe the collective phenomena, dissipative (or viscous) hydrodynamics should
be taken into account. At first order in hydrodynamical gradients, the shear viscosity,
the bulk viscosity and the heat conductivity enter in the hydrodynamic equations of
motion. In practice, the shear viscosity (usually normalized by the entropy density) is
the most important coefficient (at least, out of the critical region) and it is responsible
for some collective properties of the fluid. As we have discussed, collective effects
generate non-vanishing flow coefficients, which can be extracted from the results of the
hydrodynamic simulations.
The hydrodynamic codes use the so-called second-order hydrodynamics where gradi-
ents up to second order must be included in the expression for the entropy density (see
Appendix A). This must be done in order to avoid numerical problems when the short
wavelength modes are included. This problem is associated with the loss of causality
that the Navier-Stokes equation presents when considering these high frequency modes.
We briefly describe this issue in Appendix D.
1.7.4 Extraction of η~s
The determination of the shear viscosity over entropy density combines experimental
techniques with hydrodynamic simulations. The estimation of this coefficient is made
by matching the experimental dependence of the flow coefficients (especially the elliptic
flow as the dominant one in non-central collisions) to the numerical results from the
hydrodynamic codes, that use the η~s coefficient as an input. As an example we show in
Fig. 1.13 the results from the simulation in [LR08] of the elliptic flow at RHIC energies
as a function of pÙ. The v2 coefficient is plotted for several values of the shear viscosity
over entropy density. Both Glauber and CGC initial conditions have been used in
the simulations. Finally, a comparison with the experimental value of the elliptic flow
from the STAR collaboration is made. The full dots correspond to the measurement of
elliptic flow by the event plane method and the open dots to the estimate of the elliptic
flow where the non-flow effects have been removed.
In principle, ideal hydrodynamics (η~s  104) shows a good description of the data
but the effect of the shear viscosity is needed to better explain the experimental curve.
The value of η~s  0.08 seems to be the optimal one for the Glauber initial conditions
whereas the best value for the CGC initial conditions turns out to be η~s  0.16.
An important conclusion can be extracted. The matter created at heavy-ion collisions
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behaves like an ideal fluid with a very low shear viscosity/entropy density. The strongly
coupled quark-gluon plasma (sQPG) is therefore a collective state with a very low η~s
near the KSS bound 1~4pi  0.08 [KSS05].
The viscosity dependence is stronger in higher harmonics like v3 as can be seen in
Fig. 1.12. The triangular flow can give a better estimate of η~s and it can serve as a
probe for initial state assumptions. Moreover, the determination of η~s can help dis-
tinguish between initial state models. For example, once the value of the η~s coefficient
has been determined by matching the elliptic flow for both Glauber and CGC models,
one can predict the value of the higher flow coefficients (with η~s fixed) and compare
the results with the data provided by the experiment. The triangular flow, very sen-
sitive to initial fluctuations, can help distinguish between one model and another as
proposed by the PHENIX in [A11e] favouring the Monte Carlo Glauber model rather
that the CGC-inspired model.
1.7.5 Bulk viscosity effects
The bulk viscosity ζ has usually been neglected in hydrodynamic calculations due to
the general belief that it should numerically be much smaller than the shear viscosity.
This idea came from experience with ordinary fluid such as water where ζ P η. Also
from the perturbative calculations of ζ in the quark-gluon plasma as in [ADM06], where
the ratio between the bulk and shear viscosities for Nf   3 massless quarks and in the
range of strong coupling constant αs > 0.02,0.3 is
ζ
η
 0.3 α4s  10
3
 108 . (1.67)
However, this picture can change in the strong coupling regime, where the hadronic
states are the relevant degrees of freedom. Actually, the bulk viscosity can be much
larger than the shear viscosity around the critical temperature where the conformal
anomaly peaks. Lattice QCD calculations [KKT08] have shown that the bulk viscosity
over entropy density diverges at the critical temperature as we reproduce in Fig. 4.1.
The latest hydrodynamical simulations are incorporating the ζ~s coefficient in order
to include its effects in the collective flow observables. As an example we show in
Fig. 1.14 a recent calculation [Boz11b] showing the integrated elliptic flow as a function
of centrality. The red points are data from the ALICE collaboration and the blue
dots from the STAR collaboration at lower energy. In both cases, the elliptic flow
is calculated by four-particle correlations in order to minimize the non-flow effects.
The two curves on the plot are the output from the hydrodynamic calculations using
Glauber initial conditions, with an optimal value for η~s and ζ~s of 0.08 and 0.04,
respectively, showing that ζ~η could be of the order of 0.5.
A limitation of these calculations is that they include a fixed value of η~s and
ζ~s for the whole evolution of the fireball. Some hydrodynamical computations have
also included the entire temperature dependence of the viscosities providing a more
detailed description of the hydrodynamical expansion. The temperature dependence of
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Reference Temperature η~s ζ~s
[SH09] T @ Tc 1~4pi 0
[SH09] Tc 1~4pi 0.04-0.08
[NDH11] 100 MeV 0.6 -
[NDH11] 180 MeV 0.08 -
[DS11] T  Tf - ß 0.05
[Boz11b] T @ Tc 0.08 0.04
[RC11] T @ Tcross   175 MeV 0.08-0.16 0.023
[RC11] Tcross   175 MeV 0.08-0.16 0.038
[PG11] T @ Tc 0.64 -
Table 1.2: Some data-based estimates of η~s and ζ~s in the hadronic side at different
temperatures.
the bulk viscosity has been qualitatively added in [SH09] and more recently in [RC11].
The temperature dependence of η~s has been added in [NDH11] showing that the
viscosity in the hadronic side gives the most relevant contribution at RHIC energies,
whereas the QGP viscosity is more important at LHC energies.
In Table 1.2 we summarize some values of the shear and bulk viscosities in the
hadronic phase that have appeared in recent literature.
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Figure 1.12: Differential flow coefficients up to v5 as measured by ALICE for three
different centrality bins. A good resolution is achieved for all of them. The last two
panels correspond to very central collisions where the triangular flow is the dominant
one at moderate pÙ. Figures taken from [Col11]. Copyright 2011 by The American
Physical Society.
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Chapter 2
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
Equation
When an external perturbation is applied to a system, this leaves the equilibrium state.
The particles of the system, described by the one-particle distribution function, suffer
from many collisions producing a transport of the conserved quantities (energy, mo-
mentum and others). The one-particle distribution function is then modified and its
time evolution is described by a kinetic equation. By knowing the one-particle distri-
bution function out of equilibrium, and connecting with the hydrodynamic formalism
one is able to extract the transport coefficients that govern the relaxation of the fluid to
the equilibrium state. We will start by introducing the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
kinetic equation and the method derived by Chapman and Enskog to solve it. For
the sake of simplicity, in this chapter we will set the formalism for a one-species gas,
ignoring the conserved internal (or flavor-like) charges. Later, in Chapters 7 and 8 we
will attend to these.
2.1 n-particle distribution functions and
Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kyrkwood-Yvon hierarchy
2.1.1 Classical description
Consider a gas with a large number of particles N inside a volume V [LL84], [Lib03].
Each of these particles is specified at time t by its position rit (with i   1, ...,N)
and its momentum qit. Therefore the whole system is entirely described by a set of
6N coordinates in the so-called Γ-phase space. A microstate of the system (ensemble
of particles with definite positions and momenta at a given time) is specified by a
representative point in the Γ-phase space. This microstate must be compatible with
the macrostate, defined by some thermodynamic functions as N , V , E, T ... The
evolution of the system is determined by the Hamilton’s equation (the Hamiltonian of
the system is a function of t, ri and qi)
q˙i   
∂Ht, rit, qit
∂ri
, r˙i  
∂Ht, rit, qit
∂qi
(2.1)
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and the evolution of the system follows a curve in the Γ-phase space.
For systems with constant total energy, their microestates are restricted to those
representative points in the phase space ri,qi which Ht, ri,qi   E. For open
systems there is no such a restriction (apart from the condition of being compatible
with the macrostate) and some microstates are easier to reach in the Γ-phase space
than others. One can define the phase-space density ρt, ri,qi which is the probability
for a system to be in a given microstate in the Γ-phase space.
The quantity
N
M
i 1
d3rid
3qi ρt, ri,qi (2.2)
is the number of accesible microstates that at time t are contained in the phase-space
volume element LNi 1 d3rid3qi centered at ri,qi.
The evolution of the phase-space density along a phase-space trajectory is given by
the Liouville’s equation:
d
dt
ρt, ri,qi   ∂
∂t
ρt, ri,qi  ρt, ri,qi,H   0 , (2.3)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. This equation can be obtained from Hamil-
ton’s equations (2.1).
Any observable O, a function of the ri and qi can be averaged over the ensemble as
follows:
`Ote   R LNi 1 d3ri d3qi Ori,qi ρt, ri,qi
R LNi 1 d3ri d3qi ρt, ri,qi . (2.4)
The building blocks of kinetic theory are the n-particle distribution functions or
joint-probability distributions, ft,x1,p1, ...,xn,pn. A n-particle distribution function
represents the probability of finding at given time t the particle 1 at x1,p1, the particle
2 at x2,p2, and so on up to the particle n.
These distribution functions can be obtained from the phase-space density function
ρt, ri,qi by integrating the appropriate remaining coordinates of the phase-space. For
example, the one-particle distribution function is defined as:
ft,x,p   ` NQ
i
δx  riδp  qie . (2.5)
To have access to all the distribution functions would provide all the physical in-
formation of the system, completely equivalent to knowing the phase-space density
function. They can be obtained by solving their equations of evolution (as hard as
solving the Liouville equation). The equation for f is generated by integrating the
Liouville equation over the phase-space coordinates rn,qn, ..., rN ,qN by assuming a
particular form of the Hamiltonian (with one- and two- particle interaction potential).
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After integrating the Liouville equation, one realizes that the equation of evolution
for the n-particle distribution function is non-linearly coupled with the n1-distribution
function (and so on up to n   N). This set of coupled integro-differential equations is
called the BBGKY (Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kyrkwood-Yvon) hierarchy of equations.
2.2 Kinetic equation
Taking only the first equation of the BBGKY hierarchy for the one-particle distribution
function and performing the approximation of substituting the two-particle distribution
function by a product of two one-particle distribution functions one obtains a closed
equation for ft,x,p. The resulting equation is called a kinetic equation.
The assumptions for obtaining the kinetic equation are:
 The fluid is a dilute medium in which only binary collisions occur. Therefore mul-
tiple collisions are neglected. However, the binary collisions may be, in principle,
inelastic (pipi  KK) as well as elastic (pipi   pipi).
 The collision time is much smaller than the mean free time between consecutive
collisions. This assumption is valid when the gas is dilute enough. In terms of
typical lengths this is expressed as
LQ λmfp Q R , (2.6)
where L is the size of the system, λmfp is the mean free path or length between
succesive collisions and R is the range of interaction (typically a scattering length
or the radius of the particles in the hard-sphere approximation).
 Stosszahlansatz or molecular chaos hypothesis. This implies the absence of parti-
cle correlations before the collision process takes place. This assumption entails
decoupling the first equation in the BBGKY hierarchy by the replacement:
ft,x1,p1,x2,p2  ft,x1,p1ft,x2,p2 . (2.7)
Because from now on we will only work with the one-particle distribution function
we will change the notation:
fpt,x  ft,x,p , (2.8)
where the subindex p denote both the momentum dependence of the distribution func-
tion and also a label for the particle entering in the elastic scattering process. Con-
sidering a classical scattering between two particles, we will denote by k1 and k2 the
momenta of the two incoming particles; and k3 and p the momenta of the outgoing
particles.
The time evolution of the one-particle distribution function f1t,x is given by the
kinetic equation, which is of the following type:
df1
dt
  C f1, f2 . (2.9)
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The classical kinetic equation is called the Boltzmann equation and is known since L.
Boltzmann derived it in 1872 for a gas of classical particles. The collision operator of the
Boltzmann equation in the right-hand side of (2.9) reads explicitly [LLP81,GvLvW80,
Lib03]
C f1, f2   12pi3 S dΩdk2 vrel dσ12dΩ  f3fp  f1f2 , (2.10)
where vrel is the relative velocity between the incoming particles, and
dσ12
dΩ the differ-
ential cross section of the process. The existence of an equilibrium solution to this
equation was proven by Boltzmann in the form of the Htheorem.
The local H-theorem follows from that the entropy production at any time-space
point is never negative. The entropy production is only vanishing when the solution
of the kinetic equation is the local equilibrium distribution function or equilibrium
Maxwellian:
fpt,x   npt,x  1
e
pαuαt,xµt,x
T t,x
, (2.11)
that satisfies the detailed balance equation
n1t,xn2t,x   n3t,xnpt,x . (2.12)
2.2.1 Wigner function
So far, the discussion has been purely classical. In quantum theory an analogous
derivation can be made, using quantum-mechanical averages instead of (2.4). The
analogue to the one-particle distribution function is called Wigner function [Wig32]
and it formally coincides with the classical distribution function. Moreover, a global
factor due to the quantum mechanical formulation appears in this function:
fCp t, x  fQp t, x g2piÒh3 , (2.13)
where g accounts for the quantum degeneracy of the particle (g=2 for electrons due to
spin, g=3 for pions due to isospin or g   2 for photons due to the polarization states)
and the factor 1~2piÒh3 comes from the fact that dxdp~h3 is the number of quantum
states in the infinitesimal phase-space volume. Additionally, the collision operator is
not written in terms of the cross section but in terms of the scattering matrix elements.
When the Bose-Einstein must be applied (as is the case for pion at moderate temper-
atures) the kinetic equation is called the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) equa-
tion. It contains some extra factors that accounts for the Bose-Einstein nature of the
particles and that produce an enhancement of the phase space in the available states.
To be consistent with our later references we will focus on the BUU equation for fp:
dfp
dt
  C f3, fp , (2.14)
where the collision operator of the BUU equation reads explicitly
C f3, fp   g3
1  δ3,p
S dΓ12,3p  f1f21  f31  fp  f3fp1  f11  f2 , (2.15)
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where g3 is the degeneracy of the particle 3 and 1 δ3,p factor accounts for the possible
undistinguishable particles in the final state. The scattering measure is
dΓ12,3p 
1
2Ep
ST S2 3M
i 1
dki2pi32Ei 2pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p . (2.16)
The local equilibrium distribution function is the Bose-Einstein function:
fpt,x   npt,x  1
e
pαuαt,xµt,x
T t,x  1
. (2.17)
This function satisfies the detailed balance condition as well:
n1t,xn2t,x 1  n3t,x 1  npt,x   n3t,xnpt,x 1  n1t,x 1  n2t,x .
(2.18)
In the following, we will denote as x the space-time four-vector t,x on which the
hydrodynamic fields and distribution functions depend.
2.3 Chapman-Enskog expansion
The so-called Chapman-Enskog expansion is one of the several classical methods to
obtain an approximate solution of the BUU equation.
In addition to the three length scales defined in Sec. 2.2 one can introduce a char-
acteristic hydrodynamic length h which is the typical size of the inhomogeneities of
the system [GvLvW80], [GS03]. The separation of scales are the following: A particle
suffers from a collision with another in a charateristic length being the range of inter-
action, R. After that, the particle moves freely a distance of the order of λmfp until it
encounters another particle and collides again. Inside h, the particle suffers from many
collisions. Due to these scatterings the distribution function becomes close to the local
equilibrium one. This local equilibrium state is characterized by µ, u and T that vary
from one region to another. In a larger time, the particle has travelled distances greater
than h and the differences in the three hydrodynamical fields smooth across the whole
system. The gas reaches a state of global equilibrium defined by µ, u and T which do
not depend on x.
We can summarize the hierarchy of scales as
LQ hQ λmfp Q R , (2.19)
where L is the typical size of the system. In terms of characteristic times, one can
divide the previous inequalities by the thermal velocity v 
»
T ~m.
L~v Q τh Q τmft Q τR , (2.20)
where τh   h~v is the characteristic time of travel through the inhomogeneities of the
system, τmft is the mean free time, and τR   R~v is the duration of a collision.
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In this scenario there are two main time scales governed by a fast and a subsequent
slow processes: 1) The fast relaxation from the non-equilibrium initial state to a local
equilibrium state, due to many collisions inside h. The time of local equilibration is of
the order of τmft. This stage is called the kinetic regime, sensitive to initial state. 2)
The slow relaxation from local to global equilibrium, at distances of several h. The time
needed for this process is of the order of τh. This process is called the hydrodynamic
regime. It does not depend on the initial state but only on the hydrodynamic fields
T x, µx,ux that depend on the time-space variables.
According to this, one expects that the one-particle distribution function in the sec-
ond stage depends on space-time through a functional in the hydrodynamical variables:
fpx   fp T x, µx,ux . (2.21)
A solution of the BUU equation of this type is called a normal solution.
The Chapman-Enskog procedure is a systematic way of constructing a normal solu-
tion to the BUU equation in powers of the Knudsen number (Kn   λmfp~h).
To proceed, take the BUU equation (we drop the argument t,x of the distribution
function to ease the notation)
dfp
dt
  C fp, fp , (2.22)
separate the convective time derivative and the gradient operator to get
∂tfp   v
i
©ifp C fp, fp (2.23)
and divide the right-hand side of the equation by fp. The first term of the right-hand
side is the inverse characteristic length for the inhomogeneities
W pi
Ep
©i ln fpW  h1v (2.24)
and the second is the inverse mean free path
WC fp, fp
fp
W  λ1mfpv . (2.25)
Taking into account the inequalities in Eq. (2.19) we deduce that C fp, fp~fp is much
smaller than vi©i ln fp. Since h
1
 S© ln fpS, the expansion in powers of the Knudsen
number is actually equivalent to an expansion in powers of hydrodynamical gradients.
The way of translating the separation of scales into the BUU equation is the follow-
ing. The normal solution to the kinetic equation is expanded:
fp   f
0
p  f
1
p  
2f 2p  , (2.26)
where  is the so-called non-uniformity parameter and it measures the relative strength
of the gradient. For consistency, it is set to one at the end of the calculation, so it is
nothing but a book-keeping parameter that can be interpreted as the Knudsen number,
that controls the order of the approximation.
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The spatial gradient is formally substituted by, ©i   ©i, and the time derivative
of the normal solution is expanded
∂tfp   ∂t1fp  2∂t2fp  . (2.27)
The action of ∂
i
t occurs through the dependence on the hydrodynamic fields
∂
i
t fp   ∂
i
t T
∂fp
∂T
 ∂
i
t µ
∂fp
∂µ
 ∂
i
t u  
∂fp
∂u
. (2.28)
The operators ∂
i
t µ, ∂
i
t T and ∂
i
t u are obtained from the macroscopic conservation
laws performing the same expansion and equating the terms with equal powers of .
Up to order 1 they explicitly read¢¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¦¨¨¨¨¨¨¨
¨¨¤
∂
0
t T   ∂
0
t µ   ∂
0
t u   0 ,
∂
1
t T   T Ł∂P∂ρ n©  V ,
∂
1
t µ    µ Ł∂P∂ρ n  ∂P∂n ρ©  V ,
∂
1
t u   
©P
w .
(2.29)
One sees that is enough to consider the ideal gas approximation. For higher orders
the situation is more complicated and one should take into account the -expansion
inside the energy-momentum tensor and four-particle flux.
Then, one substitutes all the previous equations into the BUU equation and identifies
terms with equal powers in . One obtains the following hierarchy of equations¢¨¨¦¨¨¤ 0   C f
0
p , f
0
p  ,
∂
1
t f
0
p 
pi
Ep
©if
0
p   C f 0p , f 1p  C f 1p , f 0p  . (2.30)
The solution of the zeroth-order equation is the local Bose-Einstein function of
Eq. (2.17) with arguments depending on time and space (sometimes called Juetner
distribution function). This zeroth order approximation reads
f 0p t,x   npt,x . (2.31)
The next order gives the first nontrivial contribution to the distribution function. In
this dissertation we will stop at first order:
fpt,x   npt,x  f 1p t,x . (2.32)
The first-order kinetic equation reads
∂
1
t f
0
p 
pi
Ep
©if
0
p   
gEp
2
S dΓ12,3p 1  n11  n2n3np (2.33)

 f 1pnp1  np  f
1
3
n31  n3  f
1
1
n11  n1  f
1
2
n21  n2 ,
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where g   3 for the pion isospin degeneracy.
Observing the form of the collision operator (with Bose statistics) the ansatz for
f
1
p is conveniently parametrized as
f 1p   np1  npΦp . (2.34)
Φp is an adimensional function of p that will contain an appropriate hydrodynamic
gradient depending on the transport coefficient.
One realizes here the main feature in the Chapman-Enskog expansion at first order.
The left-hand side of Eq. (2.33) only depends on derivatives of the local equilibrium dis-
tribution function (through the hydrodynamic fields) and therefore it does not depend
on Φp.
2.3.1 Left-hand side of the BUU equation
At order 0 we have seen that the equation for f
0
p reads
0   C f 0p , f 0p  (2.35)
and the solution is the local Bose-Einstein distribution function. In an arbitrary frame
it reads
np T x, µx, uαx   1
e
pαuαxµx
T x  1
, (2.36)
that reduces to the usual Bose-Einstein distribution function in the comoving frame
(V x 0, γ   1).
One important remark is that the five independent hydrodynamical fields T x, µx
and uix are not necessary the same as in equilibrium and one should fix them ap-
propriately. The prescription to do this is to impose the conditions of fit, that we will
describe in the next section.
With the parametrization used in Eq. (2.34), fp   np  np1  npΦp the order 
reads
Ep∂
1
t npx  pi ©inpn  
gEp
2
S dΓ12,3p 1  n11  n2n3np Φp Φ3 Φ1 Φ2 . (2.37)
Note that we have multiplied the equation by Ep for convenience.
The collision operator has became a linearized operator in Φp. We focus on the
left-hand side of Eq. (2.37) to obtain the final form of this term.
One uses first Eq. (2.28) for the temporal derivative, together with the Euler equa-
tions Eq. (2.29), for the derivatives of the hydrodynamical field and the Leibniz rule
for the derivative of np with respect to these fields
∂Anpx   npx 1  npx∂A  βpαuα  µ , (2.38)
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with A   T,µ, ui. The gradient is obtained by using the Leibniz rule with
©iβ   β
2
©iT (2.39)
and the Gibbs-Duhem relation
©iµ   
s
n
©iT 
1
n
©iP . (2.40)
As an intermediate step, we perform the separation into a traceless and “traceful”
parts.
pipj∂iVj   p
ipj 1
2
∂iVj  ∂jVi  1
3
δij©  V 
1
3
δij©  V   pipjV˜ij  1
3
δij©  V. (2.41)
The first term goes to the shear viscosity and is the “traceless” part because it satisfies
Pi V˜ii   0. The part that goes with the bulk viscosity is the “traceful” part 13δij©  V.
The final solution reads:
βnpx1npxpipj V˜ij  1
3
p2 E2pv
2
n Epκ
1
ρ ©  V  β Ep  wn p   ©T  Tw©P  ,
(2.42)
where we have defined the isochorus sound speed and the compressibility
v2n   ∂P∂ρ n , κ1ρ   ∂P∂n ρ . (2.43)
These two quantities can be calculated from derivatives of the pressure by the fol-
lowing formulae
v2n  
sχµµ  nχµT
CV χµµ
, (2.44)
κ1ρ  
nTχTT  nµ  sT χµT  sµχµµ
CV χµµ
, (2.45)
where n   Ł∂P∂µ T , s   ∂P∂T µ, the susceptibilities
χxy  
∂2P
∂x∂y
(2.46)
and the specific heat
CV   T  ∂s
∂T

V
  T
χTT  χ2µTχµµ  . (2.47)
One important remark to take into account is that from the previous lines one
can see that at first order in the Chapman-Enskog expansion all the thermodynamic
functions that appear in the linearized Boltzmann equation should be defined as in
equilibrium. That means, that the functions appearing in the left-hand side of the
BUU equation (2.42) should be taken as those for an ideal Bose-Einstein gas.
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Shear Viscosity
The shear viscosity appears when the perturbation of the fluid is exclusively by a shear
perturbation of the velocity field. For this reason the term associated with the shear
viscosity in Eq. (2.42) is
pµ∂
µnpxSη   βnpx1  npx pipj V˜ij . (2.48)
Bulk Viscosity
The part of Eq. (2.42) describing uniform compression or expansion of the fluid is
related with the bulk viscosity:
pµ∂
µnpxSζ   βnpx1  npx 1
3
p2 E2pv
2
n Epκ
1
ρ ©  V . (2.49)
Heat Conductivity
Finally, the terms of Eq. (2.42) coming with the heat conductivity are those related
with gradients in temperature and pressure:
pµ∂
µnpxSκ   β2npx1  npx E  w
n
p   ©T  T
w
©P . (2.50)
2.4 Conditions of fit
As pointed out before, the hydrodynamic functions are not necessarily the same as in
equilibrium but it is convenient to make this identification. The formal way of doing
that is to claim that the energy density, particle density and the particle or energy flux
are entirely defined in equilibrium. The three conditions needed for fully specify the
hydrodynamical variables are called “conditions of fit” and we detail them here:
 Condition of fit no.1: The energy density is defined as being the same as in
equilibrium. In the local reference frame this quantity corresponds to the 00
component of the energy-momentum tensor. Therefore, this amounts in
T 00   T 00eq   τ
00
  0 . (2.51)
Implicitly, this condition defines the temperature field in non-equilibrium to be
the same as in equilibrium.
 Condition of fit no.2: The particle density is defined as being the same as in
equilibrium. This condition makes only sense if the system has a conserved cur-
rent (particle, charge...). In the local reference frame this corresponds to the 0
component of the four-particle flow
n0   n0eq   ν
0
  0 . (2.52)
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This condition fixes the chemical potential associated with the conserved current
in the non-equilibrium as being the same as in equilibrium.
The hydrodynamical velocity posseses a similar condition to fix. However, one can
define it to be parallel to the particle flow (Eckart’s choice) or to the energy flow
(Landau’s choice) because in a relativistic theory both quantities are not necessarily
parallel. Even an intermediate choice can be used.
 Condition of fit no. 3a (Landau or Landau-Lifshitz condition): The energy flux
is defined as being the same as in equilibrium. That makes the velocity field to
be parallel as the energy flux. This condition can be applied to a system with or
without a conserved current.
T 0i   T 0ieq   τ
0i
  0 . (2.53)
Moreover, in the local rest frame this implies that there is no energy flux at all
T 0i   0 . (2.54)
 Condition of fit no. 3b (Eckart condition): The particle flux is defined as in
equilibrium. That defines the velocity field to be parallel to the particle flux.
This condition can only be applied to a system with a conserved current.
ni   nieq   ν
i
  0 . (2.55)
Moreover, in the local frame this implies that there is no particle flux at all
ni   0 . (2.56)
Variable to Invariant Expression Expression
be defined quantity (arb. frame) (local rest frame)
T Energy density uνuντ
µν
  0 τ00   0
µ Particle density uµν
µ
  0 ν0   0
ui Energy flux ∆µνTνσu
σ
  0 T 0i   0  τ0i   0
ui Particle flux ∆µνnν   0 n
i
  0  νi   0
*) In equilibrium T 0ieq   0 and n
i
eq   0 because of the symmetry of the integrand
in (A.43) and (A.45).
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Chapter 3
Shear Viscosity and
KSS Coefficient
The experimental results in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC indicate
that the description of the expanding system as a nearly ideal fluid is well-suited. The
use of viscous hydrodynamics should provide a more accurate and detailed picture of
the system by taking into account the leading corrections to the ideal fluid description.
As seen in Chapter 1 the most relevant transport coefficient for understanding some
of the properties of the collective flow in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the shear vis-
cosity over entropy density (the KSS number). For example, because of its dependence
over the behaviour of the flow coefficients as a function of pÙ and centrality.
The shear viscosity has also been calculated in the color-flavor locked phase of dense
quark matter at low temperature in [MDLE05]. This result is of interest for describing
the properties of rotating compact starts.
In this chapter we calculate the shear viscosity of a pion gas and the KSS coeffi-
cient showing that it is plausible to have a minimum in the crossover temperature of
deconfinement.
3.1 Shear viscosity
We read the left-hand side of the linearized equation for the shear viscosity from
Eq. (2.48):
pµ∂
µnpxSη   β npx 1  npx pipj V˜ij , (3.1)
with V˜ij being
V˜ij  
1
2
∂iVj  ∂jVi  1
3
δij©  V . (3.2)
The linearized right-hand side reads:
gpiEp
2
S dΓ12,3p 1  n11  n2n3np Φp Φ3 Φ1 Φ2 . (3.3)
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We will use the following parametrization for the function Φa:
Φa   β
3 Bija V˜ij , (3.4)
where Bija is a function of ka. In [DLE04] the following parametrization was used
Bija   pipj  δijp2Bpa , (3.5)
where Bpa is an adimensional function of p. In [Tea10], they use (with a different
normalization) a different factorization
Bija   pipjBpa , (3.6)
but one can easily check that both are equivalent due to the fact that V˜ijδij   0.
The kinetic equation must hold for any components of the tensor V˜ij and therefore
the equation that we must solve for the function Bp is
np1  nppipj (3.7)
 
gpiEp
2T 2
S dΓ12,3p1n11n2n3np pipjBp  pi3pj3Bp3  pi1pj1Bp1  pi2pj2Bp2 .
(3.8)
We still need to connect the shear viscosity with the unknown function Bp. To
do so, one employs hydrodynamics and kinetic theory. The spatial components of the
shear-stress tensor for an isotropic gas read (see Eq. A.38):
τij   2 η V˜
ij , (3.9)
where η is the shear viscosity.
From kinetic theory, the shear-stress tensor is expressed as an average over the
non-ideal distribution function. In the first order Chapman-Enskog expansion, it reads
τij   gpi S d
3p2pi3 f 1p pipjEp . (3.10)
The last step is to connect the two expressions for the shear-stress tensor with the
help of the following identity [CC91] to eliminate V˜ij :
S d3p fppipjpkpl Wkl   2
15
Wij S d3p fpp4, (3.11)
with the arbitrary tensor Wkl independent of p
i.
We finally obtain the desired exppression of the shear viscosity:
η  
gpi
30pi2T 3
S dp
Ep
np1  npp6Bp. (3.12)
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3.1.1 Integration measure
We will use adimensional variables to express all the integrals. We have found that the
most convenient change of variables is
x  
Ep
m
; p  m
º
x2  1; y  m~T. (3.13)
This choice has to do with the existence of zero modes in the bulk viscosity and
conductivities, as will be seen in Sections 4.2.1 and 5.1.2. The zero modes appear
because of the presence of conserved quantities. Due to the tensorial structure inside
the collision operator, the shear viscosity does not suffer of zero modes.
When expanding the perturbation function inside the collision integral in powers of
this variable x, it is possible to identify and extract these zero modes. The choice of a
different variable can hide the zero modes provoking an inconsistency in the solution of
the linearized equation. For the shear viscosity, this choice of variables or another (for
example, in the work of Llanes-Estrada and Dobado [DLE04]) are equally valid, but
this is not the case for transport coefficients that present zero modes in the linearized
collision integral. The discussion will be clear in Chapters 4 and 5 when looking at the
bulk viscosity and the conductivities.
The expression for the shear viscosity becomes
η  
gpim
6
30pi2T 3
S dx x2  15~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 Bx. (3.14)
This expression naturally defines an integration measure that will be characteristic
of η, and a similar one will appear for each one of the transport coefficients. The
integration measure reads
dµη   dx x2  15~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 , (3.15)
and it has all the properties to be a consistent integration measure. Written in physical
variables it reads:
dµη   d
3p
1
4pim6
p4
Ep
np1  np . (3.16)
One defines an inner product in the following way
`AxSBxey, z  ªS
1
dµηx; y, z AxBx . (3.17)
With the notion of perpendicularity given by the inner product, one can even con-
struct a polynomial basis in powers of x. We choose it to be a monic orthogonal basis.
Its first elements read:
P0x   1
P1x   x  P10
P2x   x2  P21x  P20 , (3.18)
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with the coefficients P10  
K1
K0
, P21  
K0K3K1K2
K21K0K2
and P20  
K22K1K3
K21K0K2
, ... conve-
niently obtained on a computer by a generalization of the Gram-Schmidt’s method.
Defined in this way, the elements of the basis satisfy:
`PiSPje   SSPiSS2δij . (3.19)
For convenience we also define the functions Kiy, z with i   n m:
Ki  `xnSxme   S dµ xi   S dx x2  15~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12xi. (3.20)
The shear viscosity is simply expressed as
η  
gpim
6
30pi2T 3
`BxSP0e . (3.21)
We project the kinetic equation Eq. (3.7) by multiplying it by
1
4pim6
pipj
Ep
(3.22)
and contracting the indices i and j to obtain
1
4pim6
np1  np p4
Ep
P0x   gpi
8pim6T 2
S dΓ12,3p1  n11  n2n3nppipj
 pipjBp  ki3kj3Bk3  ki1kj1Bk1  ki2kj2Bk2 . (3.23)
Now, multiply by Plx and integrate on d3p on both sides
δl0SSP0SS2
 
gpipi
2
m6T 2
S
4
M
m 1
d3km2pi32Em ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
pipjPlx pipjBp  ki3kj3Bk3  ki1kj1Bk1  ki2kj2Bk2 , (3.24)
with SSP0SS2  K0.
Then, one can expand the Bx function in the polynomial basis we defined before:
Bx   ªQ
n 0
bnPnx . (3.25)
Symmetrizing the kinetic equation with the help of the detailed balance condition
one gets the final matricial equation:
δl0K0
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 
ª
Q
n 0
bn
gpipi
2
4m6T 2
S
4
M
m 1
d3km2pi32Em ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
  pipjPlp  p3ip3jPlp3  p1ip1jPlp1  p2ip2jPlp2
 pipjPnp  pi3pj3Pnp3  pi1pj1Pnp1  pi2pj2Pnp2 , (3.26)
that is solved order by order in the indices l and n.
Defining the following collision matrix,
Cnl  
gpipi
2
4m6T 2
S
4
M
m 1
d3km2pi32Em ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
  pipjPlp  k3ik3jPlk3  k1ik1jPlk1  k2ik2jPlk2
 pipjPnp  ki3kj3Pnk3  ki1kj1Pnk1  ki2kj2Pnk2 , (3.27)
we can write the linear system as
N
Q
n 0
Clnbn  K0δl0 . (3.28)
Truncating at N   0 (1  1 problem):
b0  K0C
1
00 , (3.29)
with
C00  
gpipi
2
4m6T 2
S
4
M
i m
d3km2pi32Em ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
∆ kikj∆ kikj , (3.30)
where
∆ kikj   pipj  k3ik3j  k1ik1j  k2ik2j . (3.31)
The shear viscosity reads then
η0   gpim
6
30pi2T 3
b0`P0SP0e   gpim6
30pi2T 3
K20
C00
. (3.32)
Truncating at N   1 (2  2 system):
C00b0  C01b1   K0 ,
C10b0  C11b1   0 ,
(3.33)
where C10   C01. To obtain the shear viscosity coefficient we only need the solution for
b0, because of Eq.(3.21):
b0  
C11K0
C00C11  C
2
01
 
K0
C00
1  C201
C00C11  C
2
01
 , (3.34)
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Figure 3.1: Shear viscosity of a pion gas with µ   0 for different orders in the power
expansion (3.25) showing fast convergence.
to finally obtain
η1   gpim
6
30pi2T 3
b0`P0SP0e   gpim6
30pi2T 3
K20
C00
1  C201
C00C11  C
2
01
 . (3.35)
The difference between the two first orders can be obtained explicitly:
η1
η0
  1 
C201
C00C11  C
2
01
. (3.36)
In the computational program, we automatically solve the matricial system (3.28)
for a given order. Very good convergence is achieved in the polynomial expansion, as
seen in Fig. 3.1 up to fifth order.
We plot the shear viscosity at third order for low temperatures up to T  150  m
MeV. In Fig. 3.2 we show the shear viscosity for different pion chemical potentials and
fugacities.
Beyond this temperature the calculation is not reliable any more. Several reasons
that explain why this is so, are the following:
 Relevance of inelastic scattering channels: We have neglected inelastic processes
like pipi   pipipipi due to the Boltzmann suppression e2m~T in the final state. This
channel becomes more important when the temperature becomes moderately high
(around T   150 MeV). This point will be detailed in the next chapter due to its
relevance in the bulk viscosity.
 Interplay of new degrees of freedom: At moderate temperature the effects of
kaons and η meson are important. This implies extending the interaction to
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Figure 3.2: Shear viscosity of a pion gas at several chemical potential and fugacities. We
use the inverse amplitude method in order to unitarize the pion scattering amplitudes.
SU3 chiral perturbation theory (ChPT). We have accomplished this in reference
[DLETR09a].
 Failure of unitarized ChPT: The unitarized interaction used for describing the
pion is valid up to pion momentum of p  1.2  1.4 GeV, [NP02a]. Choosing this
UV cutoff to be ten times the most probable pion momentum, which is of the
order of p 
º
Tm, this amounts to having a limiting temperature of the order of
the pion mass.
 Loss of dilute gas assumption: Increasing the temperature makes larger the par-
ticle density of the gas larger and eventually one deals with a dense gas in which
the condition λmfp P 1~nσ does not hold anymore.
Finally, in Fig. 3.3 we compare the results obtained using the phenomenological
phase-shifts in [PPVW93] with the same transport coefficients computed by Dav-
esne [Dav96].
3.2 KSS coefficient
In fluid mechanics it is common to construct dimensionless ratios that allow similar-
ity analysis between different systems. In the previous section we introduced one of
them, the Knudsen number, defined as the ratio of the mean free path λmfp over a
characteristic fluid length L. In our case, this characteristic length was the size of
inhomogeneities in the system L   h.
Kn  
λmfp
L
.
Perhaps the best known of these is the Reynolds number,
Re  
mnLV
η
, (3.37)
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Figure 3.3: Left panel: Shear viscosity of a pion gas at several chemical potential and
fugacities with the phenomenological phase-shifts of [PPVW93]. Right panel: Results
for the shear viscosity of [Dav96]. Data kindly provided by D. Davesne.
that quotients the mass density (mn), characteristic fluid size and velocity, by the
shear viscosity. High values of this ratio (low viscosities) imply turbulent, unstable
flows, whereas small values (large viscosities) allow laminar, stationary flows.
The definition of the Reynolds number includes the inverse of the kinematic viscosity
ν   η~mn. The kinematic viscosity is used for measuring dissipation in a non-relativistic
system [LL87]. However, in relativistic theory the presence of the particle number
is problematic, because this number is usually not conserved. The generalization of
the Reynolds number for relativistic theories is to replace the mass density by the
relativistic enthalpy density w     P :
Re  
  P LV
η
(3.38)
and the kinematic viscosity is substituted by η~  P  where the denominator can be
substituted by Ts when the chemical potentials are set to zero.
One can obtain the linearized equations of motion by expanding the Navier-Stokes
equations (A.25), (A.26) and the continuity equation (A.25) (up to first order when a
small perturbation) in the equilibrium values of the particle density n0  δn, velocity
δui and temperature T0  δT . Taking Fourier transform one can obtain a linear system
that couples all the perturbations. This linear system is charaterized by the “hydrody-
namical matrix”. Diagonalizing this matrix one can obtain the form of the dispersion
relations ω   ωk. In the case of no conserved charge (µi   0), four dispersion relations
are obtained [ST09], [DLER08], a pair of tranverse diffusive modes
ωk   i η
Ts
k2 (3.39)
and a pair of sound modes
ωk  csk  iΓsk2
2
, (3.40)
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with
Γs  
4
3η  ζ
Ts
. (3.41)
The imaginary part of the dispersion relations entails a damping of the corresponding
modes, for which the kinematic viscosity plays a very important role.
The adimensional combination η~s was calculated for a very large class of four di-
mensional conformal quantum field theories at finite temperature in [KSS05] by using
the Anti de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence introduced by
Maldacena in [Mal98]. These CFT’s are typically strongly coupled SUN supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theories, whose gravity duals are string theories define on AdS  S5
space. This amounts to calculating the absorption cross-section of a graviton polarized
in the x  y direction propagating perpendicularly to a black brane.
Because of the optical theorem this cross-section measures in the dual CFT the
imaginary part of the retarded Green’s function of the operator coupled to the metric,
i.e. the energy-momentum tensor (Kubo’s formula).
Therefore the shear viscosity can be expressed as
η  
σ0abs
16piG5
, (3.42)
where σ0abs is the graviton absorption cross-section at zero energy and G5 is the
five-dimensional Newton constant.
Taking the area of the black brane horizon a   A~V3 -which is equal to the graviton
cross section in the low energy limit - to calculate the Bekenstein entropy of the black
brane,
s  
A
4G5V3
 
σ0abs
4G5
(3.43)
where V3 is the spatial volume along the three infinite dimensions of the horizon. The
authors of [KSS05] obtained the temperature-independent result:
η
s
 
1
4pi
. (3.44)
After the works [KSS05,SS06] this coefficient is also named the KSS coefficient .
From this result, the authors of [KSS05] proposed a conjecture that for a very wide
class of systems (those described by a sensible and UV finite quantum field theories),
the above ratio has the lower bound:
η
s
C
Òh
4pik
, (3.45)
where we reintroduced the Planck and Boltzmann’s constants. It is remarkable that
the existence of a lower bound for η~s can be obtained by using the Heisenberg un-
certainty principle [DG85]: The viscosity of a plasma is proportional to the energy
density  times the mean free time τmft. On the other hand, the entropy density is
proportional to the number density times the Boltzmann’s constant nkB. Therefore,
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η~s  Eτmft~kB, where E is the averaged particle density. Thus, from the time-energy
Heisenberg uncertainty principle one can obtain the mentioned bound modulo the nu-
merical factor. All the known fluids in nature do not undercome this bound and for the
most common gases and liquids this ratio is much larger. One of the systems for which
the KSS coefficient seems to be very close to 1~4pi is the quark-gluon plasma created
in relativistic heavy-ion collissions (see Chapter 1). For this reason, the QGP is ex-
pected to be a strongly coupled collective system instead of a weakly coupled plasma,
as perturbative QCD suggests1.
Finally, it has been pointed out that the KSS coefficient has a minimum at a phase
transition. This is the case for most common fluids in the liquid-gas phase transition.
Empirically, η~s seems to have a discontinuity at a first order phase transition, but it is
continuous and has an extremum at a second order phase transition or at a crossover.
Other types of phase transitions (like in superfluid helium-4 or the BCS-BEC transition
in Fermi gases) also present a minimum in η~s.
To explicitly show this behaviour we have calculated the η~s coefficient in both the
gas and liquid phases of atomic Argon. We have chosen Argon due to its sphericity
and closed-shell atomic structure.
For the gas phase we have described the interaction by a hard-sphere model. Ne-
glecting sucessive scattering the formula for the shear viscosity in the hard-sphere
approximation reads:
ηgas  
5
16d2
¾
mT
pi
, (3.46)
where d   3.42   105 fm is the diameter of the atomic Argon and m   37.3 GeV its
mass. The entropy density is given by Eq. (3.50). In the experimental data, the
pressure is fixed, so that we keep the pressure of the gas constants. When increasing
the temperature, a variation of the chemical potential is extracted and then inserted
again in the equation for the entropy density. Bose-Einstein corrections are not taken
into account because the gas liquefies before these effects are relevant.
The liquid phase is more complicated because the momentum transfer mechanism
is quite complex. There is no rigorous theory for it. To calculate the shear viscosity
we have used the Eyring vacancy theory in which each molecule in the liquid can
have gas-like or solid-like degrees of freedom. It has gas-like degrees of freedom when
jumping into a vacant hole in the liquid, and a solid-like degree of freedom when fully
surrounded by other molecules. For the Argon liquid, the partition function reads:
Z    eEs~NAT1  eθ~T 3 1  nV  VsVs e aEsVsV VsNAT ¡
NAVs
V e2pimT 3~2V2pi3NA ¡
NAV Vs
V
,
where e is the Neper’s number, Es is the sublimation energy of Argon (expressed in
electronvolts per particle), θ is the Einstein characteristic temperature of the solid,
1However, a different interpretation is suggested in [Mro06] where a weakly coupled plasma presents
instabilities from magnetic plasma modes, producing a momentum isotropization speeding up the
equilibration.
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Parameter Value
θ 5.17 meV
n 10.80
a   a 0.00534
κ 0.667
Es 0.082 eV/particle
Vs 4.16  10
16 fm3/particle
Table 3.1: Parameters used in the liquid Argon Eyring theory.
a   a is a model parameter that controls the molecular “jump” between sites, or
activation energy and nV ~Vs is the number of nearest vacancies to which an atom can
jump. The used values are shown in Table 3.1.
The shear viscosity of the liquid is also a weighted average between the viscosity of
solid-like and gas-like degrees of freedom of the liquid’s particles:
ηliq  
NA2pi
V
1
1  eθ~T
6
nκ
V
V  Vs
e
aEsVs
V VsNAT 
V  Vs
V
5
16d2
¾
mT
pi
, (3.47)
where NA is the Avogadro’s number.
The entropy can be calculated taking the temperature derivative of the Helmholtz
free energy
S   
∂A
∂T
 
∂T logZ
∂T
. (3.48)
As the partition function does not depend on a chemical potential we cannot com-
pute the particle density as a derivative over it. One way out is to use the liquid density
obtained by the van der Waals equation of state. This equation takes into account the
volume excluded by the particles and also the attractive force between them. In its
simplest form, the van der Waals equation reads:
ngas  n2liq aT  1  nliqb   nliq , (3.49)
where ngas and nliq are the particle density of gas and liquid Argon, respectively. T is
the temperature, 2b   4pid3~3 is the covolume, i.e. the excluded volume by the particle
and a   27Tc~64Pc is a measure of the particle attraction related to the properties at
the critical point (Tc   150.87 K and Pc   4.898 MPa). In spite of the simplicity of
Eq. (3.49) it gives very good results.
The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 3.4.
Turning back to the pion gas, we can plot the KSS coefficient just dividing the shear
viscosity over the ideal gas entropy density :
s  
g
6pi2T 2
ª
S
0
dp p4
E  µ
E
eβEµeβEµ  12 , (3.50)
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Figure 3.4: η~s around the liquid-gas phase transition of atomic Argon.
or, in terms of an integral over adimensional variables,
s  
gm5
6pi2T
S dx x2  15~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 x  1  y
1 log z
x2  1
. (3.51)
The resulting curve is plotted in Fig. 3.5 for several pion chemical potentials.
The KSS bound 1~4pi is not violated as claimed in other works [CN07]. The reason
is that in ChPT the cross section grows unchecked, eventually violating the unitarity
bound, which induces a very small viscosity. However, with unitarized phase-shifts,
the scattering amplitude satisfies elastic unitarity and the viscosity presents a softer
decreasing due to the saturation of the cross-section.
3.2.1 η~s in QGP and deconfined phase transition
As indicated before, one cannot trust the calculation of the transport coefficients beyond
the temperature 150 MeV. Moreover, at temperatures not too far away from this, we
expect the liberation of quark and gluon degrees of freedom and the formation of the
quark-gluon plasma phase. To provide a view of the high-temperature behaviour of η~s
we include the perturbative calculation of the KSS coefficient in the QGP phase taken
from [AMY00], [AMY03] and the thermal strong coupling constant from [LR02].
For SU3 and Nf   2 the KSS number reads
η
s
 
5.328
g4 ln2.558g1 , (3.52)
with the thermal strong coupling constant up to two-loops
g2T    29
24pi2
log  T
T0
  115
232pi2
log 2 log  T
T0
 , (3.53)
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Figure 3.5: η~s for a pion gas at several pion chemical potentials.
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Figure 3.6: η~s for a pion gas at the limiting chemical potential µ   138 MeV. The KSS
bound is also shown in dashed line.
where 2piT0   ΛQCD  200 MeV, with ΛQCD the scale of QCD at which the strong
coupling constant becomes very large the perturbative physics is not valid anymore.
For Nf   3 the coefficient reads
η
s
 
5.119
g4 ln2.414g1 , (3.54)
with
g2T    9
8pi2
log  T
33 MeV
  4
9pi2
log 2 log  T
33 MeV
 . (3.55)
Note (see Fig. 3.7) that for example αsT   150 MeV  0.4 so that good convergence
of the perturbative calculations is relegated to significantly higher temperature.
We summarize the situation in Fig. 3.8 where in the low temperature phase we plot
the KSS coefficient for a gas of pions at vanishing chemical potential taken over from
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Fig.3.5. To have a more detailed insight of the hadronic phase, we also add a computa-
tion of the KSS coefficient for a mixture of mesons. As discussed in [DLETR09b] we em-
ploy unitarized SU3 ChPT to solve the BUU equation for the eight pseudo-Goldstone
bosons. The result from the microscopic transport model calculation (UrQMD) of
[DB09] is included as well.
In the high temperature phase we show the Nf   2, consistent with a gas of pions
where only u,d-quarks enter as valence quarks and Nf   3 where the strange quark
is included in the calculation. This perturbative calculation with massless quarks at
next-to-leading log is described in detail in [AMY03]. The numerical values of η~s in
this phase are not sensitive to the effect of including the quark masses. We have studied
this modification in [DLETR09a].
One clearly sees that the possibility of having a minimum value for η~s near the
crossover temperature Tc  150 MeV is well fundamented. However, around this tem-
perature the unitarized ChPT calculation breaks down, and also the perturbative QCD
calculation has lost its validity below much higher temperatures. The presence of a
minimum in the KSS coefficient at the critical temperature will be treated in Chap-
ter 9, where we study the linear sigma model in the large-N limit. In this model one
can study both low- and high-temperature phases from the same partition function.
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Figure 3.8: Shear viscosity of a pion gas with µ   0 and for a SU3 quark-gluon plasma
with two and three flavors in the high temperature limit.
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Chapter 4
Bulk Viscosity
The bulk viscosity (also called second or volume viscosity ζ is the transport coefficient
responsible for the equilibration of a fluid subject to a small dilatation or compression.
This coefficient is usually smaller than the shear viscosity and as we have shown in
Chapter 1 it is generally neglected in hydrodynamical simulations. As a matter of fact,
as derived in lattice QCD calculations [KKT08] the bulk viscosity over entropy density
could be much larger than the KSS number near the deconfinement phase transition.
As shown in Fig. 4.1 it can even diverge at the critical temperature with a critical
exponent near one.
In the context of relativistic heavy-ion collisions, we have proposed that the bulk
viscosity can be experimentally accessed by means of fluctuations of the two-point cor-
relation of the energy-momentum tensor [DLETR11b]. This method will be described
in detail in Chapter 10.
From the point of view of symmetries it is a very interesting coefficient because it
reflects the loss of dilatation invariance, through the trace anomaly in quantum field
theory:
ζ  Tµµ . (4.1)
Because of this, ζ vanishes for those fluids described by conformal quantum field
theories. For instance, a gas of ultrarelativistic particles with equation of state    3P ,
or massless theories with vanishing β function.
The bulk viscosity is also vanishing for nonrelativistic monoatomic molecules inter-
acting through two-body collisions as rigid spheres [LLP81] (claim originally atributted
to J.C. Maxwell). For intermediate temperatures, the bulk viscosity of such a simple
gas does not vanish. Moreover, the gases composed of molecules with internal degrees
of freedom have a finite bulk viscosity. One example is a gas of diatomic molecules
for which, due to the exchange of energy between translational and rotational degrees
of freedom, the bulk viscosity may be sizeable, and plays an important role in sound
absorption. The bulk viscosity has also been calculated in the color-flavor locked phase
of quark matter in [MLE07].
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Figure 4.1: Bulk viscosity over entropy density above the deconfinement critical tem-
perature as computed in lattice QCD [KKT08].
4.1 Irrelevance of inelastic pion scattering
The term in the left-hand side of the kinetic equation (2.37) that takes into account
expansion or compression perturbations is (2.49):
pµ∂
µnpxSζ   β npx 1  npx p23 E2pv2n Epκ1ρ  ©  V . (4.2)
Turning to the collision operator in (2.37), we will use the following parametrization
for the perturbation function Φa:
Φa   β ©  V Aka , (4.3)
where Aka is an adimensional function of ka.
Cancelling the factor ©  V, the kinetic equation reads
np1  np 1
3
p2 E2pv
2
n Epκ
1
ρ 
 
gpiEp
2
S dΓ12,3p1  n11  n2n3np  Ap Ak3 Ak1 Ak2 . (4.4)
In contrast to the case of shear viscosity this collision operator presents zero modes.
The zero modes can be identified from the structure Ap  Ak3  Ak1  Ak2.
They correspond to A0p   1 and A1p   x   Ep~m and they make the right-hand
side of (4.4) vanish. The former is associated to particle number conservation and the
latter to the energy conservation law. Introducing particle number-changing processes
in the collision one can remove the first zero mode. However, the zero mode associated
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with energy conservation is present in the collision even when inelastic collision are
included.
In chiral perturbation theory the number-changing processes among pions are al-
lowed, but only with an even number of participants, because of G-parity conservation.
At leading order, the relevant processes are
pipipipi   pipi; pipi   pipipipi . (4.5)
The first process, in which four particles interact between themselves, is unlikely to
occur in a dilute gas. Such a process is not in the spirit of the Boltzmann’s asumptions
for deriving kinetic theory, where only binary collisions can occur.
The second process is suppressed at low temperatures with respect to the elastic
one pipi   pipi. The thermal supression factor is e2m~T [DLETR11a]. Note that this
process requires an extra amount of energy of twice the pion mass from the two incoming
particles in order to create two more pions in the system. The available phase-space
for the final state is therefore reduced. For these reasons the inelastic pion scattering
can be neglected in our calculation at low temperatures and for the physical value of
the pion mass (in the chiral limit the situation is drastically different).
In this scenario the number of pions is effectively conserved and a pseudo-chemical
potential for them must be introduced. The pion chemical potential must satisfy µ Bm.
4.2 Kinetic theory calculation of ζ
In the local rest reference frame the trace of the stress-energy tensor reads from
Eq. (A.37)
τ ii   3ζ©   u , (4.6)
that relates the trace with the bulk viscosity. From Eq. (A.46) we also have:
τ ii   S d3p p
2
Ep
f 1t,x,p , (4.7)
with f 1t,x,p   np1  npΦp. Equating the two traces and inserting Eq. (4.3) we
can provide the following microscopic formula for the bulk viscosity:
ζ  
gpi
T
S d
3p2pi3Epnp1  npAp p23 . (4.8)
Inspired by the Eq. (2.49) it is convenient to use the two conditions of fit for adding
two (vanishing) terms to the previous equation. Taking the Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52) in
the local rest reference frame we get:
τ00   S d
3p2pi3np1  np ApEp   0 ; ν0   S d3p2pi3np1  np Ap   0 . (4.9)
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Inserting them in the formula for the bulk viscosity we obtain:
ζ  
gpi
T
S d
3p2pi3Epnp1  npAp p23 E2pv2n Epκ1ρ  . (4.10)
Transforming the previous equation with the help of the adimensional variables
defined in (3.13) we obtain
ζ  
gpim
4
2pi2T
S dx x2  11~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 13  v2nx2  κ
1
ρ
m
x 
1
3
	Ax . (4.11)
The natural integration measure for this transport coefficient is
dµζ   dx x2  11~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 (4.12)
or equivalently
dµζ   d
3p
1
4pim2
1
Ep
np1  np (4.13)
in terms of physical quantities. The inner product is defined in analogy with Eq. (3.17),
the new measure being dµζx; y, z. The bulk viscosity is expressed as the following
inner product:
ζ  
gpim
4
2pi2T
`AxS 1
3
 v2nx2  κ1ρm x  13	e . (4.14)
In analogy to the Ki, we define for convenience the following integrals Ii with i  
n m:
Ii   `xnSxme   S dµ xi   ªS
1
dx x2  11~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 xi . (4.15)
All thermodynamic functions of the ideal gas are expressible as various integrations
over the Bose-Einstein distribution functions (some details are commented in Appendix
C). For example, the two functions v2n and κ
1
ρ ~m read:
v2n   
1
3
I0  I2I2  I1I1  I3
I22  I1I3
, (4.16)
κ1ρ
m
  
1
3
I1I2  I0I3
I22  I1I3
. (4.17)
The next step is to construct the polynomial basis. The first two elements P0x
and P1x must span the zero modes of the collision operator, i.e. they should be linear
combinations of 1 and x. We will use the convention of monic polynomials, so that:
P0x   1 ,
P1x   x  P10 , (4.18)
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with P10 such that they are orthogonal, i.e. P10   I1~I0. P2x is conveniently chosen
to be the inhomogeneous term of the collision operator, that is the source function.
This brings about a certain simplification.
P2x   1
3
 v2nx2  κ1ρm x  13 . (4.19)
Although P2x has been fixed without employing the Gram-Schmidt method, one
can check that P0 and P1x are indeed perpendicular to P2x, without further or-
thogonalization: `P0SP2e   1
3
 v2n I2  κ1ρm I1  13I0   0 , (4.20)
`P1SP2e   1
3
 v2n I3  κ1ρm I2  13I1   0 , (4.21)
by using the expressions (4.16) and (4.17).
The rest of the polynomial basis elements are chosen monic and orthogonal to these
three first elements.
With the help of Eq.(4.19), the bulk viscosity in (4.14) is expressed as the inner
product between the function Ap and the second element of the basis P2x:
ζ  
gpim
4
2pi2T
`AxSP2xe . (4.22)
On the other hand, taking the kinetic equation, multiplying it by 1~4pim4Ep and
projecting it on to Plx one gets
`PlxSP2xe   gpi
8pim4
S d3pS dΓ12,3p1  n11  n2n3np Plx
 Ap Ap3 Ap1 Ap2, (4.23)
Expanding the solution Ap in the polynomial basis we constructed before we have:
Ax   ªQ
n 0
anPnx . (4.24)
The first two terms in the expansion are proportional to the zero modes of the collision
operator 1 and x. If we now symmetrize the right-hand side of (4.23) we end up with
the following system
`PlxSP2xe   ªQ
n 0
an
gpi2
4m4
S
4
M
i 1
d3ki2pi32Ei ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p
1  n11  n2n3np ∆ Plp ∆ Pnp , (4.25)
with the notation
∆ Plp  Plp  Plk3  Plk2  Plk1 . (4.26)
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4.2.1 Zero modes and Fredholm’s alternative
Note that in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.25) the terms with l   0,1 make the collision
integral vanish because the corresponding polynomials are precisely the zero modes.
This a case in which the Fredholm’s alternative for integral equation applies. It states
that the integral equation has a solution if and only if the source function is perpen-
dicular to the zero modes of the integral operator.
Firstly, note that we have two zero modes that are spanned by the two first elements
of the basis: 1, x   span P0, P1x . (4.27)
Secondly, note that the inhomogeneous term or source function in Eq. (4.25) is the third
element of the basis P2x by definition. And finally, note that the basis is orthogonal,
i.e. `PixSPjxe   δij SSPiSS2 . (4.28)
From these assertions one immediately deduces that the source function is actually
orthogonal to the two zero modes. That means that the BUU equation is compatible
in the whole linear space spanned by Pi.
The Fredholm’s alternative is evident when returning to Eq. (4.25). The right-hand
side vanishes when l   0 or l   1. To have a consistent equation that is solvable in
the whole space, one must have a vanishing left-hand side for l   0 and l   1. This
condition is fulfilled because our basis is orthogonal. Otherwise, the equation would be
incompatible and one would need to restrict the space of solutions to the perpendicular
subspace to the zero modes.
However, one sees that the first two elements of the solution’s expansion are not
fixed by the Eq. (4.25) because the first two equation are of the type 0   0. The system
is indeed compatible but indeterminate and these two remaining components of the
solution function, a0 and a1 must be determined by the use of the two conditions of fit
(2.51) and (2.52). However, for the sole purpose of calculating the bulk viscosity these
two components are not needed.
4.2.2 Bulk viscosity and conditions of fit
Denoting by Cln the collision integral:
Cln  
gpipi
2
4m4
S
4
M
i 1
d3ki2pi32Ei ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
∆ Plp∆ Pnp , (4.29)
we can write down the matricial system as
N
Q
n 2
Cnlan   `PlxSP2xe , (4.30)
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where only starting at N   2 is the system compatible and determinate. The solution
truncated at N   2 (1  1 problem) is
a2  
SSP2xSS2
C22
, (4.31)
with
C22  
gpipi
2
4m4
S
4
M
i 1
d3ki2pi32Ei ST S2S2pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
∆ Ep
m
2∆ Ep
m
2 1
3
 c2s2 . (4.32)
The bulk viscosity is
ζ  
gpim
4
2pi2T
B2
C22
`P2SP2e . (4.33)
For completenees, although not needed for the bulk viscosity, we clarify that the
two first components of the solution, a0 and a1, are fixed by the conditions of fit. Up
to N   2 the two conditions of fit read:
R d3pEp np1  npE2p  a0P0  a1P1  a2P2   0 ,
R d3pEp np1  npEp  a0P0  a1P1  a2P2   0 , (4.34)
that is converted into a non-homogeneous linear system for the coefficients a0 and a1:
 a0`x2SP0e  a1`x2SP1e   a2`x2SP2e ,
a0`xSP0e  a1`xSP1e   a2`xSP2e . (4.35)
Finally, we plot the two thermodynamic functions v2n and κ
1
ρ as a function of tem-
perature and pion chemical potential in Fig. 4.2.
The adiabatic speed of sound, that controls the propagation of sound modes in the
fluid is related with the previous functions by
c2s   ∂P∂ρ s~n   v2n  nwκ1ρ , (4.36)
and it is shown in Fig. 4.3 as a function of T and µ.
In Fig. 4.4 we plot the bulk viscosity as a function of the pion chemical potential up
to µ  m. In the right panel of the same figure we normalize the result by the entropy
density to create an adimensional coefficient analogous to the KSS number.
In Fig. 4.5 we compare our numerical results based on the SU2 inverse amplitude
method with prior approaches based on the elastic pion-pion interactions. The first
work [Dav96] employs a pion scattering amplitude that fits the experimental phase-
shifts but has no connection to chiral perturbation theory. Our calculation is numeri-
cally similar but somewhat higher. The second computation [FFN09] is a field theory
evaluation based on a certain ladder resummation, and is numerically off our result
based on the physical phase shifts. However, the qualitative features and saliently the
low-temperature limit coincide with our findings.
Finally, in Fig. 4.6 we compare our results with the phenomenological phase-shifts
in [PPVW93] and those obtained by [Dav96] with the same phase-shifts.
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Figure 4.2: Speed of sound at constant particle density and inverse compressibility at
fixed energy density for a pion gas.
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Figure 4.3: Adiabatic speed of sound of an ideal pion gas as a function of temperature
for several pion chemical potentials.
4.3 ζ~s in perturbative QGP
One can try to make a connection with the quark-gluon plasma at higher temperatures.
The bulk viscosity can be calculated for a perturbative gas of massless quarks and gluons
to leading order in αsT . This was done in [ADM06] for Nc   3 taking into account
number changing processes (vanishing chemical potential). For Nf   2 the expression
for η~s is
ζ
s
  2.52   104
g4
log Ł6.556g  , (4.37)
and for Nf   3:
ζ
s
  2.00   104
g4
log Ł6.344g  , (4.38)
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Figure 4.4: Bulk viscosity of a pion gas in the Inverse Amplitude Method as a function
of temperature for several pion chemical potentials. In the right panel we normalize
the bulk viscosity by the entropy density.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of our computation with prior evaluations at µ   0.
with the thermal coupling constants given in (3.53) and (3.55) respectively. We plot
this result together with the pion gas bulk viscosity at vanishing chemical potential in
Fig. 4.7.
As in the case of the shear viscosity it is not clear what happens to ζ~s near the
crossover temperature. None of the two limiting theories (ChPT and perturbative
QCD) for this gas can provide a description of a deconfined phase-transition. A possible
maximum at Tc could be expected when looking at lattice QCD results in [KKT08]. We
will study this possibility for the linear sigma model in the large-N limit in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 5
Thermal and Electrical
Conductivities
The thermal and electrical conductivies are the last transport coefficients which we will
calculate in the pure pion gas. These coefficients have not received much attention in
the pion gas because they only appear in a system with a conserved number of particles.
As we have discussed before, the pion interaction does not conserve the pion number
as the effective Lagrangian allows for particle number changing processes. However, in
the low temperature limit, these processes are strongly suppressed and the pion number
is effectively conserved. This conservation permits us to have a well defined thermal
conductivity in the system, that appears as a gradient of temperature and pressure is
applied to the system. As the pion gas is composed of electrically charged pions one
can consider the electrical conductivity when a small external electric field is applied.
5.1 Thermal conductivity
We start with the thermal or heat conductivity that we have investigated in [DLER07].
However, we implement several changes and improvements with respect to that refer-
ence.
The left-hand side of the BUU equation that enters in the description of the thermal
conductivity contains those terms carrying a gradient of temperature and pressure:
pµ∂
µnpxSκ   β2npx 1  npx Ep  wn p   ©T  Tw©P . (5.1)
The parametrization for the unknown perturbation function Φa analogous to Eq. (3.4)
is chosen to be
Φa   β
3 ka   ©T  T
w
©PCka , (5.2)
where the scalar function Cka is an adimensional function of SkaS. We do not include
the factor Ep w~n in the parametrization in order to be able to catch the zero mode
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inside the collision operator when expanding the function Cp in power of x. This
will be clearer in the following step.
Cancelling the term ©T  Tw©P  between LHS and RHS, the linearized BUU equa-
tion reads
np1  np Ep  w
n
 pi
 
gpiEp
2T
S dΓ12,3p1n11n2n3np piCp  ki3Ck3  ki1Ck1  ki2Ck2 . (5.3)
One appreciates the presence of one zero mode in the collisional operator. It appears
when Cka is proportional to 1 and is associated with the momentum conservation
law. This zero mode is responsible for the indeterminacy of one component of the final
solution Cp. The BUU equation does not determine the component proportional to
this zero mode. However, this component can be fixed by using the Landau-Lifshitz
condition of fit. When the zero mode is not properly identified -for example, by using
a different parametrization for Φp in which the zero mode appears hidden- one has
problems of convergence as in [DLER07] at low temperatures.
5.1.1 Heat flow and Fourier’s law
The heat flow is defined in an arbitrary reference frame as the difference between the
energy flow and the enthalpy flow [GvLvW80]:
Iµq   uνT νσ  wnnσ∆µ σ , (5.4)
where w is the enthalpy density, n is the particle density and nσ is the particle number
4-flux. The projector orthogonal to the velocity ∆µ σ is defined in Appendix A. From
its definition it follows that
Iµq uµ   0 . (5.5)
Different choices of reference frame are used in the literature. We feel that the
easiest to compute is the local rest reference frame as in [Gav85,PPVW93,Dav96]. In
this frame the two conditions of fit that define the temperature and chemical potential
out of equilibrium read:
ν0   0 , (5.6)
τ00   0 . (5.7)
These conditions of fit were relevant for the calculation of the bulk viscosity in Chap-
ter 4. The relevant condition of fit for the thermal conductivity is the condition that
fixes the velocity field. We will use that of Landau-Lifschitz associating the velocity of
the fluid with the direction of the energy flow. In the local rest frame it reads:
τ0i   0 , (5.8)
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whence the same components of the energy-momentum tensor vanish in such frame
T 0i   γ2wui  τ0i   0 . (5.9)
In equilibrium, the particle flux is proportional to the fluid element’s velocity as well:
nieq   nu
i . (5.10)
Therefore as the energy flow and the particle flow are proportional to ui, they both
vanish in the local rest frame.
However, this is not true out of equilibrium. Whereas the energy flow vanishes, the
particle flux is not necessarily zero due to the nonequilibrium effects.
ni   nui  νi   νi . (5.11)
In the local reference frame the zero component of Iµq vanishes, I
0
q   0 as is evident
from the formula
Iµq   uµT
νµ
 uνuσu
µT νσ 
w
n
nν wuµ , (5.12)
coming directly from Eq. (5.4). And the spatial components are
Iiq   T
0i

w
n
ni   
w
n
νi . (5.13)
As the T 0i vanish, the heat flux is proportional to the particle flux, with the enthalpy
per particle as proportionality constant.
The explicit form of νi is given in Appendix A and it reads [LL87]:
νµ   κnT
w
2 ∂µ µ
T
  uµuν∂ν µ
T
 , (5.14)
where κ is the heat conductivity coefficient. In the local rest frame, the zero component
is trivially zero (as expected) and the spatial components are
νi   κnT
w
2 ∂i µ
T
   κ n
w
∂iT  T
w
∂iP , (5.15)
where we have used the Gibbs-Duhem relation (2.40). Finally, the expression for the
heat flow is
Iiq   
w
n
νi   κ∂iT  T
w
∂iP . (5.16)
This is the well-known Fourier’s law where the last factor, proportional to the pressure
gradient, is a relativistic generalization.
In Appendix A we make the connection to kinetic theory in order to express the
non-equilibrium particle flux through an integration over the distribution function:
νi   gpi S d
3p2pi3 piEp f 1 . (5.17)
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The heat flux is therefore obtained from Eq. (5.13)
Iiq   gpi
w
n
S d
3p2pi3 piEp f 1 . (5.18)
Using the Landau-Liftshitz conditions of fit (5.8) we can add a convenient zero
contribution :
τ i0   gpi S d
3p2pi3 piEpEp f 1   0 , (5.19)
to get from (5.16):
gpi S d
3p2pi3 f 1 piEp Ep  wn    κ∂iT  Tw∂iP . (5.20)
Substituting the ansatz for f 1   np1  npΦp with Φp given in Eq. (5.2) we get
gpi S d
3p2pi3np1  npβ3Cp pj ∂jT  Tw∂jP piEp Ep  wn    κ∂iT  Tw∂iP .
(5.21)
Invariance under rotations of the integrand allows to substitute
S d3p fpp   a pj   1
3
aj S d3p fpp2, (5.22)
for any fixed vector aj independent of momentum.
The expression for the thermal conductivity is therefore
κ  
gpi
3T 3
S d
3p2pi3np1  np p2EpCp Ep  wn  . (5.23)
5.1.2 Integration measure
Using the variables defined in Eq. (3.13) we can express the heat conductivity as
κ  
gpim
5
6pi2T 3
ª
S
1
dx
z1eyx1 z1eyx1  12 x2  13~2 Cx x  wmn . (5.24)
This integral expression defines a natural integration measure
dµκ  dx
z1eyx1 z1eyx1  12 x2  13~2 , (5.25)
that in terms of physical variables reads
dµκ   d
3p
p2
Ep
np1  np 1
4pim4
. (5.26)
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This measure induces an inner product that we can use to express the heat conductivity
as
κ  
gpim
5
6pi2T 3
`CxS x  w
mn
e . (5.27)
We can also define the integrals Ji with i   n m:
Ji   `xnSxme   S dµκxi   S dx z1eyx1 z1eyx1  12 x2  13~2xi . (5.28)
For the polynomial basis we choose P0 to be the generator of the zero mode, i.e.
proportional to one.
P0   1 . (5.29)
The next element P1x is defined to be the source function in the BUU equation.
P1x   x  w
mn
, (5.30)
where the entalphy density w and particle density n are defined in the ideal gas. It is
possible to express this ratio in terms of the Ji integrals (see Eqs. (C.17) and (C.22) of
Appendix A for more details):
w
mn
 
J1
J0
. (5.31)
The rest of the basis is constructed in such a way that each element is monic and
orthogonal to the others. For instance, the next element reads
P2x   x2  P21x  P20 , (5.32)
with
P21   J0J3  J1J2~J21  J0J2; P20   J22  J1J3~J21  J0J2 . (5.33)
Indeed, it is possible to check that the whole basis is orthogonal, due to the fact
that P0 and P1x are perpendicular
`P0SP1e   J1  w
mn
J0   0 . (5.34)
The relation (5.34) is crucial to have a solution of the linearized BUU equation. The
left-hand side of the BUU equation is nothing but P1 written in adimensional variables.
The left-hand side plays the role of the source function from the point of view of the
integral equation. As the vector that generated the zero mode is perpendicular to the
source function, the Fredholm’s alternative states that the linearized BUU equation
is therefore solvable in the whole space generated by the basis (even in the subspace
containing the zero mode). We multiply the BUU equation
np1  np Ep  w
n
 pi
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 
gpiEp
2T
S dΓ12,3p1n11n2n3np piCp  ki3Ck3  ki1Ck1  ki2Ck2 (5.35)
by 1
4pim5
pi
1
Ep
Plx and integrate over d3p to get:
`PlxSP1xe   gpi
8pim5T
S d3p PlxS dΓ12,3p
1  n11  n2n3nppi piCp  ki3Ck3  ki1Ck1  ki2Ck2 . (5.36)
Now we substitute the expansion of the solution Cp as a linear combination of the
element of the basis:
Cx   Q
n 0
cnPnx (5.37)
and symmetrize the right-hand side to obtain
δl1SSP1xSS2   ªQ
n 1
cn
gpipi
2
4m5T
4
M
j 1
d3kj2pi32Ej ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p
1  n11  n2n3np  piPlp  k3iPlk3  k1iPlk1  k2iPlk2
 piPnp  ki3Pnk3  ki1Pnk1  ki2Pnk2 , (5.38)
with SSP1xSS2   J2J0  J21
J0
. (5.39)
The term with n   l   0 gives a trivial 0   0 equation that does not fix the coefficient
c0. This coefficient can be fixed by the Landau-Lifshitz condition of fit:
gpi S d
3p2pi3Ep f 1Ep pi   0 , (5.40)
that under some algebra turns out to be
c0   c1
`xSP1xe`xSP0xe , (5.41)
at the first order of the expansion (5.37) 1.
The first coefficient to be set by the kinetic equation (5.38) is therefore c1.
The set of equations above can be expressed as a matricial system,
N
Q
n 1
Clncn   δl1SSP1xSS2 , (5.42)
1However this coefficient is not needed for the heat conductivity in Eq. (5.24) because of the or-
thogonality between P0 and P1.
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: Heat conductivity of a pion gas at vanishing chemical potential.
The blue curves are a first order calculation, the red curves second order and the green
ones third order. The solid curve were computed with a momentum cutoff of 1.2
GeV and the dashed ones without cutoff, all with the phenomenological phase-shift
in [PPVW93]. Right panel: Heat conductivity at first order with several pion chemical
potentials.
where
Cnl 
gpipi
2
4m5T
4
M
j 1
d3kj2pi32Ej ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p
1  n11  n2n3np ∆ piPlp ∆ piPnp , (5.43)
with
∆ piPlp   piPlp  k3iPlk3  k1iPlk1  k2iPlk2 . (5.44)
The lowest order solution is:
c1  
SSP1xSS2
C11
. (5.45)
with
C11  
gpipi
2
4m5T
S
4
M
j 1
d3kj2pi32Ej ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p1  n11  n2n3np
∆ piEp
m
∆ piEp
m
 . (5.46)
The heat conductivity finally reads:
κ  
gpim
5
6pi2T 3
c1`P1SP1e   gpim5
6pi2T 3
SSP1xSS4
C11
. (5.47)
In the left panel of Fig. 5.1 we show the heat conductivity of a pion gas at µ   0. For
all curves we use the phenomenological phase-shifts given in [PPVW93] (results from
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Figure 5.2: Heat conductivity of a pion gas at different chemical potentials. We impose
a momentum cutoff of 1.2 GeV with the SU2 inverse amplitude method phase-shifts.
the inverse amplitude method will be shown shortly). The two blue curves correspond
to the first order calculation given by Eq. (5.47), the second and third orders are given
by the red and green curves, respectively.
The solid curves are the calculations with a momentum cutoff of 1.2 GeV, physically
mandatory because of the lack of knowledge of the interaction beyond this scale.
By ignoring the issue and blindly extending the pintegrals with a constant cross
section above p   1.2 GeV one can see that the convergence is rather poor at higher
temperatures. This problem appears always when the momentum cutoff is not high
enough for the thermal distribution functions to force good integral convergence. Of
course, this effect is affecting at high temperatures of the order of T A 100 MeV. At
low temperatures, the distribution functions force convergence before p   1.2 GeV.
Working in first order approximation, we vary the pion chemical potential as repre-
sented in the right panel of Fig. 5.1. All the curves are very close to each other except
the limiting value of µ   m. We repeat the calculation with the phase-shifts from
the SU2 inverse amplitude method with a momentum cutoff and plot the results in
Fig. 5.2.
For low temperatures we recover the non-relativistic limit κ  T 1~2. This is obtained
by using the nonrelativistic result [LLP81]
κ
λmfpvn
T
  h (5.48)
With λmft  1~σn, v  »T ~M and the cross section is a constant by Weinberg’s
theorem. In the nonrelativistic limit one should extract the mass contribution to the
energy and enthalpy densities. The nonrelativistic limit for them is
  
3
2
T  (5.49)
h  
5
2
T  (5.50)
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Figure 5.3: Heat conductivity of a pion gas at high temperatures. Top-left panel:
SU2 inverse amplitude method phase-shifts. Top-right panel: Phenomenological
phase-shifts. Bottom panel: Result given in [Dav96]. Data kindly provided by D.
Davesne
Combining these results we therefore obtain that κ
º
T at low temperatures.
At high temperatures (without momentum cutoff) we obtain the expecting ultrarel-
ativistic scaling κ  T 2 (as in the UV limit the only relevant scale is the temperature).
Finally, in order to compare with previous approaches we extend the temperature
range. In the left panel of Fig. 5.3 we show the inverse amplitude method calculation
up to T   200 MeV with a momentum cutoff of 1.2 GeV. The next plot is the result
with the fitted phase-shifts of [PPVW93] and no limiting momentum cutoff. This
calculation has to be compared with the curves in [Dav96] that we show in the bottom
panel. Good agreement is achieved with this reference. However, a factor of 3 still
remains with the results where the cutoff is kept. To obtain a good convergence at
temperature T   200 MeV, one must numerically count pions with a momentum of
p  3 GeV. Obviously, to use the low energy pion interaction up to momenta as high
as that value makes the calculation completely unphysical. Therefore, the cutoff is
necessary and the temperature cannot be larger than 150 MeV to avoid probing the
cutoff phase-space.
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5.2 Electrical conductivity
To obtain the electrical conductivity of a gas of pions one must introduce an external
electric force F i to the BUU equation:
∂fpx
∂t
 v   ©fpx F   ©pfpx   C f3, fp, (5.51)
where the electrical force is related to the electric field as F i   qEi.
The presence of this electric field (that is nothing but a gradient of the electrical
potential) creates an electric current in the system whose magnitude depends on the
coefficient of electrical conductivity. This effect is the content of Ohm’s law:
jiQ   σE
i . (5.52)
The left-hand side of the BUU equation is calculated according to the Chapman-
Enskog expansion. A first term comes from the momentum-derivative of the term local
equilibrium distribution function
∂npx
∂pi
  npx 1  npx ∂
∂pi
 βuαpα  µ   npx 1  npxβ pi
Ep
, (5.53)
so that the explicit term with the electrical force reads
F   ©pfpx   qnp1  npβEipi
Ep
. (5.54)
The second contribution comes from the term with temporal derivative:
∂fp
∂t
  βnp1  npp   ∂tV , (5.55)
with the Lorentz force (see for instance [GvLvW80]):
∂tV  
n
w
qE . (5.56)
Combining the two terms we arrive at the following expression for the left-hand side
of the transport equation (5.51):
np1  npq pi
Ep
Ei
T
n
w
Ep  w
n
 . (5.57)
Recall that the electric current can be written in terms of the distribution function
in a similar manner to the particle flux:
jiQ   gpicqS d
3p2pi3Ep pif 1p, x, t , (5.58)
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Physical Quantity Energy dimension
Electrical charge 0
Force 2
Electric field 2
Electrical conductivity 1
Electric current density 3
Table 5.1: Energy dimensions in natural units.
where gpic is the degeneration factor of charged pions. Note that the flux of positive and
negative pions is opposite in direction, when the electric field is switched off. However,
as the electrical current is multiplied by the pion charge, the effect of the two fluxes is
added. For this reason we prefer to use a global degeneracy of charged pions gpic   2 in
the expression (5.58).
We can add a zero contribution to Eq. 5.58 by using the Landau-Lifshitz condition
of fit (5.19):
jiQ   gpic S d
3p2pi3Ep piq f 1 1  nwEp . (5.59)
The right-hand side of Eq. (5.51) in the presence of a perturbation like f   np  f
1
becomes

gpic
2
S dΓ12,3p
<@@@@>1  n11  n2n3np
 f 1pnp1  np  f
1
3
n31  n3  f
1
1
n11  n1  f
1
2
n21  n2
=AAAA? .
(5.60)
The ansazt for f 1 is chosen to be very similar to that for the heat conductivity:
f 1   np1  npβ3ka   E
q
w
mn
Zka , (5.61)
with Zka a dimensionless function of ka. To follow the mass dimension of the various
electric quantities, we summarize them in Table 5.1.
Equating Eqs. (5.59) and (5.52):
σEi   
gpic
mT 3
S d
3p2pi3Ep pinp1  np Zpp  Ewn Ep . (5.62)
After using the relation (5.22) to eliminate the electric field, the equation finally trans-
forms to
σ  
gpic
3T 3
S d
3p2pi3Ep p2np1  np Zp Epm  wmn . (5.63)
This expression for the electric conductivity suggests the same measure we used for
the heat conductivity in Eq. 5.62:
dµσ   dµκ   dx
z1eyx1 z1eyx1  12 x2  13~2 . (5.64)
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Figure 5.4: Electrical conductivity of a pion gas with SU2 inverse amplitude method
phase-shifts (left panel) and phenomenological phase-shifts in [PPVW93] (right panel).
The polynomial basis is also inherited from the heat conductivity in Eqs. (5.29,5.30,5.32).
One can simply express the electric conductivity as a scalar product
σ  
gpicm
4
6pi2T 3
`ZpSP1pe . (5.65)
The BUU equation
np1  np Ep  w
n
pi   gpicEp
2q2T 2
w2
mn2
S dΓ12,3p 1  n11  n2n3np (5.66)
Zppi Zk3ki3 Zk1ki1 Zk2ki2 (5.67)
is very similar to the transport equation for the heat conductivity in Eq. (5.35). Com-
paring the two expressions one deduces that the solution Zp is related to the solution
for Cp as
Zp   gpi
gpic
n2mTq2
w2
Cp , (5.68)
and the electrical conductivity is therefore proportional to the heat conductivity:
κ
σ
 
gpi
gpic
w2
q2Tn2
. (5.69)
Eq. (5.69) is nothing but the Wiedemann-Franz law for the pion gas.
In Figure 5.4 we plot the electric conductivity for a pion gas at different chemical
potentials. The left panel shows the result from the inverse amplitude method and the
right panel from the phase-shifts in [PPVW93].
In Figure 5.5 we compare the result from the BUU equation (obtained by using
the Wiedemann-Franz law (5.69) at zero chemical potential and the result obtained
in [Nic06] from the Green-Kubo equation. Both calculations use the unitarized pion
interaction by the inverse amplitude method.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the electrical conductivity for the pion gas obtained by
the BUU equation and the result obtained by the Green-Kubo formula as represented
in [Nic06]. Both calculations use unitarized phase-shifts for the pion elastic interaction.
The data have been kindly provided by D. Fernandez-Fraile.
In the high temperature limit one has
 
gpiT
4pi2
30
; P  
gpiT
4pi2
90
; n  
gpiT
3ζ3
pi2
, (5.70)
where ζ3  1.202... is Apery’s constant. That means that the Wiedemann-Franz law
reads
κ
σ
 
gpi
gpic
4pi8
2025ζ23 Tq2  19.5 Tq2 . (5.71)
To obtain the nonrelativistic limit one has to be aware of the relativistic convention
of counting the pion mass in the energy density. The nonrelativistic limit of the Ji
integrals is
Ji  
T 5~2
m5~2
e
µm
T  . (5.72)
That makes the energy per particle behave as (we have checked numerically all these
limits)

mn
  1 
3
2
T
m
 (5.73)
Where the first term is nothing but the rest particle mass and the second term is
the well known value of the nonrelativistic energy per particle. In the same limit the
enthalpy per particle is:
w
mn
 
J1
J0
  1 
5
2
T
m
 (5.74)
To connect with the usual nonrelativistic result we need to eliminate by hand the rest
mass contribution in the previous expression. Therefore we will use the nonrelativistic
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value of
w
n

5
2
T (5.75)
The quotient of the heat conductivity over the electrical conductivity reads in the
nonrelativistic limit:
κ
σ
 
25
4
gpi
gpic
T
q2
  9.4
T
q2
, (5.76)
that, when combining with the result κ 
º
T makes the electrical conductivity diverge
as 1~ºT as reproduced by the numerical computation in Fig. 5.5.
Chapter 6
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook or
Relaxation Time Approximation
When the departure from equilibrium is small, the collision side of the kinetic equation
can be simplified by the introduction of a relaxation time. The relaxation time accounts
for the characteristic time of change of the distribution function. A way to extract the
relaxation times once the transport coefficients are known to use the Bhatnagar-Gross-
Krook approximation or relaxation time approximation (RTA) [BGK54].
We have separated the solution of the kinetic equation into an equilibrium Bose-
Einstein term and a small perturbation δfp P np:
fp   np  δfp . (6.1)
In the RTA approximation, all the non-zero eigenvalues of the collision term C fp, fp
are further taken to have a common value 1~τREp, where τR is the relaxation time.
Note that the non-positivity of the eigenvalues of the collision operator follows from
Boltzmann’s H-theorem [Lib03].
In effect, the collision operator is substituted by the simpler expression
C f3, fp    1
τREpδfp . (6.2)
Combining this approximation with the Chapman-Enskog expansion we identify δfp
with f 1 and the kinetic equation reads:
pµ
Ep
∂µnp   
1
τREpδfp , (6.3)
where the LHS only depends on the equilibrium distribution function with hydrody-
namical fields depending on spacetime. We still identify these fields T x, µx and
uix as the same as in equilibrium so that the conditions of fit still hold. In the local
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reference frame they are
S d3p δfEp   0 , (6.4)
S d3p δf   0 , (6.5)
S d3p δfpi   0 . (6.6)
(6.7)
From Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we know the explicit expression of the LHS for the different
transport coefficients. Moreover we know the microscopical expressions to calculate the
transport coefficients from an integration of the functions δfp. We will calculate τR in
two different approximations, the energy-independent RTA and using the “quadratic
ansatz” for the relaxation time.
6.1 Energy-independent RTA
The simplest approximation is to consider that the relaxation time has no energy
dependence at all:
τREp   τR . (6.8)
This approximation is rather crude but it will provide the comparison with previous
works [HK85,Gav85,PPVW93,Dav96]. It also provides a simple interpretation of this
coefficient. If τR is independent of energy, then the solution to the transport equation
dfp
dt
  
fp  np
τR
, (6.9)
for fp is an exponential approach to equilibrium
fpt  np   fpt   0  np exp t
τR
 , (6.10)
and τR corresponds to the time in which the distribution decreases a factor 1~e towards
the equilibrium distribution function np.
In the dilute limit the relaxation time is nearly equal to the collision time [PPVW93],
that gives the inverse of the mean-free path.
Let us start with the shear viscosity. The function δfp is given by the substitution
of the left-hand side of (2.48) into Eq. (6.3):
δfηp   τ
η
R
β
Ep
np1  nppipj V˜ij . (6.11)
Now identify δfηp with the shape of f
1
  np1npΦa for the shear viscosity given
in Eq. (3.4) to obtain
Bp   τηRT 2Ep (6.12)
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and finally insert this function into Eq. (3.12) to get:
η  
gpiτ
η
R
15T
S d
3p2pi3 p4E2p np1  np . (6.13)
Thus one can extract the relaxation time associated with the shear viscosity if we know
the value of η as a function of the temperature and pion chemical potential.
We perform the same calculation for the bulk viscosity with the LHS given in
Eq. (2.49):
δf ζp   τ
ζ
R
β
Ep
np1  npp2
3
E2pv
2
n Epκ
1
ρ ©  V . (6.14)
Inserting this function into the microscopic definition of the bulk viscosity:
ζ   τ ζR
gpi
3T
S d
3p2pi3np1  np p2E2p p
2
3
E2pv
2
n Epκ
1
ρ  . (6.15)
Using the conditions of fit one can manipulate this expression and convert it into the
final form:
ζ   τ ζR
gpi
T
S d
3p2pi3np1  np 1E2p p
2
3
E2pv
2
n Epκ
1
ρ 2 . (6.16)
Analogously, we use the LHS for the thermal conductivity in Eq. (5.1):
δfκp   τ
κ
R
β2
Ep
np1  np Ep  w
n
p   ©T  T
w
©P . (6.17)
And the thermal conductivity coefficient reads
κ   τκR
gpi
3T 2
S d
3p2pi3np1  np p2E2p Ep  wn 2 . (6.18)
In the energy-independent RTA one can compare directly with the equations ob-
tained in [HK85] or [Gav85]. The formulae in the later references are the same as ours.
However, there is a discrepancy with respect to the formula given in [HK85] for the
heat conductivity. The term w~n does not appear in their equation. This is so because
they do not introduce a chemical potential in the calculation and therefore they do not
take into account the corresponding terms coming from the spacetime derivatives of
this variable.
The relaxation times finally read:
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Figure 6.1: Relaxation times for the shear viscosity, thermal conductivity and bulk
viscosity in the energy-independent RTA approximation for the pion gas with SU2
IAM phase-shifts.
τηR1   η1 gpim530pi2T
ª
S
1
dx
x2  15~2
x
z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 , (6.19)
τ ζR1   ζ1 gpim52pi2T
ª
S
1
dx
x2  11~2
x
1
3
 v2nx2  κ1ρm x  13	
2

z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 , (6.20)
τκR1   κ1 gpim56pi2T 2
ª
S
1
dx
x2  13~2
x
x  w
nm
2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 (6.21)
We plot the results for the three different relaxation times in Fig. 6.1. We use the
results coming from the SU2 IAM interaction at several chemical potentials.
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6.2 Quadratic ansatz
The energy-independent RTA -although widely used for some authors especially in
the past - is not the best simple approximation we can make for the relaxation time.
Comparing the expression obtained for δfp in the Sec. 6.1 and the left-hand side of the
BUU equation pµ∂
µnpxSi, one can immediately deduce that the natural choice (for
the three coefficients) is to consider a linear energy dependence to the relaxation time
as τREp Ep. This approximation is called the “quadratic ansatz”.
We will repeat the calculation assuming that
τREp   τ0Ep
T
, (6.22)
where τ0 is a constant.
In terms of our adimensional variables it simply reads τREp   τ0xy. We the obtain
the following equations for the transport coefficients:
η   τη0
gpi
15T 2
S d
3p2pi3 p4Epnp1  np , (6.23)
ζ   τ ζ0
gpi
T 2
S d
3p2pi3np1  np 1Ep p23 E2pv2n Epκ1ρ 
2
, (6.24)
κ   τκ0
gpi
3T 3
S d
3p2pi3np1  np p2 Ep  wn 2 . (6.25)
Inverting these relations we obtain the values of τ i0, that in terms of adimensinal
variables read,
τη0 1   η1 gpim630pi2T 2
ª
S
1
dx x2  15~2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 , (6.26)
τ ζ0 1   ζ1 gpim62pi2T 2
ª
S
1
dx x2  11~2 1
3
 v2nx2  κ1ρm x  13	
2

z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 , (6.27)
τκ0 1   κ1 gpim66pi2T 3
ª
S
1
dx x2  13~2 x  w
nm
2 z1eyx1z1eyx1  12 . (6.28)
These integrals can be expressed as combinations of the Ii, Ji and Ki functions
defined in Eqs. (4.15), (5.28) and (3.20) respectively.
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τη0 1   η1 gpim630pi2T 2 `P0SP0eµη   η1 gpim630pi2T 2 K0 , (6.29)τ ζ0 1   ζ1 gpim62pi2T 2 `P2SP2eµζ   ζ1 gpim62pi2T 2 I4  I3∆2  I2∆19∆21 , (6.30)τκ0 1   κ1 gpim66pi2T 3 `P1SP1eµκ   κ1 gpim66pi2T 3 J2J0  J21J0 , (6.31)
with
∆1 
I22  I1I3
I21  I0I2
(6.32)
and
∆2 
I0I3  I1I2
I21  I0I2
. (6.33)
If we work only at first order in the polynomial expansion of the solutions we can
obtain a very simple expression for the τ0 in terms of the collision operators:
τη0 1   T C00K0 , (6.34)τ ζ0 1   m2T C22I4I3∆2I2∆1
9∆21
, (6.35)
τκ0 1   m C11J2J0J21
J0
, (6.36)
(6.37)
where the collision operators C00,C22 and C11 are defined differently according to the
transport coefficient they belong.
We show the results for the coefficients τ i0 in Fig. 6.2.
The relaxation times follow the same behaviour as the transport coefficients (as they
are proportional). The conclusion from both computations is that the relaxation times
at typical µ  50  100 MeV and T  120  140 MeV are of the order 4-5 fm. Under
these conditions the authors of [PPVW93] give a collision time τR  1 fm (see Sec. 2.3
for its definition). We conclude that in order to produce the equilibration of the gas
the pions suffer 4-5 collisions, and a significant diffusive increase of entropy does occur
in the pion gas.
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Figure 6.2: Relaxation times τ0 for the shear viscosity, thermal conductivity and bulk
viscosity in the “quadratic ansatz” approximation and for the pion gas within SU2
IAM phase-shifts.
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Chapter 7
Strangeness Diffusion
In this chapter and the next one, we include flavor-like charges and consider the
strangeness and charm diffusion coefficients. For the former we will solve the BUU
equation for the kaon meson distribution function. An extension to SU3 ChPT is
used for the pion-kaon interaction and the inverse amplitude method is used to uni-
tarize the scattering amplitudes. For the charm diffusion coefficient, we will use an
alternative effective field theory that incorporates both chiral and heavy quark sym-
metries, again with unitarized scattering amplitudes. In that case, the BUU equation
is transformed into a Fokker-Planck equation.
7.1 Mixed hadron gas with pions and kaons
At low temperatures the meson gas is well described by a system containing pions
as the unique degree of freedom. Due to its larger mass, the next mesons (the kaon
and the η meson) are mostly suppresed and only appear as important components at
moderate temperatures. These two new states carry strangeness (as the s-quark enters
in its quark composition). The effective field theory for describing such a system is
no longer the SU2 ChPT. However, a natural extension to Nf   3 is possible (see
App. B.2 for more details). Strangeness is also a conserved quantum number of the
strong interactions so it is possible to ask how the s-quark diffuses in the medium due
to collisions with the pions.
From the quark model point of view, both the kaon and the η meson carry s-quarks
(or antiquarks). However, the quark composition of the latter is
η 
uu  dd  ssº
3
, (7.1)
and it contains both a strange quark and a strange antiquark, so the total strangeness
flux carried by this meson is zero. The η meson does not contribute to the strangeness
diffusion. In contrast, the kaon does carry a non-vanishing strangeness and it will be
the only contribution to the strangeness diffusion. We will work in the isospin limit
where the number of K (us) is equal to the number of negative kaons K (su) and
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equal to the number of K0 (ds) and K0 (sd). In this limit, the flux of s-quarks is, up
to a sign, the same as the flux of s-antiquarks (they are opposite in charge).
Although we are going to speak about “strangeness diffusion” we are going to trade
the strange degree of freedom by the kaonic one. This is so, because the s-quark in a
hadron gas is always confined into a kaon, and the strangeness flow is driving by the
kaons inside the medium. Therefore we will identify the distribution function of an s-
quark by the distribution function of a kaon (note that one can identify their chemical
potentials because the energy needed for creating an s-quark in the system is the same
as the energy for creating a K, just because the former is always confined into the
latter).
7.2 Diffusion equation
The BUU equation for the dilute one-particle distribution function of a kaon evolving
under elastic scattering with the pion gas fKp reads:
dfKp
dt
  gpi S dΓ123p fpi1 fK2 1  fpi3 1  fKp   fpi3 fKp 1  fpi1 1  fK2  (7.2)
We will consider the pion gas at equilibrium whereas the kaons will be near equi-
librium. This is so, because the relaxation time for the kaons is larger than for the
pions and so the former equilibrates earlier [PPVW93]. Moreover, we will consider low
temperatures where the kaon density is much lower than the pion density nKp P n
pi
p .
As a consequence, only the scattering between kaons and pions matters, the scattering
between two kaons being highly improbable. When inserting the Chapman-Enskog
expansion (2.32) into the BUU equation to linearize it, we will use the previous state-
ments to supress quadratic terms in f 1a and neglect nKp f 1pi with respect to npipf 1K
in the collision integral. The linearized BUU equation reads:
dfKp
dt
  gpi S dΓ123pnpi31  npi1nKp 1  nK2  f 1KpnKp 1  nKp   f
1K
2
nK2 1  nK2  , (7.3)
where nKp and n
pi
p are the equilibrium distribution function for the kaons and for the
pions respectively. The equilibrium distribution function reads:
nKp  
1
exp βx uαxpα  µKx  1 . (7.4)
The particle number density of kaons is expressed as an integral of this equilibrium
distribution function:
nK   gK S d
3p2pi3nKp , (7.5)
with gK   4.
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In the left-hand side of the BUU the only space-time dependence inside nKp that is
relevant for the strangeness diffusion is that of the kaon chemical potential.
dfKp
dt
 
pi
EKp
©
inKp x   piEKp nKp 1  nKp β©iµK . (7.6)
The BUU equation in the first order Chapman-Enskog expansion reads
nKp 1nKp pi©iµK   gpiEKp T S dΓ123pnpi31npi1nKp 1nK2  <@@@@>
f
1K
p
nKp 1  nKp   f
1K
2
nK2 1  nK2 
=AAAA? .
(7.7)
To extract the strangeness diffusion we must make the connection between the ki-
netic equation and Fick’s diffusion law, that reads
jis   Ds©
ins   Ds©
iµK S gK d
3p2pi3nKp 1  nKp β , (7.8)
where we have computed the gradient of the particle number density in Eq. (7.5).
Microscopically, the particle flux can be expressed as an integration over the one-
particle distribution function
jis   gK S d
3p2pi3 piEKp f 1K , (7.9)
where EKp  
¼
p2 m2K . We will conveniently choose the ansatz for f
1K as
f 1K   nKp 1  nKp pi©iµKβ3Hp , (7.10)
with Hp an adimensional function of the kaon momentum p. This function will be
obtained by inversion of the BUU equation.
Substituing the ansatz for f 1 into the BUU (7.7):
nKp 1  nKp pi   gpiEKp β2S dΓ123pnpi31  npi1nKp 1  nK2  piHp  ki2Hk2 . (7.11)
On the other hand, equating Eqs.7.8 and 7.9
Ds©
iµK S d
3p2pi3nKp 1  nKp    S d3p2pi3 piEpnKp 1  nKp pj©jµKβ2Hp , (7.12)
and using the relation (5.22) we get
Ds  
1
3T 2
R d3p2pi3 p
2
EKp
nKp 1  nKp Hp
R d3p2pi3nKp 1  nKp  . (7.13)
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The expression for the diffusion coefficient is naturally expressed with an integration
measure which is analogous to that for the heat conductivity:
dµK   dx
z1eyx1z1eyx12 x2  13~2   d3p p
2
Ep
np1  np 1
4pim4K
. (7.14)
With the help of this integration measure we define the integrals (n   i  j)
Ln   S dµDxn   `xiSxje . (7.15)
The strangeness diffusion can be written as
Ds  
1
3T 2
R dµDHp1
R dµDE
2K
p
p2
. (7.16)
In terms of the adimensional variables x   EKp ~mK and y   T ~mK it reads
Ds  
mK
3T 2
R dµDHx1
R dµD xx21
. (7.17)
The denominator is related to the susceptibility
χµµ   ∂nK
∂µK

T
. (7.18)
From this definition it is not difficult to get
χµµ  
4m3KpigK
T
S dµK x
x2  1
(7.19)
and the diffusion coefficient reads
DS  
4pi
3
m4k
T 3
gk
χµµ
`HxS1e . (7.20)
We introduce the standard family of monic orthogonal polynomials:
P0   1 , (7.21)
P1   x 
L1
L0
, (7.22)
P2    (7.23)
and assume that we can expand the function Hx in a linear combination of that
polynomial basis
Hp  Hx  Q
n
hnPnx . (7.24)
Due to the orthogonalization properties, the diffusion coefficient contains only one
term of the series (7.24):
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DS  
4pi
3
m4k
T 3
gK
χµµ
h0SSP0SS2 , (7.25)
with SSP0SS2   L0 . (7.26)
The coefficient h0 is obtained by inverting the BUU equation. Projecting this equa-
tion by multiplying it by Pnppi~Ep4pim4d3p and integrating over the momentum
we obtain:
S dµKPnp1   gpi2pi2
m4KT
2
N
Q
m 1
hm S
p
M
j 1
d3kj
2Ej2pi3 2pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p
ST S2 npi31  npi1nKp 1  nK2 Pnppi piPmp  ki2Pmk2 . (7.27)
Symmetrizing the RHS we finally obtain:
S dµKPnpP0p   gpipi2
m4KT
2
N
Q
m 1
hm S
p
M
j 1
d3kj
2Ej2pi3 2pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p
ST S2 npi31  npi1nKp 1  nK2  piPnp  ki2Pnk2 piPmp  ki2Pmk2 . (7.28)
Note that there is no zero mode (for m   n   0 the RHS does not vanish) but
neither does the LHS vanish for n   0, so the linearized BUU equation is compatible
and determined.
For simplicity we can write the Eq. (7.28) as a matricial equation
Bn  
N
Q
m
hmCnm , (7.29)
where
Bn  `PnpSP0pe   L0δn0 , (7.30)
and
Cnm 
gpipi
2
m4KT
2 S
p
M
j 1
d3kj
2Ej2pi3 2pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p
ST S2npi31  npi1nKp 1  nK2  piPnp  ki2Pnk2 piPmp  ki2Pmk2 . (7.31)
Now one can solve this matricial system up to some finite order in the expansion
(7.24), at first order:
h0  
B0
C00
, (7.32)
where B0   L0 and
C00 
gpipi
2
m4KT
2 S
p
M
j 1
d3kj
2Ej2pi3 2pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  pST S2
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npi31  npi1nKp 1  nK2  pi  ki2 pi  ki2 , (7.33)
Finally, the diffusion coefficient reads
DS  
4pi
3
m4K
T 3
gK
χµµ
L20
C00
. (7.34)
7.3 Scattering amplitude from SU3 IAM
We need to describe the interaction between pions and kaons that enters in Eq. (7.33)
in the form of the averaged scattering amplitude. As in the case of the pure pion
gas we will use an effective field theory to calculate the partial scattering amplitudes.
The SU3 ChPT (see Appendix B) provides the needed scattering amplitudes in the
different isospin-spin channels that are IJ   120,
1
21,
3
20. For these three channels only
the scattering amplitude in the isospin channel I   3~2 is needed T 3~2s, t, u. The
I   1~2 amplitude is obtained by crossing symmetry:
T 1~2s, t, u   3
2
T 3~2u, t, s  1
2
T 3~2s, t, u . (7.35)
The form of T 3~2s, t, u from the SU3 ChPT at one loop is obtained from [NP02b].
This amplitude consists of one term coming from the tree-level LO Lagrangian (B.22)
and reads
T
3~2
0 s, t, u   m2K m2pi  s2f2pi , (7.36)
where fpi   93 MeV. The NLO part of the amplitude (that we do not reproduce here
for shortness) contains tree level terms of the NLO Lagrangian (B.23) and the one-loop
corrections at Op4. We project the two amplitudes T 1~2s, t, u and T 3~2s, t, u into
definite isospin channels with the help of an analogous formula to Eq. (B.19) that for
pion-kaon scattering reads
tIJs   1
32pi
1
S
1
dx PJxT Is, ts, x, us, x . (7.37)
Once the three partial amplitudes t 3
2
0s,t 1
2
1s,t 3
2
0s are obtained we proceed to
unitarize them with the inverse amplitude method described in Sec. B.4. The key
equation is (B.46) in which the index 0 refers to the LO amplitude and the index1 to the NLO amplitude. In the Figure 7.1 we show the result of the phase-shifts
(obtained from the partial wave amplitudes by using Eq. B.48) in the channels as a
function of the CM energy.
We use the values of the low energy constants that appear in [NP02b], that we show
in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Kaon-pion phase-shifts obtained from the SU3 IAM in the three relevant
channels at low energy. We use these phase-shift as an input for the calculation of the
strangeness diffusion. In the top right panel the narrow K892 is visible. The exotic
channel IJ   320 is repulsive.
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8
0.56 1.21 2.79 0.36 1.4 0.07 0.44 0.78
Table 7.1: Set of low energy constants used in the pi  K scattering needed for the
calculation of the strangeness diffusion. All them have been multiplied by 103.
7.4 Diffusion coefficient
In Figure 7.2 we show the result for the strangeness diffusion coefficient as a function
of temperature. We have used different combinations of the pion and kaon chemical
potentials up to the limiting value of µpi mpi and µK mK .
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Figure 7.2: Strangeness diffusion coefficient for a gas of pions and kaons as a function
of temperature. Three combinations of meson chemical potentials are used.
Chapter 8
Charm Diffusion
Heavy flavored hadrons are interesting because the hadron medium is not hot enough
to excite charm pairs. They are produced by hard gluons in the initial stages of the
collision and their spectra carry a memory of it, unlike pions and kaons that can be
produced in the hadronic thermal medium at later stages, and thus show a spectrum
close to black-body without much information from the initial configuration of fields.
Charmed mesons interact with the hadron gas after the crossover from the quark-
gluon plasma phase. The corrections to their properties due to this cooler medium
require their scattering cross-section with the medium pions. This cross section can
be theoretically accessed combining chiral perturbation theory, heavy quark effective
theory and unitarity [ACLETR11]. Given the scattering amplitudes one can proceed to
kinetic simulations following individual particles, or employ kinetic theory to compute
transport coefficients that can be input into bulk hydrodynamics simulations.
As the charm transport coefficients are concerned, we will consider the drag or fric-
tion force F , and the two Γ0 and Γ1 momentum-space diffusion coefficients. Other
works have considered only isotropic drag and diffusion, in which case there is only
one diffusion coefficient also denoted as κ. We do not make this hypothesis of isotropy
(because of the interesting elliptic flow observable) and provide both coefficients cor-
responding to parallel and shear momentum transfers. Finally, in the p   0 limit,
we make contact with the traditional kinetic theory and compute the space diffusion
coefficient Dx .
We employ the Fokker-Planck formalism for a heavy Brownian particle subject to
the bombardement of the light pions in the medium. This heavy particle will be either a
D meson or a D meson. The later, although unstable through the decay D  Dpi, has
a small width (given its closeness to threshold) and for the duration of the hadron gas
it propagates as a stable mode. We will justify this statement showing the properties
of the Dmeson spectrum in Sec. 8.1. Our approximations will be sensible as long as
the momentum of the heavy particle remains smaller than its mass in natural units,
so that p C 2 GeV is not accessible by our computation (although we show plots at
higher momentum for ease of comparison with future investigations addressing hard
heavy flavors).
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Table 8.1: Charged-average masses and experimental estimates [N10] for the strong
widths of the D-meson resonances. Errors not quoted are about 1 MeV or less.
Meson JP M (MeV) Γ (MeV)
D 0 1867 -
D 1 2008 1
D0 0
 2360(40) 270(50)
D1 1
 2422 22(5)
D1 1
 2427(40) 380(150)
D2 2
 2460 30
8.1 D-meson spectrum
A charm quark propagating in the medium below the deconfinement crossover must do
so confined in a hadron. We consider heavy-ion collisions at energies of RHIC or LHC
in which the baryon number is very small and can be neglected. Therefore, the charm
quark is expected to form a D meson or an excitation thereof.
The ground state of the D-spectrum is the pseudoscalar D meson (JP   0) with
four charge states ,,0,0. Since we neglect isospin-breaking terms, we can average
the masses over this quartet to obtain MD  1867 MeV. This meson cannot decay by
any strong process and we will take it to be absolutely stable.
The first excitation is the vector 1 D meson whose mass average is MD   2008.5
MeV. In the heavy quark limit this meson should degenerate with the D, (and in
fact this is seen by glancing higher to the B-meson whose splitting to the B is much
smaller). This mass is barely above Dpi threshold, so there is only this one strong decay
channel, and it is very suppressed.
The width of the charged D is estimated at 1 MeV, and that for the neutral partners
has not been measured but is consistent with Γ B 2 MeV. This means that a D has
a mean lifetime in vacuum of order 100  200 fm. Since the typical freeze-out time
of a heavy-ion collision is about 20 fm it is not a bad first approximation to take the
D meson as also stable during the fireball’s lifetime: the decay time is an order of
magnitude larger than the freeze-out time.
In agreement with quark model expectations, the next-higher excitations of the D
system seem to be a triplet and a singlet of positive parity, with spins 0,1,2 and
1 respectively, corresponding to 2S1LJ  
3 PJ and
1P1. The two mesons with spin 1
and positive parity must mix, and they do so in an interesting manner: the one with
lowest mass, D12420 becomes narrow and hence decoupled from the natural s-wave
decay channel Dpi, whereas the higher member D12430 is very broad and seen in
that configuration. The situation can be seen in Table 8.1 and depicted in Fig. 8.1.
The remaining low-lying resonance, the D2, is again narrow. Since its mass at 2460
MeV is 600 MeV above the ground-state D meson, and it is quite decoupled due to its
moderate width of about 40 MeV, we do not expect this (nor the D12420 to play an
important role at small temperatures.
Thus a sensible approach to charm propagation in a heavy-ion collision after the
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Figure 8.1: Low-lying D-meson spectrum. The blue lines represent the states D and
D. The red areas represent the position and uncertainty of the four excited states
D02400, D12420, D12430, D22460. The black boxes represent their withds.
phase transition to a hadron gas has occurred, is to take the D and D mesons as
absolutely stable degrees of freedom for the c-quark, that in collision with the in-
medium pions rescatter into the resonances D0 and D12430.
8.2 Fokker-Planck equation
The one-particle distribution function of a charmed meson with momentum p, fct,x,p,
is not in equilibrium when the hadron phase of a heavy-ion collision forms, and must
relax via a Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation (2.9):
dfct,x,p
dt
  C fct,x,p, fpit,x,k3 ,
We have slightly changed notations with respect to the previous sections. Because we
are dealing with two different species we will use the subindex c to denote the charmed
meson, pi for the pion and keep all the phase-space variables as explicit arguments.
Notice that, because of the scarcity of strange quarks in the heavy-ion collision debris
(kaon multiplicity is 10% of typical pion multiplicity, see Fig. 1.7) we are interested
only in channels involving the scattering between charmed mesons and pions with total
strangeness equal to zero.
As in the case for pions, the left-hand side, in the absence of external forces, is the
advective derivative
∂fct,x,p
∂t

pi
Ep
  ©ifct,x,p   ∂fct,x,p
∂t
	
coll
. (8.1)
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Because the density of D and D mesons is very small, one can neglect collisions
between D mesons themselves and concentrate only on the interaction of these charmed
mesons with the pion bath, assumed in thermal equilibrium.
The bath’s distribution function fpiq is hence the Bose-Einstein function. More-
over, the gas is assumed homogeneous and the distribution does not depend on x. For
this reason one can average the Boltzmann equation over the collision volume and un-
derstand the one-particle distribution function for the charmed mesons as the average
fct,p  1
V
S dx fct,x,p . (8.2)
The averaged BUU equation then becomes
∂fct,p
∂t
  ∂fct,p
∂t
	
coll
. (8.3)
Charmed mesons may enter and exit the momentum element dp around p by colli-
sions with the pion bath, so the collision term has two parts associated with gains and
losses.
Gains in the momentum distribution around p are proportional to the probability
density around p  k times the probability of transferring momentum k from the
charmed meson to the bath. It is therefore convenient to define a collision rate wp,k
for a charmed meson with initial and final momenta p, p  k.
Conversely, losses are proportional to the distribution function around p times the
probability of transferring momentum k to the pion bath.
The BUU equation should take into account Bose enhancement effects in the final
state, with factors 1  fc that encode the increased probability of a charmed meson
scattering into an already occupied state,
∂fct,p
∂t
  S dkfct,p  kwp  k,k  1  fct,p  fct,pwp,k  1  fct,p  k .
(8.4)
However, as the number of charmed mesons is very small, we can approximate
1  fct,p  1 inside the collision operator in practice. This is equivalent to use a
classical Boltzmann measure inside the collision operator.
∂fct,p
∂t
  S dk  fct,p  kwp  k,k  fct,pwp,k . (8.5)
This approximation however is probably not valid for the pion distribution function
and we keep the 1  fpi factor in Eq. (8.6) below. In turn the collision rate can be
spelled out in terms of the Lorentz invariant charm quark-pion scattering amplitude,
wp,k   gpi S dq2pi9 fpiq  1  fpiq  k 12Epiq 12Ecp 12Epiqk 12Ecpk
2pi4δEcp Epiq Ecpk EpiqkQ SMpics, t, χS2 , (8.6)
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where χ denotes the possible spin degrees of freedom, active if the c quark finds it-
self inside a D meson. The scattering amplitude Mpic is normalized according to
standard covariant convention [N10]. Note that Eq. (7) of [HFR11] differs by the
Bose-enhancement factor 1  fpi for the pion exiting the collision. We believe that in
the temperature range of mpi  T  150 MeV that we (and those authors) treat, this
enhancement should not be neglected.
The BUU equation in this case reduces to a much simpler Fokker-Planck equation
because the mass of the D and D mesons carrying the c-quark is much greater than the
mass of the pions and the temperature of the heat bath. Then, the scale of momentum
for which there is a significant change of fct,p with the momentum of the D mesonSpS is greater than the typical transfered momentum SkS, that is of the order of T :SpSfc Q SkS  T  150 MeV . (8.7)
Because of this separation of scales, it is natural to expand the collision rate inside
the collision operator respect to its first argument p  k,
wf  wp  k,k fct,p  k   (8.8)
wp,kfct,p  ki ∂
∂pi
wf  1
2
kikj
∂2
∂pi∂pj
wf . . .
with i, j   1,2,3. The collision integral reads, with this substitution,
∂fct,p
∂t
	
coll
  S dk ki ∂
∂pi

1
2
kikj
∂2
∂pi∂pj
	 wf . (8.9)
This suggests defining two auxiliary functions,
Fip   S dk wp,k ki , (8.10)
Γijp   1
2
S dk wp,k kikj . (8.11)
Eq. (8.8) reduces to the Fokker-Planck equation
∂fct,p
∂t
 
∂
∂pi
Fipfct,p  ∂
∂pj
 Γijpfct,p¡ , (8.12)
where we can see that Fi behaves as a friction term representing the average momentum
change of the D meson and Γij acts as a diffusion coefficient in momentum space, as
it forces a broadening of the average momentum distribution of the D meson.
The goal of this chapter is to calculate the coefficients Fi and Γij that encode the
physics of charm drag and diffusion.
In the ideal case where the pion gas is homogeneous and isotropic, and because the
coefficients Fi and Γij only depend on p
i, they can be expressed in terms of three scalar
functions by means of
Fip   F p2pi , (8.13)
Γijp   Γ0p2∆ij  Γ1p2pipj
p2
,
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where
∆ij  δij 
pipj
p2
(8.14)
satisfies the handy identity ∆ij∆
ij
  2.
We choose the momenta of the elastic collision between a charmed meson D or D
and a pion as
Dp  piq Dp  k  piq  k. (8.15)
The three scalar coefficients in Eq. (8.13) are then simple integrals over the interac-
tion rate
F p2   piFi
p2
  S dk wp,k kipi
p2
, (8.16)
Γ0p2   1
2
∆ijΓ
ij
 
1
4
S dk wp,k k2  kipi2
p2
	 ,
Γ1p2   pipj
p2
Γij  
1
2
S dk wp,k kipi2
p2
,
where the dynamics is fed-in by the scattering matrix elements SMpicS.
In [ACLETR11] we show how the interpretation of the friction coefficient times the
quark momentum F p2 p is that of an energy loss per unit length upon propagation
of the charm quark in the plasma, and the loss of momentum per unit length is simply
F p2 Ep in terms of energy and momentum of the charmed particle.
8.3 Effective Lagrangian with ChPT and HQET
Here we sketch we construction of the chiral Lagrangian density that describes the in-
teractions between the spin-0 and spin-1 D-mesons and pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons.
The Lagrangian is elaborated by writing down all the possible terms compatible with
Lorentz and C, P and T invariances. It must also respect the chiral and heavy quark
symmetries at lowest order, and break them in a controlled power-series expansion. The
non-linear realization of the chiral symmetry is based on the exponential parametriza-
tion of the Goldstone bosons (Nf   3) [YCC
92]:
U   exp 2iΦº
2F0
 , (8.17)
with F0 being the Goldstone boson decay constant in the chiral limit and
Φ  

1º
2
pi0  1º
6
η pi K
pi  1º
2
pi0  1º
6
η K0
K K¯0  2º
6
η
 . (8.18)
This field U transforms under the SU3L  SU3R symmetry as
U   U    LUR , (8.19)
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where L and R are global transformations under SU3L and SU3R respectively. The
kinetic term for the Goldstone bosons that is invariant under this chiral transformation
is the canonical one
L  
F 20
4
Tr ∂µU
∂µU . (8.20)
For conveniency one introduces the matrix
u  
º
U , (8.21)
wich under an SU3L  SU3R transforms as
u  u   LuW   WuR , (8.22)
where W is a unitary matrix expressible as a complicated combination of the matrices
R,L and Φ.
With the matrix u one can construct the a vector and an axial vector fields as:
Γµ  
1
2
u∂µu  u∂µu , (8.23)
uµ   i u∂µu  u∂µu . (8.24)
The transformation rule for these vectors is:
Γµ   Γ

µ  WΓµW

W∂µW
 , (8.25)
uµ   u

µ  WuµW
 . (8.26)
With Γµ one defines the covariant derivative as
©µ   ∂µ  Γµ . (8.27)
With all these pieces one constructs the leading order (LO) chiral Lagrangian L1.
It is given by [LS08,GHM09,GKMCW10],
L
1
  Tr  ©µD©µD m2DTr  DD Tr  ©µDν ©µDν  m2DTr  DµDµ  (8.28)
igTr  DµuµD DuµDµ Tr   g2mDTr  Dµuα©βDν ©βDµuαDν  εµναβ ,
where D   D0,D,Ds  and Dµ   D0,D,Ds µ are the SU3 anti-triplets of
spin-zero and spin-one D-mesons with the chiral limit mass mD, respectively. Under
these fields the covariant derivative ©µ simply transforms as
©µD   ©µD

  ©µDW
 . (8.29)
It is not difficult to check that the Langrangian L1 is indeed invariant under the chiral
group SU3L  SU3R
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Figure 8.2: Tree-level diagrams relevant to the scattering amplitudes in Eq. (8.34).
The solid, double and dashed lines represent the D-mesons, D-mesons and pions,
respectively.
The NLO chiral Lagrangian L2 reads
L
2
  h0Tr  DDTr  χ  h1Tr  DχD  h2Tr  DDTr  uµuµ  h3Tr  DuµuµD
h4Tr  ©µD©νDTr  uµuν  h5Tr  ©µDuµ, uν©νD
h˜0Tr  DµDµ Tr  χ  h˜1Tr  DµχDµ   h˜2Tr  DµDµ Tr  uνuν  h˜3Tr  DµuνuνDµ 
h˜4Tr  ©µDα©νDα Tr  uµuν  h˜5Tr  ©µDαuµ, uν©νDα  . (8.30)
where
χ   u
χu  uχu , (8.31)
with χ   diagm2pi,m2pi,2m2K  m2pi being the mass matrix. The twelve parameters
hi, h˜ii   0, ...,5 are the low-energy constants (LECs), to be determined. However,
we can make use of some constraints to reduce the set of free LECs. First, it should
be noticed that in the limit of large number of colors (Nc) of QCD [’t 74], single-
flavor trace interactions are dominant. So, we fix h0   h2   h4   h˜0   h˜2   h˜4   0
henceforth. Besides, by imposing the heavy-quark symmetry (as will become clear in
subsection 8.4.1 below), it follows that h˜i  hi.
In the following, the lowest order of the perturbative expansion of the quantities Γµ,
uµ and χ in Eqs. (8.29) and (8.30) is considered to construct the scattering matrix of
the interactions between the charmed mesons and the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons.
8.3.1 D  pi tree-level scattering amplitudes
From the Lagrangian in Eq. (8.29) we are able to obtain the scattering amplitudes V for
DDpi  DDpi processes. In Fig. 8.2 we show the tree-level diagrams constructed
from the LO and NLO interactions. These include both contact interactions and Born
exchanges. The different scattering channels are labeled as Va through Vd, where the
subscripts refer to the scattering channels as follows
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a Dpi  Dpi ,b Dpi  Dpi ,c Dpi  Dpi ,d Dpi  Dpi . (8.32)
For clarity in this section we will denote the incoming and outgoing four-momenta
as
Dpµ1  pipµ2 Dpµ3  pipµ4 . (8.33)
Nevertheless, when introducing the scattering amplitudes into Eq. (8.16) we will make
the identification:
p01,p1   ¼M2D  p2,p ,p02,p2   »m2pi  p2,q ,p03,p3   ¼M2D  p  k2,p  k ,p04,p4   »m2pi  q  k2,q  k .
The four tree-level scattering amplitudes read:
Va  
C0
4F 2
s  u  2C1m2pi
F 2
h1 
2C2
F 2
h3p2   p4  2C3
F 2
h5  p1   p2p3   p4  p1   p4p2   p3

2i g2
F 2
pµ2  C4Dµνp1  p2 C5Dµνp2  p3pν4 ,
Vb  
i g2
MDF 2
C4 pα2 Ł2pβ1  pβ2p4ρDνρp1  p2 C5 pα4 Łpβ2  pβ3  pβ1p2ρDνρp2  p3 εαβµνµp1 ,
Vc  
i g2
MDF 2
C4 pα4 Łpβ1  pβ2  pβ3p2ρDρνp1  p2 C5 pα2 Łpβ2  2pβ3p4ρDνρp2  p3 εαβµνµp3 ,
Vd    C0
4F 2
s  u  2C1m2pi
F 2
h˜1 
2C2
F 2
h˜3p2   p4  2C3
F 2
h˜5  p1   p2p3   p4
p1   p4p2   p3 µp1µp3

2i g2
F 2
 C4Dp1  p2 C5Dp2  p3pµ2 µp1pν4νp3

ig2
3M2DF
2
C6 pα2 Ł2pβ1  pβ2pρ4 pσ1  pσ2  pσ3Dνγp1  p2
C7 p
α
2 Łpβ2  2pβ3pρ4 pσ2  pσ3  pσ1Dνγp2  p3
εαβµνερσγδ
µp1δp3 , (8.34)
where Ci i   0, ...,7 are the coefficients of the scattering amplitudes for Dpi,Dpi
channels with total isospin I, done in Table 8.2, and Dp, Dµνp are the propagators
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Table 8.2: Coefficients of the scattering amplitudes for the Dpi,Dpi channels with total
isospin I in Eq. (8.34).
Constants I   12 I  
3
2
C0 2 1
C1 1 1
C2 1 1
C3 1 1
C4 3 0
C5
1
3
2
3
C6 3 0
C7
1
3
2
3
of D and D-mesons, respectively,
Dp   i
p2 M2D
,
Dµνp   i
p2 M2D
ηµν  pµpν
M2D
 . (8.35)
As the two particles in all amplitudes are distinguishable, there is no t-channel type
contribution (as e.g. in Compton scattering) with our relevant fields (open charm
mesons and pions), and only s and u-channel interactions appear. Between a D and a
pi one could exchange additional, closed flavor resonances in the t-channel, but a quick
examination makes clear that these contributions are totally negligible. For example, f0
exchange, while having strong coupling to two pions, has negligible coupling to two D
mesons, so one of the vertices makes the amplitude very small. Similarly, J~ψ t-channel
exchange is suppresed because of the small two-pion coupling of the very narrow state
(and similar for other, closed flavor resonances). It doesn’t make sense to include these
resonances while neglecting higher order chiral and heavy quark corrections to the Dpi
Lagrangian with the basic fields.
Finally µp is the polarization vector of the vector D-meson. If we were to write
the polarization indices explicitly, µp  µλp, Vb  Vbλ, Vc  Vcλ, Vd  Vdλλ , while Va
remains a scalar as no vector mesons appear.
The amplitudes Vb and Vc must be related by time reversal, since they encode
Dpi   Dpi and Dpi   Dpi respectively. Indeed, if one exchanges p1 by p3 and p2 by
p4, and employs energy-momentum conservation p1  p2   p3  p4, they map onto each
other as Vb   Vc, Vc   Vb.
8.3.2 On-shell unitarization
Chiral perturbation theory amplitudes are by construction a series expansion (albeit
with logarithmic corrections and, in our case, Born terms with an intermediate prop-
agator due to the DDpi coupling) and by their very nature are unable to describe
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excited elastic resonances (in our case, D0 and D1).
The key to understanding this limitation is to note that, at fixed order, ChPT violates
unitarity as momentum is increased. Therefore several strategies have been adopted to
bypass the shortcoming, such as the N~D method, the inverse amplitude method, or
the K-matrix method.
We pursue the simplest partial-wave unitarization by employing on-shell factor-
ization [OO97] which is a nice feature of polynomial expansions and leads to algebraic
formulae for the unitarized partial wave amplitudes, capable of reproducing resonances.
Our conventions for the expansion of the perturbative Va and unitarized Ta amplitudes
in terms of Legendre polinomials are
V la  
1
2
1
S
1
dx PlxVas, x , (8.36)
T la  
1
2
1
S
1
dx PlxTas, x , (8.37)
where x  cos θ and P0x   1 and a is a channel index.
We proceed by projecting the perturbative amplitude into the s-wave, that domi-
nates at low energies because of the k2l1 suppression of higher waves, and is resonant
at the D0 (for Dpi scattering) and D1 (for D
pi scattering), thus dominating the en-
tire amplitude at moderate heavy-quark velocities (at higher velocities, boosting to the
moving center of mass frame kinematically induces higher waves). Thus the perturba-
tive amplitude is substituted for
V l 0a s   12
1
S
1
dxVas, tx, us, tx P0x . (8.38)
The unitarized scalar amplitudes Ta decouple in leading order HQET and read [ROS05]:
T l 0a s   V l 0a s1  V l 0a s Gl 0s . (8.39)
This equation manifestly is a relativistic generalization of the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation.
The factorized resolvent function is the standard one-loop integral
Gl 0s   iS d4q2pi4 1P  q2 M2D  i 1q2 m2pi  i . (8.40)
We employ dimensional regularization of the divergent integral to read from Ref. [ROS05]
Gl 0s   1
16pi2
aµ  ln M2D
µ2

m2pi M
2
D  s
2s
ln
m2pi
M2D

qº
s
lns  M2D m2pi  2qºs  lns  M2D m2pi  2qºs (8.41)
 lns  M2D m2pi  2qºs  lns  M2D m2pi  2qºs  2pii   ,
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where the imaginary part of the logarithms above Dpi threshold reads
I Gl 0s    q
8pi
º
s
, (8.42)
with q the modulus of the pion’s three-momentum in the CM frame.
Introducing the conventional two-body phase space
ρpiDs  ¿ÁÁÀ1  mpi mD2
s
1  mpi mD2
s
 (8.43)
or, in terms of q,
ρpiDs   2qº
s
, (8.44)
this imaginary part is
I Gl 0s   ρpiDs
16pi
. (8.45)
With these ingredients it is straightforward to show that, by construction, the com-
plex Ta’s satisfy single–channel unitarity relations
I T l 0a s   ST l 0a sS2 ρpiDs16pi2 (8.46)
(providing a convenient numerical check of our computer programmes). The amplitude
can be parametrized in terms of the phase-shift
T I0a s   sin δI0seiδI0sρpiDs , (8.47)
that is then extracted via
tan δI0s   I T I0s
R T I0s (8.48)
with I   1~2,3~2.
Finally, the isospin averaged amplitude for the LO-HQET decoupled single-channel
problem becomes ST aS2   1
6
Ł2ST 1~2,0a S2  4ST 3~2,0a S2 . (8.49)
Heavy-quark spin symmetry dictates that, whether D or D in any spin state, the
scattering cross-section will be the same, and since an s-wave cannot flip the spin upon
interaction, no further spin averaging is needed in leading order HQET. One can then
use
Q SMpics, t, χS2   ST aS2 (8.50)
in Eq. (8.6).
Going beyond LO in HQET we need to distinguish between Dpi   Dpi and Dpi  
Dpi scattering. To implement it, we assume that a charm quark propagates as a linear
combination of both states Rce   αRDe  Ñβ  RDe . (8.51)
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The moduli of the complex numbers α and βi are determined by thermal Bose-Einstein
distribution factors, since the mass difference between D and D slightly suppresses
the latter. We then average over the relative (quasi-random) phases of α and Ñβ upon
squaring to construct P SMpics, t, χS2.
The cross-section is given by
σspiD   1
16pis
RMpiDR2 (8.52)
and
σspiD   1
16pis
RMpiDR2 . (8.53)
8.4 Results
8.4.1 Low-energy constants and cross-sections
In the philosophy of low-energy effective theories, after all the symmetries have been
used to constrain the Lagrangian density, the remaining free constants have to be fit to
experimental data. Our choices are widely discussed in [ACLETR11]. We quote here
the values we have used.
1) The pion decay constant in the chiral limit F0 can be approximated by its physical
value, fpi   92 MeV, the difference being of one higher order in the chiral expansion.
2) The renormalization scale for the NLO ChPT constants is to be understood as
µ   770 MeV, and the scheme is such that the subtraction constant aµ   1.85 is fixed
as in [ROS05].
3) We adopt the value g   1177  137 MeV for the heavy-light pseudoscalar-vector
coupling constant by reproducing the decay of D. From our Lagrangian we obtain
ΓD  
g2Sppi S3
12piF 2M2D
. (8.54)
The value of g deduced by matching the decay rate is the same as in [GKMCW10]
and consistent with the value of gpi given in [Lai11].
4) Turning now to the NLO constants, we have stated that h˜i   hi is a requirement
of heavy quark symmetry tying the D and D amplitudes at LO in HQET.
5) Likewise we have set h0   h2   h4   0 based purely on large-Nc counting. These
constants well deserve being revisited in future work, but we are content here with
accepting a 1~Nc systematic error as customary in the current literature.
6) The mass differences between the D-mesons [LS08,GKMCW10], fixes h1  0.45.
7) Finally, we fix h3 and h5 through the Dpi channel corresponding to the Ta scat-
tering amplitude, two pieces of known data (the D0 mass and width) to which we can
tie h3 and h5. We find that reasonable values are h3, h5   7  2,0.5  0.2 GeV2
with correlated errors, that is, an increased h3 needs to be used with a more negative
h5.
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Figure 8.3: Left panel: square amplitudes for Dpi s-wave elastic scattering employing
only the su term of the interaction potential Va (as in [GO07]). Right panel: isospin
averaged cross section associated to those amplitudes.
We now present numeric computations of the unitarized and squared amplitudes in
Eq. (8.39), and of the cross-section.
In the first place, and to compare with the work of [GO07], we keep only the su
term in the Dpi elastic amplitude Va. The square amplitudes with isospin I   1~2 and
I   3~2 and l   0 are depicted in Fig. 8.3. The figure shows how the exotic I   3~2 is non-
resonant (this will also be the case for all the calculations presented below), which could
have been guessed because no qq state exists with such isospin, so there is no intrinsic
strength at low energies in exotic waves. The non-exotic I   1~2 channel presents a clear
s-wave resonance, with approximate mass and width M  2140 MeV and Γ  170 MeV.
These values are somewhat too low if compared with the experimental MD0   236040
MeV and ΓD0   27050 MeV taken from the Review of Particle Physics [N10]. We
do not deem this a problem since there is room for the NLO terms containing the hi
constants to modify the computation.
Next we add one by one the NLO constants h1, h3, h5. Because the h1 term does not
increase with momentum, but is multiplied by a small m2pi constant, it does not change
the amplitudes appreciably. We include it with a value h1  0.45 as commented before
but do not discuss it any further.
In [ACLETR11] we study the sensitivity to h3 and h5. For small, positive values of
h3 the D0 peak moves to larger masses and it becomes broader. Adding the h5 term,
we observe that its presence (if the sign is chosen negative as in [GHM09], for example
h5   0.25 GeV
2) narrows the resonance shifting it to slightly lower masses.Therefore,
a strategy to improve agreement with the experimental D0 data is to combine a positive
h3 with a negative h5 to increase the resonance mass without distorting the line-shape
unacceptably. Our best computation is then shown in Fig. 8.4.
The maximum of the squared amplitude, employing h3, h5   7,0.5 GeV2 as
central value, gives a reasonable MD0   2300 MeV, just slightly below the experimental
value, and a width just slightly above Γ   350 MeV. The two parameters are very
correlated, so that varying one significantly requires varying the other simultaneously
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Figure 8.4: Squared isospin 1~2 amplitude for Dpi scattering with h3, h5   7,0.5
GeV2 (solid line). The dotted lines give the limits of the error band.
to maintain reasonable agreement with the experimental resonance. Shown in the figure
are two more lines with the error band ∆h3   2 and ∆h5   0.2 GeV
2. It is this
squared amplitude, leading order in Heavy Quark Effective Theory, that we adopt in
our Fokker-Planck equation for the transport coefficients.
Although the diffusion and drag coefficients require the RMR2 square amplitude, it
is convenient for the discussion to also plot the resulting cross section, which we do in
Fig. 8.5.
The maximum of the cross-section is about 13.5 1 mbarn, and for the entire range
of center of mass energies
º
s > 2  3 GeV we find σ C 5 mbarn. In fact, for a
large window between 2.1 and 2.5 GeV we have σ C 10 mbarn, which is slightly larger
but in reasonable agreement with the guess by the authors of [HFR11], that assume
7 10 mbarn, or by Svetitsky and Uziel [SU97] of 9 mbarn based on quark constituent
counting.
Next, we proceed to the next-to-leading order in Heavy Quark Effective Theory. We
only consider for now the Born s and t-channel exchange terms due to D exchange
between the Dpi pair. The effect of adding these terms is akin to making h5 more
negative, that is, a narrowing of the D0 resonance, as shown in Fig. 8.6.
However, a renormalization of the hi constants effectively brings back the pole po-
sition in better agreement with experimental data, as seen in Fig. 8.7.
Shown in the figure are lines with h3, h5   7.5  2.5,0.4  0.3 GeV2, together
with the result of Fig. 8.5 without including the Born terms. As can be seen, the
effect of the D exchanges can be largely absorbed in the hi counterterms (for fixed
mc mass of course, since they scale differently) so we will ignore the Born terms in this
computation. However a certain uncertainty should be understood, of order 30% in the
cross section, that could be larger than our estimate in the region of the D0 resonance.
Finally, we return to the computation in Fig. 8.5, but substitute mD by m

D (an
NLO effect in HQET) as only modification to obtain Vd instead of Va. We interpret
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Figure 8.5: Cross section for Dpi elastic scattering with h3, h5   7,0.5 GeV2 (solid
line). The dotted lines give the limits of the error band.
the resulting cross-section as that corresponding to Dpi scattering, and plot the result
in Fig. 8.8.
The cross-section including both 1~2 and 3~2 isospin channels is clearly resonant,
with the D1 well visible. As was the case for the D0, the mass is slightly below the
data. The cross-section peak is about 15 mbarn.
Thus we have performed an exhaustive study of the LO-HQET interaction and
now proceed to compute transport coefficients equipped with the interaction leading
to Figs. 8.5 and 8.8. The conclusion of this section is that reproducing the correct
parameters of the D0,D1 resonances (masses and widths) essentially fixes the cross
section in the region of interest, because of unitarity not leaving much room for model
dependence.
8.4.2 Diffusion and drag coefficients
We now proceed to the calculation, with the square amplitude so numerically computed,
the F , Γ0 and Γ1 transport coefficients in Eq. 8.16. The three pannels of Fig. 8.9 show
them as function of squared momentum p2 for fixed temperature T   150 MeV. One
should not trust these results above charm momenta of order p   1.5 GeV, but we spell
them out for completeness.
In the top panel of this figure we show the drag coefficient F p in fm1, which
exhibits a modest momentum variation of about 1020% within the range of p > 0,2.5
GeV. From this coefficient one can extract the relaxation length for a charm quark
propagating in the pion medium that turns out to be around 40 fm at p  1 GeV.
Quite strikingly, one can see in the figure that Γ0 has a very mild momentum depen-
dence, its value can very well be approximated by a constant for the entire momentum
range. Γ1 is seen to grow with momentum, increasing the difference Γ1  Γ0, and thus
favoring diffusion at higher typical momenta.
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Figure 8.6: Effect of including the Born terms associated with the D. The bottom
line (purple) is the cross-section associated to the Born term alone, as in the model
of [GDSA11]. The top line (red squares) is the resulting cross-section combining the
Born term with the contact terms, without modifying the hi constants from Fig. 8.5,
and then unitarizing.
Table 8.3: Value of the drag coefficient at p  0 and T   100 MeV.
Authors F fm1)
Laine, [Lai11] 0.05  103
He, Fries, Rapp, [HFR11] 5  103
Ghosh et al., [GDSA11] 0.11
Our estimate, [ACLETR11] 3.5  103
In Figs. 8.10 and 8.11 we show the dependence with the temperature of the drag
coefficient at fixed momentum. Since the direct computation of F p2   0 is rather
unstable, for the plot in Fig. 8.10, F is computed from Γ by employing the Einstein
relation:
F p2   0   Γp2   0
MT
. (8.55)
The drag coefficient is seen to increase by a factor of about 4 in the range from
100 to 150 MeV, so that most of the drag in a heavy-ion collision is expected in the
hotter stages, with the charm quarks freezing out progressively until they freely stream
outwards till they decay.
We compare with other authors, choosing a reference temperature of 100 MeV where
all existing works make a statement, and show the drag coefficient for each recent work
in Table 8.3.
It can be seen that the phenomenological model of [HFR11] is of the same order
of magnitude of our result, with [GDSA11] quoting an extremely large value in their
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Figure 8.7: Effect of including the Born terms associated with the D, but leaving the
hi coefficients free. The red, solid line is the central value with h3   8, h5   0.35 GeV
2.
The black, dashed line coincides with the cross section in Fig. 8.5 without the Born
terms.
Fig. 2, and Laine a smaller value by one order of magnitude. We believe that we have a
larger control of the charm-pion scattering amplitudes at moderate temperatures, but
the reader would be cautious to employ a factor 2 as error band to our result.
The spatial diffusion coefficient is then plotted in Fig. 8.12 as function of tempera-
ture.
At low temperatures it correctly takes the non-relativistic limit
Dx  
3T 3~2
σP
º
m
(8.56)
with m the particle mass, σ the cross section, and P the pion gas pressure, that is
temperature dependent. We also note that, during the lifetime of the pion gas after
the cross-over from the quark-gluon plasma phase, the interactions between pions are
almost entirely elastic, so that pion number is effectively conserved and one should
introduce a pion chemical potential, not included in the very recent works by other
groups. Introducing this approximate pion chemical potential µ,
P m3~2pi T 5~2e
µmpi
T (8.57)
makes the product TDx diverge at low temperature and vanishing chemical potential
(which just means that gas particles are too cold and slow to stop the charm quark from
diffusively moving inside the pion gas). However, at chemical equilibrium with µ mpi
(that is not expected in the hadron phase of a heavy-ion collision, but is relevant to
make contact with the non-relativistic limit), the exponential becomes unity and TDx
becomes a constant at low temperature. We further show the effect of this pion chemical
potential in Fig. 8.13.
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Figure 8.8: Elastic cross-section for Dpi scattering computed replacing mD by m

D in
Fig. 8.5. The resonance should now be interpreted as the broad D12427.
We find the effect sizeable. At a reference temperature of 120 MeV, the ratio between
Dx at µpi   0 and µpi   138 MeV is a factor of about 5.
In Fig. 8.14 we plot our result (solid line) at zero chemical potential together
other results of the same coefficient. The result labeled as “Laine” refers to [Lai11]
where Heavy Meson Chiral Perturbation Theory without unitarization is used. The
“He,Fries,Rapp” curve corresponds to [HFR11] where they use empirical elastic scat-
tering amplitudes and finally the calculation of the charm diffusion in the quark-gluon
plasma from [RvH08].
To assist in the physical interpretation of our results, we have plotted in Figs. 8.15
and 8.16 the loss of energy and momentum per unit length, derived from our results
for the drag coefficient F , for various momenta p2.
From Fig. 8.16 one can estimate that a reference charm quark in a D or D meson
with momentum 1 GeV measured in the rest frame of the pion fluid surrounding it, will
deposit about 50 MeV per fm travelled in the fluid. Thus, if the pion gas is in existence
for, say, 4 fm, the D meson measured in the final state with a momentum of 800 MeV
will have been emitted from the quark-gluon plasma phase with a GeV. This result is
similar to the 20% effect recently quoted by [HFR11] and means that, while the D and
D mesons can be used as probes of the quark-gluon plasma, their distributions should
be shifted up in momentum (or alternatively both the quark-gluon plasma and hadron
phases have to be treated in hydrodynamical simulations).
The authors of reference [vHGR06] proposed to divide the temperature times the
spatial diffusion coefficient by the shear viscosity over entropy density ratio η~s, pro-
ducing a dimensionless quantity that should give an idea of how strongly coupled is the
quark-gluon plasma , and they quote two estimates based on AdS/CFT that we plot in
Fig. 8.17. In the figure we also plot our computation based on charm quarks travelling
through the pion gas, together with our computation of viscosity over entropy density
in the pion gas presented in [DLETR09a]. It seems that, according to this criterion,
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the charm quark is somewhat strongly coupled to the pion gas.
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Figure 8.9: We show all three coefficients in the Fokker-Planck equation as a function
of charm-quark momentum, at a reference temperature of 150 MeV in the pion gas.
The low-energy constants in the Dpi   Dpi amplitude are fixed to h1   0.45, g   1177
MeV, and h3 and h5 fit to describe the mass and width of the D0 resonance. Top: F
including and not including the possible propagation of the c quark as a D meson.
Middle: Γ0 and Γ1 including D-like propagation alone. Bottom: Γ0 and Γ1 including
also propagation as a D meson.
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Figure 8.10: Momentum-space drag coefficient as function of temperature for a stopped
charm quark in the hadron gas. We obtain the coefficient by employing the Einstein
relation taking the limit of p  0.
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Figure 8.11: Momentum-space drag and diffusion coefficients as function of temperature
for a slow charm quark with momentum p   1 GeV, 0.6 GeV, 0.3 GeV and 0.1 GeV.
Note that the intensity of the drag force is roughly proportional to the temperature.
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Figure 8.12: Spatial diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature.
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Figure 8.13: Same as in Fig. 8.12 but as a function of the chemical potential
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of our result for the diffusion coefficient at zero chemical
potential with other estimates. The different results are explained in the text.
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Figure 8.15: Loss of energy of a charmed meson as function of the energy in a pion
gas at a fixed temperature of 150 MeV, assuming it can travel as a D or a D meson
during the few Fermi of the gas’s lifetime.
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Figure 8.16: Loss of momentum per unit length as function of momentum of a charmed
meson in a pion gas, same as in Fig. 8.15.
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Figure 8.17: A dimensionless ratio with the viscosity over entropy density, proposed in
Ref. [vHGR06]. The top dashed line corresponds to a “weakly coupled” quark-gluon
plasma, the bottom line to a “strongly coupled” quark-gluon plasma. The solid line at
the bottom, for charm propagating in our pion gas, is more suggestive of the second
than of the first.
Chapter 9
Linear Sigma Model and Phase
Transitions
In Chapter 3 we have commented about the experimental minimum of η~s observed
at the phase transition for some fluids. We have supported this fact by explicitly
calculating this coefficient for the Argon. The purpose of this chapter is to gain more
insight about this hypothesis by calculating explicitly this coefficient in a system that
possesses a phase transition. However, the deconfinement phase transition of QCD
ocurring at a critical temperature 1 is not accesible only by chiral perturbation theory
nor by perturbative QCD alone. For this reason we have chosen an alternative model
for which a full description of the different thermodynamical phases from the same
partition function is possible. The linear sigma model (LσM) provides a simple model
to perform such calculation. Moreover, we will work in the large-N limit in order to
simplify the computation of the effective potential and the scattering amplitude.
9.1 LσM Lagrangian and effective potential at finite tem-
perature
The bare Euclidean Lagrangian of the LσM reads
L Φi, ∂µΦi   1
2
∂µΦ
T∂µΦ  µ2ΦTΦ 
λ
N
ΦTΦ2  ΦN1 , (9.1)
where the multiplet Φi contains N 1 scalar fields. The parameter λ is positive in order
to have a potential bounded from below and we consider µ2 to be positive in order to
provide a spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). The SSB patters reads (when    0)
SON  1   SON. The factor    m2pifpi is responsible for the physical pion mass
and when considered, it produces an explicitly breaking of the SON  1 symmetry.
We will denote the first N component of the vector field as the “pions” and the last
1We will speak about critical temperature both in the case of a critical point, a first order phase
transition or a crossover and call it Tc. However one should understand that Tc actually corresponds
to the critical temperature or to an approximate crossover temperature depending on the case
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component as the σ:
Φi   pia, σ , (9.2)
with i   1,,N  1, and a   1,,N .
Let us briefly review the dynamics of the model at T   0. In this case as µ2 A 0 the
potential possesses a non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV) and one expects an
SSB. We choose the VEV to be in the N  1 direction, i.e in the σ direction and call it
fpi.
`ΦTΦe   `σ2T   0e   f2pi   NF 2 . (9.3)
This VEV satisfies the equation
2µ2fpi 
4λ
N
f3pi     0 . (9.4)
The solution to this equation is obtained for small explicit breaking term:
fpi  
¾
Nµ2
2λ


4µ2
  fpi   0  
4µ2
  fpi   0  N
8λf2pi   0 . (9.5)
In our notation we will call fpi   0 and fpi   ºNF to the VEV value of the σ at
T   0 for the case without and with explicit symmetry breaking term, respectively. In
what follows, the VEV will be denoted as vT  for arbitrary temperature, in such a
way that fpi   vT   0. Moreover, recall that the N -dependence of the parameters of
the model reads:
λ  O1, µ2  O1, F 2  O1, f2pi  ON,   OºN . (9.6)
9.1.1 Spontaneous symmetry breaking at T   0
For simplicity, we start with the T   0 case, where the dynamics are governed by the
broken phase. The VEV fpi is chosen to be in the σ direction. In this case, the VEV
for the pions is zero. Recall that when finding the minimum of the potential we have
assumed that the field configuration that minimizes the action is homogeneous. This
is a strong assumption but we will maintain it for simplicity.
The degrees of freedom are the quantum fluctuations around the VEV. In the case
of the pions, these fluctuation correspond to the Goldstone bosons if    0 or to the
pseudo-Goldstone bosons if  x 0.. They are the radial modes and they are massless
because the potential is “flat” around them (the second derivative of the potential
vanishes). We will maintain the notation pi for these Goldstone modes.
`piae   0 . (9.7)
Along the σ direction, the VEV is `σ2T   0e   f2pi   NF 2, and quantum fluctuations
around this value will be denoted by σ˜ and correspond to the Higgs, the massive or
longitudinal mode, because the potential has curvature around the VEV. So that
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σ   fpi  σ˜   `σe   fpi . (9.8)
This description is the appropiate one for a saddle point treatment. We will consider
that the most important contribution to the quantum partition function is the classical
minimum configuration and the next contribution comes from the quantum fluctuations
(Goldstone bosons and Higgs).
Because at T   0 there exists SSB we will rewrite the Lagrangian (9.1) in terms of
the variables pi, fpi and σ˜ just substituing (9.8) in the original Lagrangian:
L  
1
2
∂µpi
a∂µpia 
1
2
∂µσ˜∂
µσ˜  µ2piapia  µ2σ˜2

λ
N
2f2pi piapia  3σ˜2  piapia2  2piapiaσ˜2  σ˜4  4fpiσ˜3  4piapiafpiσ˜
   4λ
N
f3pi  2µ
2fpi σ˜  1
2
∂µfpi∂
µfpi  µ
2f2pi 
λ
N
f4pi  fpi (9.9)
Note that the tadpole term vanishes by construction because the term between
parenthesis satisfies Eq. (9.4). We are interested in the expression of an effective po-
tential for the variable fpi, where the fluctuations are integrated out. From such an
effective potential one can obtain the vacuum expectation value just imposing
dVeff
dfpi
  0.
Before doing so, we can read the value of the Higgs mass from the obtained Lagrangian
M2σ˜   2µ
2

12λ
N
f2pi , (9.10)
that at T   0 and at tree level it is
M2σ˜   4µ
2


fpi
 
8λf2pi
N


fpi
 
8λf2pi   0
N
 3

fpi
(9.11)
The mass of the pions reads
m2pi   2µ
2

4λ
N
f2pi , (9.12)
that as expected it only depends of the explicit symmetry terms
m2pi  

fpi
, (9.13)
and vanishes at    0.
In the opposite way, one can choose the value of the bare parameters µ2 and λ in
such a way that they reproduce the physical pion and Higgs masses and fpi:
µ2  
M2σ˜  3m
2
pi
4
, (9.14)
λ  
N
8f2pi
M2σ˜ m2pi . (9.15)
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The last expression can be expressed in terms of the VEV with    0:
λ  
N
8f2pi   0M
2
σ˜ m
2
pi
α2
, (9.16)
where α is a multiplicative constant relating fpi and fpi   0
fpi   αfpi   0 , (9.17)
that explicitly reads
α  
M2σ˜  3m
2
pi
M2σ˜  4m
2
pi
. (9.18)
Finally, the tree level propagators for the Goldstone bosons and the Higgs:
D1pi   k
2
 2µ2 
4λ
N
f2pi , (9.19)
D1σ˜   k
2
 2µ2 
12λ
N
f2pi . (9.20)
The first method to obtain the effective potential for fpi is the standard calculation
described in the textbooks. In this case, one neglects the fluctuations of the Higgs
and perform a mean field approximation for it σ  fpi. Then, expanding the quantum
fluctuations of the Goldtone bosons, one only considers the quadratic terms as being the
first correction in the action. The integration of these fluctuations is straightforward as
it is performed by a simple Gaussian integral. The cubic and quartic terms are neglected
as they are not so easily integrable in the partition function. The fluctuations of the
Higgs can be neglected at T   0 but around the critical temperature this is a hard
assumption, because the fluctuations of the Higgs are rather relevant. One could even
perform the complete Gaussian integration for both the Higgs and the Goldstone boson
fluctuations. This would correspond to a complete 1-loop calculation of the effective
potential.
However, as we want to take the large-N limit, we feel that we can go one step
further and perform the quartic integration of the fluctuations. This is done by using
the auxiliary field method. The calculation gets more complicated but the introduction
of the auxiliary field allows for a systematic counting of N factor and gives simplification
in the large-N limit.
All these perturbative approaches perform the 1-loop integration of the fluctuations
regardless of its wavelenght. All the frequency modes of the fields are treated at the
same footing and this unorganized integration produces two undesirable features in the
effective potential. First, an imaginary part of the effective potential appears. This
imaginary part has been given the interpretation of a decay rate per unit volume of
the unstable vacuum state by Weinberg and Wu in [WW87].
The second characteristic is the non-convexitivity of the quantum effective poten-
tial, but the effective potential (defined through a Legendre transformation) should be
always convex. This non-convexitivity problem and the imaginary part appear as long
as a perturbative method is used to calculate the effective potential [vK08].
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A solution to these features can be to use a non-perturbative method to generate
the effective potential. For example, the Functional Renormalization Group (FRG)
generates the effective potential in such a way that an organized integration of the
fluctuations is performed. Following the ideas of the renormalization group, only the
low wavelength components of the quantum fluctuations are integrated-out at each
step. The UV components are then integrated infinitesimally step by step and the final
effective potential (defined in the infrared scale) does not acquire an imaginary part
and it remains convex at every scale (at the IR point, the Maxwell construction can be
dynamically generated through renormalization flow) [ABP99].
In spite of these issues, we believe that it is not necessary to perform a more sofisti-
cated method to obtain the effective potential. The only relevant result for us is the
localization of the minimum of the effective potential, which eventually gives us the
position of the critical temperature, and this minimum is always outside of the non-
convex region. In any case, the possible presence of an imaginary part (whose domain
in fact coincides with the domain of the non-convex part of the potential) is not even
relevant for us.
9.1.2 Auxiliary field method
We start considering the partition function:
Z   S DpiaDσ expS d4xL , (9.21)
with the Lagrangian in Eq. (9.1). We introduce and auxiliary field χ to make the
integral Gaussian.
χ  2
º
2
λ
N
ΦTΦ . (9.22)
The quartic coupling is therefore substituted by
expS d4x λ
N
Φ4   S Dχ exp 1
2
S d4xN
4λ
χ2 
º
2χΦ2 (9.23)
up to a overall constant. Note that this auxiliary field has introduced a mass term and
a coupling with Φ2 in the Lagrangian. However, there is no kinetic term for it. That
means that χ possesses no true dynamics.
The partition function transforms to
Z   S DpiaDσDχ expS d4x 1
2
∂µpi
a∂µpia 
1
2
∂µσ∂
µσ  µ2piapia  µ2σ2

1
2
N
4λ
χ2 
1
2
º
2χpiapia 
1
2
º
2χσ2  σ  . (9.24)
The action in terms of the pia, σ and χ fields reads
S   S d4x 1
2
pia Ł jE 2µ2 º2χpia  1
2
σ Ł jE 2µ2 º2χσ  1
2
N
4λ
χ2  σ (9.25)
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Note that before identifying the pion propagator one must get rid of the unphysical
σ tadpole. We have already seen that this term vanishes at T   0. Now, to see the
cancelation of the tadpole we perform a shift of the σ field σ   v  σ˜. This separation
produces an additional shift of the auxiliar field:
χ   2
º
2
λ
N
v2  χ˜ . (9.26)
Inserting the two transformations and using Eq (9.4) we see that the tadpole for σ˜
dissapears:
S pia, v, σ˜, χ˜   S d4x 1
2
pia  jE G1pi  0, χpia  12 σ˜  jE G1pi  0, χ σ˜
µ2v2 
1
2
º
2χ˜v2  2
λ
N
v4  v 
1
2
N
4λ
χ˜2 
º
2χ˜vσ˜ , (9.27)
where we have introduced for conveniency the following function:
G1pi  q,χ  q2  2µ2 º2χ   q2  2µ2  4λN Φ2 . (9.28)
In the action (9.27) has appeared a mass mixing term between χ˜ and σ˜. To avoid
such a term we make an extra shift to the field χ˜, namely
χ˜   χ  4
º
2
λ
N
vσ˜ . (9.29)
The action in Eq. (9.27) transforms to
S pia, v, σ˜,G1pi  0, χ   S d4x 12pia  jE G1pi  0, χpia  12 σ˜  jE G1pi  0, χ
8
λ
N
v2 σ˜  µ2v2  λ
N
v4  v 
N
8λ
χ2 . (9.30)
The function G1pi is nothing but the inverse of the pion propagator in the Fourier
space. The inverse propagator of the σ˜ field is
G1σ˜  q,χ   G1pi  q,χ  8 λN v2 . (9.31)
9.2 Effective potential at T x 0
Now we procceed to integrate the fluctuations out of the action in order to generate
the effective potential for the field v. The integration of the pions is done by
S Dpia expS d4x 1
2
pia  jE G1pi  0, χpia  S d4x expN2 S d3q2pi3 logG1pi  q,χ .
(9.32)
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The integration of the Higgs is performed in the same way but taking N   1.
The effective potential reads
Veff   S d4x
<@@@@@>µ2v2 
λ
N
v4  v 
N
8λ
χ2 
N
2
o
β
logG1pi  q,χ  12 o
β
logG1σ˜  q,χ=AAAAA? ,
(9.33)
with
o
β
  T Q
n>Z
S d
3q2pi3 . (9.34)
Note the N -counting of the terms of the effective potential. Following (9.6) one
finds that all the terms behave as ON except the last one. So, in the large-N limit
the contribution of the Higgs to the effective potential is suppresed by one power of N
with respect to the contribution of the pions. We neglect that term in what follows.
The effective action reads:
Veff  v,G1pi    S d4x<@@@@@>µ2v2 
λ
N
v4  v 
N
8λ
χ2 
N
2
o
β
logG1pi  q,χ=AAAAA? . (9.35)
Finally, we will write the redundant χ field in terms of G1pi  0, χ:
Veff  
1
2
v2 N F 2
α2
G1pi  0, χ  N16λG1pi  0, χ2  v  N2 o
β
logG1pi  q,χ , (9.36)
where we have dropped an v-independent term from the potential. The last term needs
to be regulated because it contains a divergence. Therefore, the Higgs mass and the
coupling need to be renormalized.
Doing the integration in the last term one gets
N
2
o
β
logG1pi  q,χ   N2 G1pi  0, χ2 IG1pi  G1pi  0, χ244pi2  g0T,G1pi  0, χ	 (9.37)
where
IG1pi   
G1pi  0, χ4pi2 N  1  log µ2G1pi  0, χ	 (9.38)
with
N  
2

 log 4pi  γE . (9.39)
The function g0T,M2 is the following finite integral
g0T,M2   T 4
3pi2
ª
S
y
dxx2  y23~2 1
ex  1
, (9.40)
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with y  M~T . The derivative of this function with respect to M2 defines the function
g1T,M:
g1   
dg0
dM2
, (9.41)
that in terms of an integral reads
g1T,M2   T 2
2pi2
ª
S
y
dx
»
x2  y2
ex  1
. (9.42)
In the limit y   0 the two functions take the analytic results:
g0T,0   T 4
3pi2
Γ4ζ4   pi2T 4
45
, (9.43)
g1T,0   T 2
2pi2
Γ2ζ2   T 2
12
. (9.44)
We have used the dimensional regularization scheme. We are going to define the
renormalized coupling as
1
λR

1
λ

1
4pi2
1  log µ2
G1pi  0, χ  4pi
2
G1pi  0, χIG1pi    1λ  12pi2 1  N2  log µ
2
G1pi  0, χ .
(9.45)
The renormalization works by taking the following two terms of the potential:

N
16λ
G1pi  0, χ2N2 o
β
logG1pi  q,χ   N16G1pi  0, χ2  1λR  14pi2 log
º
eG1pi  0, χ
µ2
	
(9.46)

N
2
g0T,G1pi  0, χ , (9.47)
where now all the terms are finite. The renormalized effective potential finally reads:
Veffv,G1 0, χ   1
2
σ2 N F 2
α2
G1pi  0, χ  v  N2 g0T,G1pi  0, χ

N
16
G1pi  0, χ2  1λR  14pi2 log
º
eG1pi  0, χ
µ2
	 . (9.48)
One can see that by construction the effective potential does not depend on the
renormalization scale:
dVeff
dµ
  0 . (9.49)
To obtain the value of G1pi  0, χ at the minimum of the potential, we simply do:
dVeff
dG1pi,0 0, χ   0 (9.50)
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that explicitly reads
1
2
v2 N F 2
α2
  N
8
G1pi,0 0, χ  1λR  14pi2 log eG
1
pi,0 0, χ
µ2
  N2 g1T,G1pi,0 0, χ   0 .
(9.51)
The solution G1pi,0 0, χ to this equation is introduced into the expression of the
effective potential to obtain a v-dependent potential:
Veffv   Veffv,G1pi,0 0, χv (9.52)
The extremum of the effective potential gives the value of v0, that is the order
parameter (dependent on the temperature):
dVeff
dv
v   v0   0 . (9.53)
This equations explicitly reads
v0G
1
pi,0    . (9.54)
The mass of the pion can be extracted as
m2pi   G
1
pi,0 0, χ (9.55)
and the Higgs mass as
M2R   G
1
pi,0 0, χ  8 λN v20 . (9.56)
The following results can be obtained when there is no explicit symmetry breaking
   0. In the broken phase (low temperatures) the order parameter is known to be
different from zero v0 x 0, from Eq. (9.54) one has the solution G
1
pi,0 0, χ   0 that
means that the pion mass is vanishing in the broken phase. This is nothing but the
Goldstone Theorem.
Substituing G1pi,0 0, χ in (9.51) one arrives at (α   1)
v2T    NF 2 1  T 2
12F 2
 , (9.57)
where we have used the result (9.44).
So that the critical temperature (at which the order parameter vT  vanishes) is
Tc  
º
12F  
¾
12
N
fpi . (9.58)
Finally, the Higgs mass
M2Rµ   8λRµN v2T  (9.59)
follows the behaviour of v such as at the critical temperature the Higgs becomes mass-
less.
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Figure 9.1: Effective potential at different temperatures for the case    0 (upper panels)
and  x 0 (lower panels).
In the symmetric phase (high temperatures) v is expected to be zero and G1pi,0 0, χ x
0 is a nontrivial function of the temperature. The thermal masses for the pion and for
the Higgs are now degenerate:
m2pi  M
2
R   G
1
pi,0 0, χ . (9.60)
Turning to the numerical computation, we obtain the following results. First, we
show the shape of the effective potential as a function of v in Fig. 9.1. The upper
panels show the case in which there is no explicit symmetry breaking (mpiT   0   0
MeV). From left to right, the panels show the effective potential at a temperature below
the critical one, the potential at Tc, and above the critical temperature. In the lower
panels we have used an explicitly symmetry-breaking pion mass at zero temperature of
mpi   138 MeV. From left, to right, the panels show Veff for temperatures below Tc, at
Tc and above Tc. Note that the absolute minimum of the effective potential gives the
value of the VEV.
For the case    0 there is no explicit symmetry breaking term, so we expect to have
a second order phase transition defined by the critical temperature (9.58). We use a
vanishing pion mass at T   0 (with N   3), a Higgs mass of MR   500 MeV and a
value of vT   0   93 MeV. We obtain the results appearing in Fig. 9.2. In the left
panel we show in blue line the behaviour of vT  that follows the analytic solution in
Eq. (9.57). The numerical critical temperature coincides with the theoretical value of
Tc   4fpi  200 MeV. In red line we show the susceptibility, defined as the Tderivative
of the order parameter. Its peak shows the position of the critical temperature. In the
right panel we show the thermal masses as a function of the temperature. The mass of
the pions (blue line) at T @ Tc must be always zero according to the Goldstone theorem
(numerically it is fixed at 0.5 MeV in order to avoid computational problems). At Tc
it starts growing with temperature in the symmetric phase. The mass of the Higgs
(yellow line) follows the same pattern as the order parameter becoming zero at Tc. For
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Figure 9.2: Second order phase transition: Left panel: Order parameter or vacuum
expectation value of the σ (blue broader line) and its derivative (red narrower line).
Right panel: Thermal mass for the pion (blue narrower line) and for the Higgs (yellow
broader line).
higher temperatures it increases with temperature being degenerated with the thermal
pion mass.
In the  x 0 a crossover effect is expected (this is the same situation as adding an
external magnetic field to a ferromagnet). We fix mpi   138 MeV at zero temperature
and same values for MR and fpi. The results are shown in Fig. 9.3. The left panel
shows the order parameter vT  that decreases with temperature and never becomes
exactly zero. The crossover temperature can be defined as the position of the peak in
the susceptibility that we show in red line (although other definitions of the crossover
temperature can be made). In the right panel we show the pion thermal mass (blue)
and the Higgs mass (yellow). They are degenerate for high temperatures.
9.3 Scattering amplitude
We now calculate the scattering amplitude for the elastic pion-pion dispersion needed
for the computation of the shear viscosity. The pion-pion scattering amplitude at
tree-level is simply
A0  
s
v2
1
1  s
M2σ˜
, (9.61)
where vT  is the VEV Mσ˜ is the Higgs mass. The amplitude is explicitly O1~N.
Although we have traded the coupling constant in terms of other variables this counting
is a reminiscence of the 1~N behavior of the quartic coupling constant. In the large-N
limit (at fixed NF 2) the schannel iteration of the amplitude A0 is also of order 1~N so
one needs to resum the infinite series containing an increasing number of pion vertices
and pion loops (see Fig. 9.4). The pion one-loop integral reads
Is   1
16pi2
N  2  Log µ2~s , (9.62)
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Figure 9.3: Crossover: Left panel: Order parameter or vacuum expectation value of
the σ (blue broader line) and its derivative (red narrower line). Right panel: Thermal
mass for the pion (blue narrower line) and for the Higgs (yellow broader line).
h
Figure 9.4: Tree-level (left) and resummed (right) amplitude for pi  pi scattering at
O1~N.
where we have used the dimensional regulation approach. The logarithm is to be
understood as complex and the divergence is retained in the N factor. This factor is
introduced in the definition of the renormalized mass of the sigma and this provides a
finite value for Is that depends on the renormalization scale µ.
The resummed amplitude reads
As, t, u   As   s
v2
1
1  s
M2Rs 
sN
32pi2v2
Log Łs
µ2
 . (9.63)
As s A 0, we choose the branch cut of the logarithm along the positive s axis. The
complex logarithm reads Log s   logs  ipi.
When the pion mass is different from zero, the previous amplitude must be slightly
modified:
As   s
v2
1
1  s
M2Rµ 
sN
32pi2v2
σpipi log Uσpipi1σpipi1 U  ipiσpipi  log Łm2piµ2  , (9.64)
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in orderto include the two-body phase space that reads σpipi  
¼
1 
4m2pi
s . In the limit
of mpi   0 tends to the Eq. (9.61).
Moreover, the effect of this finite pion mass is to give more vertices that enter in the
scattering amplitude, we will call these amplitude Am. We take we expression of this
amplitude from the reference [DM95]. It reads:
Ams   m2pi
v2
1  2s
M2R

sN
16pi2v2
log Łm2pi
µ2

1  s
M2R

sN
32pi2v2
σpipi log Uσpipi1σpipi1 U  ipiσpipi  log Łm2piµ2  2 . (9.65)
We now consider the partial amplitudes projected on isospin channels, the amplitude
T 0 is the dominant in the large-N limit:¢¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¤
T 0   NAs At Au   NAs O  1N  ,
T 1   At Au   O  1N  ,
T 2   At Au   O  1N  . (9.66)
In terms of the definite isospin-spin partial amplitudes defined in Eq. (B.19) the
relevant low-energy amplitudes are the same as in the ChPT pion gas. The N -counting
for each reads ¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
t00s   NAs32pi O  1N  ,
t11s   O  1N  ,
t20s   O  1N  . (9.67)
The partial amplitude t00 reads in terms of the amplitudes
t00s   N
32pi
 As Ams . (9.68)
The total cross section for mpi   0 with averaged initial flavors is [DLETR09b]
σs   s
32piv4
1
1  s
M2R

sN
32pi2v2
log Ł s
µ2
2   sN
32piv2
2 . (9.69)
This cross section is plotted in Fig. 9.5 for the cases with mpiT   0   0 (second order
phase transition) and mpiT   0   138 MeV (crossover).
9.4 Shear viscosity over entropy density
The viscosity for a gas of pions in the LσM can be obtained by an analogous derivation
of that for the ChPT gas by substituing the pion isospin degeneracy gpi by N . As
we always keep the pion mass finite in the numerical program to avoid complications,
we can use the same adimensional variables in the calculation. At first order in the
expansion of the function Bx  b0 the viscosity reads
η  
Nm6pi
30pi2T 3
K0
C00
, (9.70)
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Figure 9.5: Cross section for the linear sigma model at large N .
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Figure 9.6: Viscosity over entropy density in the linear sigma model at large N for
different values of MR.
where the pion mass mpi is now taken from Eq. (9.55), K0 is defined in Eq. (3.20) and
C00 in Eq. (3.30). Note that as C00  O1~N, then the shear viscosity is ON2. This
result is expected [AR04], because the shear viscosity is naively proportional to the
inverse of the coupling constant squared, and the coupling constant is suppressed by
one power of N .
The result for N   3, mpiT   0   0 and different Higgs masses MR   0.2,0.5,1.2
GeV is given in Figure 9.6. The result is similar to that appearing in our reference
[DLETR09b] where we have used a slighty different parametrization for the distribution
function. We have found a unique minimum of η~s for the three cases, always greater
than the KSS value 1~4pi. However the position of the minimum depends on the
value of MR.
To check whether the minimum of η~s corresponds to the localization of the critical
temperature one must compare the previous figure with the order parameter. We show
this comparison in Figure 9.7 at different values of F T   0. In the left panel we show
the normalized value of vT  showing that the position of the critical temperature
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Figure 9.7: Comparison between the minimum of the viscosity over entropy density
and the position of the critical temperature. The minimum is located close to it but
slightly below.
(where the order parameter takes the value zero) depends linearly on F as shown in
Eq. (9.58). The same behaviour possess the minimum viscosity over entropy density
shown in the right panel. Moreover, the exact position of this minimum is near the
Tc shown in the left panel. However, the minimum is not exactly at Tc as shown in
Fig. 9.7 but slightly below.
9.4.1 Validity of transport equation
The second hypothesis for deriving the Botlzmann equation in Section 2.2) was that
the mean free path should be much smaller than the interaction range. The mean free
path depends inversely on the particle density and the cross section:
λmfp 
1
nσ
. (9.71)
The interaction range can be expressed in terms of the scattering lenghts at low energies.
More generically it is of the order of the square root of the cross section. Therefore,
the condition of applicability of the BUU equation reads:
1
nσ
Q
º
σ   nσ3~2 P 1 . (9.72)
In Fig. 9.8 we plot this product and see that the condition is satisfied for all temper-
atures. The interaction is not weak at the position of the peak of the cross section, at
this point the condition (9.72) is less evident, however the value of the particle density
makes the product be smaller than one. This does not happen at higher temperatures
where the particle density is large and the dilute gas assumption is not valid anymore.
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Chapter 10
Measurement of the Bulk Viscosity
The estimation of ζ~s by matching experimental measurements of flow coefficients and
the results from hydrodynamic simulations is hard for the bulk viscosity because of
the difficulty of disentangle its effect with respect to the bigger effect of the shear
viscosity. Nevertheless, there have been attemps of adding the effect of non-vanishing
ζ~s along these lines [SH09,Boz11a,Boz11c]. Another novel method [TTM08] consists
in extracting the bulk viscosity from the typical size of clusters close to the freeze-out,
near the hadronization temperature.
Here we propose a method to extract the bulk viscosity from the particle energy-
momentum correlations. The basics of this method follows a similar treatment devel-
oped by Gavin and Abdel-Aziz in [GAA06,GAA07] to estimate the shear viscosity.
10.1 Fluctuations and correlations of the stress-energy
tensor
Consider a system in thermal equilibrium at temperature T . An active degree of
freedom needs to maintain an energy of order kT due to the energy equipartition theo-
rem. But this energy is dissipated according to the transport equations in the medium.
Therefore, the energy is a fluctuating statistical variable according to the macrocanoni-
cal description of thermodynamics. This is the intuitive explanation of the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [CW51], as a necessity of energy equipartition. Extending this
fluctuation to all of the elements of the stress-energy tensor fluctuationsfluctuation of
stress-energy tensor, one can expect that the shear and the bulk viscosity could be ac-
cesed by the fluctuation of some off-diagonal elements and its trace, respectively. The
stress-energy tensor is divided into an ideal and a dissipative part (A.15):
Tµν   wuµuν  Pηµν  τµν , (10.1)
where the latter is encoding the shear and bulk viscosities together with first order
velocity gradients and a fluctuating term. For a fluid element at rest (A.38):
τij   η ∂iuj  ∂jui  2
3
δij©   u  ζδij©   u  tij . (10.2)
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The fluctuating part of the stress-energy tensor vanishes when averaged`tije   0 . (10.3)
However the two-point correlation function is related to the viscosities [LL87]:
`tijr1, t1tklr2, t2e   2T δr1  r2δt1  t2 η δikδjl  δilδjk  ζ  2
3
η δijδkl .
(10.4)
To separate the bulk viscosity we make j   i and l   k and sum over i and k:
`tiir1, t1tkkr2, t2e   18Tζ δr1  r2δt1  t2 . (10.5)
The bulk viscosity can be extracted by measuring correlations over the fluctuation of
the trace of the stress-energy tensor tii.
10.1.1 Local rest frame
Consider first a fluid element in the rest frame, ignoring relativistic corrections. Taking
cilindrical coordinates r,ϕ, z defined in Chapter 1, the trace of the stress-energy tensor
is
τxx  τyy  τzz   τrr  r
2τϕϕ  τzz . (10.6)
Now, if we assume that there is cylindrical symmetry for perfectly central collisions,
one expects that ∂v~∂ϕ   0, meaning that τϕϕ   0.`τiir1, t1τkkr2, t2e   `τrr  τzzr1, t1τrr  τzzr2, t2e . (10.7)
Finally, we are left with three independent correlations, which will lead to the necessity
of full energy reconstruction.
Average equilibrium hypothesis
Consider a large number of head-on collisions of Au+Au (RHIC) or Pb+Pb (LHC).
As explained in Sec. 1.3 those events with highest multiplicity are considered to be
the most central ones, thus belonging to the lowest centrality class. If one has a large
database of equally prepared systems, the `e average symbol is then undestood as an
average over all the recorded central collisions.
The fundamental hypothesis underlying the analysis is that a state of hydrodynamic
equilibrium is reached after the collision. This is supported by a large body of data
from the RHIC experiments and is widely assumed to be a good approximation to
reality. We require, as in [GAA06, GAA07] that the average taken over all collisions
coincides with the equilibrium state, i.e. the dissipative part of the stress-energy tensor
averages to zero `τije   0. We refer to this as the “Average Equilibrium Hypothesis”
and this excludes systematic deviations from equilibrium that may affect all collisions,
and in effect attributes deviations from equilibrium to event-by-event fluctuations.
This hypothesis is in the spirit of the Gibbs ensemble and the ergodic hypothesis,
where the study of many copies of the same system at fixed time is equivalent to the
study over very large times of the fluctuations of one given system.
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Correlation of particle momenta
As an example, we will detail the calculation of the correlation `τrrτrre in terms of
the detected particle energy and momenta. The calculation of `τzzτzze and the mixed
correlation `τrrτzze are analogously performed.
The number of particles per unit of phase space is
dN
dx3d3p
 
dn
d3p
 
fp2pi3 , (10.8)
where fp is the distribution function, that is separated in an equilibrium part and an
out-of-equilibrium correction fp   np  δfp. The number of particles is
dN   np  δfp d3x d3p2pi3 . (10.9)
Consider the following correlator
Crr   `Q
all ij
pri2
Ei
prj2
Ej
e . (10.10)
The sum over i, j runs over all pairs of particles in a given collision event (including
the square of the function of each particle). Note that we include both charged and
neutral particles. Additionally, we assume that almost all of the detected particles are
pions, in order to finally obtain the bulk viscosity of a pion gas. After constructing the
sum over all particles, one takes the average over all events of the data sample. Using
Eq. (10.9) we obtain
Crr   S dn1dn2`pr12
E1
pr22
E2
e   S d3p12pi3 d3p22pi3d3x1d3x2`pr12E1 pr22E2 f1,2e
  S d
3p12pi3 d3p22pi3d3x1d3x2`pr12E1 pr22E2 np1  δfp1np2  δfp2e . (10.11)
In the previous step we have factorized the two-particle distribution function f1,2
into the product of two one-particle distribution functions.
Additionally, invoking the Average Equilibrium Hypothesis we can ignore the terms
linear in δfp since under the average symbol `δfpe   0 (no systematic out-of-equilibrium
effects). Finally,
Crr   `Ne2`p2r
E
e2  S d3x1d3x2`τrrx1τrrx2e, (10.12)
with N the total particle multiplicity in an individual event. We have used Eq. (A.46)
in the last step.
Equation (10.12) relates the fluctuations of the stress-energy tensor to the particle
momenta as measured in a detector, but includes both the stochastic force tij whose
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correlator reveals the bulk viscosity and the hydrodynamic non-fluctuating part τhydij .
One can substitute directly τij by tij in the terms linear in tij due to
`τrrxe   `trrxe   `S d3p2pi3 pr2E δfpe   0 (10.13)
under the Average Equilibrium Hypothesis. This leaves the quadratic terms`τhydrr x1, t1τhydrr x2, t2e and `trrx1, t1trrx2, t2e.
For calculating the shear viscosity in [GAA06, GAA07] they take the correlator of
the hydrodynamic part. This correlator satisfies a diffusion equation whose exponential
solution decays in time with a characteristic diffusion time. From this time they read
off the shear viscosity. In our case we will take the correlator of the fluctuating force
tij from which one can have access to the viscosity as well. To separate the two terms
we perform a time-integration over a small ∆T , this allows to separate the stochastic
force (that is proportional to δt1  t2 and the hydrodynamic part (that features a
mild time dependence eλt). This works as follows. A general fluctuating force, x that
obeys an equation like [LL84]
dx
dt
  λx  y , (10.14)
has a time-correlation function with the shape
`xt1xt2e   `x2eeλSt1t2S . (10.15)
Performing a double integration in time,
S
∆T
dt1 S
∆T
dt2 `xt1xt2e   `x2e∆T 2 O∆T 3 , (10.16)
one sees that the solution is a second order infinitesimal. However, doing the same
integration over the stochastic part of the right-hand side of Eq. (10.5) (equivalent to
the correlator `yt1yt2e )
S
∆T
dt1 S
∆T
dt2 δt1  t2   ∆T (10.17)
we obtain that it is a first order infinitesimal. Thus, the hydrodynamic correlation is of
one order lesser and it is possible to separate this correlation from the stochastic one.
Under the integration one can safely exchange τrrx1τrrx2 by trrx1trrx2.
Finally, the expression relating the stress-energy tensor fluctuations and the exper-
imental observable in terms of particle momenta is,
S
∆T
dt1 S
∆T
dt1 S
∆V
d3x1 S
∆V
d3x2`trrx1, t1trrx2, t2e  
∆T 2 ` Qall ij pri
2
Ei
prj2
Ej
e  `Ne2`p2r
E
e2 , (10.18)
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where the average on the last term is a double average over both the particles in an
event and the sample of events under certain kinematic cuts. `Ne is by the average
multiplicity, and the particles are supposed to have been emitted during the small
interval ∆T .
The experimental observable proposed in Eq. (10.18) can be achieved by measuring
particle momenta and energies alone. The integration over space cannot be extended to
the entire collision volume, since different fluid elements have wildly different velocities,
and we have considered the local rest frame of the fluid. We will lift this restriction in
the next section.
For the time being, take a fluid element in the small volume ∆V characterized by
small rapidity and tranverse velocity so that the non-relativistic analysis is a reasonable
starting point. Then, integrating the Eq. (10.5) over this volume and the time duration
of the particle emission ∆T , we have
18T ζ ∆V ~∆T   ` Q
all ij
pri2
Ei
prj2
Ej
e  `Ne2`p2r
E
e2  ` Q
all ij
pzi2
Ei
pzj2
Ej
e  `Ne2`p2z
E
e2
 2` Q
all ij
pri2
Ei
pzj2
Ej
e  2`Ne2`p2r
E
e`p2z
E
e . (10.19)
One can express the last equation in terms of each particle’s energy and mass by
noting that p2r  p
2
z   E
2
m2 as
18T ζ ∆V ~∆T   ` Q
all ij
E2 m2iE2 m2j
EiEj
e  `Ne2`E2 m2
E
e2  ∆E2 m2
E
 .
Under the assumption of purely radial transverse flow (no vorticity) one can identify
pr   pÙ, the perpendicular particle momentum. In the left-hand side there still remains
to extract the emision time and volume (hydrodynamical problem) and the temperature
of the system, that can be obtained by other observations such as photon or particle
spectra.
10.1.2 Boosted fluid element
The fluid element in the nuclear explosion is boosted in the laboratory frame. Now we
will leave the rest frame assumption to include a boost of the fluid element. If the fluid
four-velocity is denoted by uµ the Eq. (10.20) can be taken to the laboratory frame by
introducing the time-dilatation factor γ   »1  β21 and noting that Ei   pµi uµ. The
result is
18T ζ γ2
∆Vlab
∆Tlab
  ∆p u2 m2
p u
 , (10.20)
with
∆p u2 m2
p u
  `Q
all ij
p u2m2ip u2m2jp uip uj e  N`e2`p u2m2p u e2 . (10.21)
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Let us assume that one has identified a set of kinematic cuts that select a swarm
composed of those particles coming from the fluid element ∆Vlab during the time inter-
val ∆Tlab. The fluid element’s rest frame will coincide with the center of mass frame.
Therefore its velocity can be obtained from the particle swarm’s energy-momentum in
the laboratory frame as
β  
Pi pi
PiEi , (10.22)
and
uµ   γ1, β . (10.23)
Once uµ corresponding to the fluid element has been so constructed, one can compute
all the products p   ui as p   ui   pµi uµ   γEi  pi   β . (10.24)
The four-velocity uµ satisfies uµuµ   1 and can be parametrized by
uµ   ¼1  u2
Ù
coshη, uÙ cosϕ,uÙ sinϕ,
¼
1  u2
Ù
sinhη , (10.25)
where η is the pseudorapidity variable, analogously defined to the particle pseudora-
pidity in Eq. (1.12):
η  
1
2
log P  Pz
P  Pz
 . (10.26)
Let us address the fluid’s element’ space and time sizes ∆Vlab, ∆Tlab. This requires
understanding of the hydrodynamics of the expanding fireball, and here we will con-
tempt ourselves with the simplest of models, a spherical expansion characterized by a
freeze-out surface at time τf (this is a valid approximation if the formation radius is
much smaller, τ0 P τf , else the polar caps of the sphere are distorted, and if the elliptic
flow is moderately small). The total swarm’s longitudinal momentum will be Pz in the
direction of the heavy-ion beam and is usually traded by pseudorapidity.
We will consider pure radial flow, so that the swarm’s perpendicular momentum PÙ
in the transverse plane is parallel to the radial vector in cylindrical coodinates. The
radial direction is automatically determined by the measurement of PÙ for the swarm.
We will express ∆Vlab and ∆Tlab in terms of the momentum spread of the chosen
particle swarm, centered around energy E, transverse momentum PÙ, azimuthal angle
ϕ and pseudorapidity η.
In the time of kinetic freeze-out τf the particle travelled a distance ρ   τfβÙ from
the origin (βÙ   PÙ~E). A particle arriving at the freeze out distance a time ∆Tlab later
will have lagged by ρ∆βÙ. Therefore
∆Tlab   τf
∆βÙ
βÙ
  ρ
∆βÙ
β2
Ù
(10.27)
and differentiating E  mγ
∆Tlab  
τf
P 2
Ù
∆E
E
m2 . (10.28)
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Turning now to spatial cylindrical coordinates,
∆Vlab  ∆zρ∆ρ∆ϕ . (10.29)
The longitudinal velocity gives ∆z   τf∆βz. Likewise, ∆ρ   τf∆βÙ. Altogether,
employing again the definition of β in terms of the total energy and momentum in
Eq. (10.22),
∆Vlab   τ
3
f∆ϕ
PÙ
E
 1
Pz

Pz
E2
∆E  1
E sinhη
∆PÙ ∆PÙ
E

PÙ
E2
∆E . (10.30)
Finally, eliminating ∆Pz in terms of ∆PÙ and ∆E, we find
∆Vlab
∆Tlab
  τ2f
∆ϕ
∆E
P 3
Ù
m2
 1
Pz

Pz
E2
∆E  1
E sinhη
∆PÙ ∆PÙ
E

PÙ
E2
∆E . (10.31)
Note that differentiating the invariant mass of the swarm
M2   E2 P2
the three cuts ∆E, ∆PÙ and ∆η are not independent, satisfying the constraint
E∆E   coshη sinhηP 2
Ù
∆η  cosh2 ηPÙ∆PÙ . (10.32)
Putting all together we obtain the final formula for the bulk viscosity. The modus
operandi is the following. Define three appropiate kinematic cuts ∆ϕ, ∆PÙ and ∆E
defining a swarm of particles centered around ϕ,PÙ and E to a set of recorded central
collision events. To choose the appropriate cuts we study the efficiency dependence by
mans of a Monte Carlo simulation.
Then, the estimate for the bulk viscosity is obtained by substituing Eq. (10.31) into
Eq. (10.20) to give
ζ  
E3∆Em2
18Tfγ2τ
2
f∆ϕP
3
Ù
∆p U2 m2
p U
 1Ł EPz  PzE ∆E  1sinhη∆PÙ E∆PÙ  PÙ∆E ,
(10.33)
that depends on the freeze-out temperature Tf and the freeze-out time τf . These can
be obtained from other measurements and then grant access to the bulk viscosity. The
temperature can be obtained by fitting the low pÙ particle multiplicity to a thermal
distribution (Bose-Einstein for pions) as we explained for the ALICE distribution in
Section 1.6. The freeze-out time can be estimated as indicated in Eq. (1.40) by using
the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometry.
For midrapidity (η  0) one can use the approximate formula:
ζ 
1
18Tfγ2τ
2
f
1
∆ϕ∆η
m2
P 2
Ù
E2
E2  P 2
Ù
∆p U2 m2
p U
 , (10.34)
that is independent of ∆PÙ.
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In this particular case, one can divide the bulk viscosity over the entropy density in
Eq. (1.30). If all the magnitudes are expressed in terms of GeV the final result reads
ζ
s
 6.4   104
»
TfGeV
γ2∆ϕ
m2
P 2
Ù
E2
E2  P 2
Ù
∆p U2 m2
p U
 , (10.35)
where we have particularized some parameters for the ALICE results, viz. ∆η   1.8
for the whole pseudorapidity interval of the detector, dNch~dη   1601 [A11a] and we
have used the relation (1.40) to simplify the final expression.
In the Sec. 10.2, we study a sample of possible kinematic cuts and their efficiency
for the hypothesis of the particles in a swarm of given kinematic cuts come from the
same fluid element created by the thermal distribution in the freeze-out time.
10.2 Kinematic cuts
In this section we discuss the choices for the kinematic cuts, particularly ∆PÙ, ∆ϕ
that are workable for an experimental collaboration, considering especially the ALICE
experiment at the LHC. In devising them, we have to compromise between several
constraints.
 First, since our method calls for the separation of an interval ∆T smaller than
the lifetime of the entire collision, to isolate the fluctuations, we need to consider
a fluid element that is actually in motion and provides us with a clock. Therefore
we will need to impose a pÙ cut that excludes pÙ   0.
 Second, not all particles in a swarm move parallel enough to the average velocity
U and may end up in a different element of phase space. To quantify the theory
error introduced by this effect we have written a small Monte Carlo program
described shortly.
 Third, the phase space element chosen for the measurement needs to contain
enough particles across the collision data base to make a measurement possible.
 Fourth and last, we have to consider that ALICE’s pseudorapidity acceptance
is limited to the interval 0.9,0.9 (the barrel spans about 46 degrees in polar
angle to each side of the collision point).
The crux of the matter is in the second point. The pion emission due to the freeze out
of a fluid element at rest can approximately be described by a Bose-Einstein distribution
in momentum p,
dN
N
  C
p2dp
e
»
p2m2µ~kBT   1
(10.36)
characterized by a temperature T and chemical potential µ. This emission is isotropic
in the rest-frame of the fluid, but if the fluid element is boosted, the boost velocity
has to be compounded with the particle velocity (according to the special-relativistic
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velocity transformation rule). If the boost velocity is large enough, it dominates the
composition. Most particles are emitted aligned with β.
However, if the boost velocity is of order of the Bose-Einstein velocity allowed by this
distribution, the emission becomes less beamed and each element of phase space is
populated by particles emitted from different fluid elements.
In view of our fourth point above, since the longitudinal boost accepted by the AL-
ICE detector has at most RηR  0.9, we will consider the central part of the collision,
that is, take the entire longitudinal acceptance as one bin with η   0, ∆η  1.8. Ne-
glect of longitudinal momentum allows to write Eq. (10.36) in terms of the transverse
momentum alone as
dN
N
  C
p2
Ù
dpÙ
e
»
p2
Ù
m2µ~kBT   1
. (10.37)
To assess the kinematic cuts we proceed by writing a Monte Carlo program. Em-
ploying Von Neumann’s rejection method we generate a sample of several thousands
of pions (corresponding to a few simulated collision events) distributed at random in
ϕ and according to the ALICE experimental pÙ distribution [App11] in 900 GeV p+p
collisions, that is well fit by an ad-hoc formula
1
Nev
1
2pipÙ
d2Nch
dηdpÙ
   11.47 e4.10pÙ pÙ @ 1.7 GeV
0.25 p5.95
Ù
pÙ A 1.7 GeV
. (10.38)
This we call defining sample and is only used to construct average boost velocities.1
To explore pairs of ∆pÙ,∆ϕ cuts we select the pions from the defining sample
whose momenta fall within the so chosen fluid cell. We sum their momenta and energy
to construct the cell’s velocity according to Eq. (10.22).
Once the fluid cell has been defined and the average velocity is known, we turn to
Eq. (10.37) and generate a second sample of thermally distributed pions in the rest
frame, also by Von Neumann’s rejection method, the thermal sample.
This sample represents isotropic emission in the fluid’s rest frame and we impose no
restriction on pÙ or ϕ except thermal distribution.
Finally, we apply the Lorentz boost with the velocity from Eq. (10.22) corresponding
to the fluid cell to each of the pions in the thermal sample, and examine what fraction
of them falls outside of the initial kinematic cuts that defined the fluid cell.
We find that a non-negligible but controllable percentage of the sample pions end
up into a different fluid cell. The results are listed in Table 10.1 as percentages of
particles appearing with momenta that would correspond to a fluid cell other than
used to generate them.
For completeness we also address ALICE’s Pb+Pb data at
º
s   2.76 TeV. We fit
the pÙ distribution in analogy with Eq. (10.38) by
1
Nev
1
2pipÙ
d2Nch
dηdpÙ
   8.90   105 e2.93pÙ pÙ @ 2.0 GeV
2.00   105 p6.29
Ù
pÙ A 2.0 GeV
(10.39)
1Incidently, the same data [App11] taken at low pÙ can be used to fit the rest-frame Bose-Einstein
thermal distribution parameters (temperature and pion chemical potential) in Eq. (10.37).
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All pÙ pÙ A 0.3 GeV pÙ A 0.5 GeV
β % β % β %
∆ϕ   20X 0.93 41.6 0.96 36.5 0.97 36.7
∆ϕ   30X 0.91 31.9 0.93 33.3 0.94 36.9
∆ϕ   45X 0.86 24.7 0.88 33.7 0.89 42.4
∆ϕ   60X 0.79 18.6 0.81 35.7 0.82 49.2
pÙ > 0.3,2 GeV pÙ > 0.3,3 GeV
β % β %
∆ϕ   20X 0.96 62.0 0.96 48.8
∆ϕ   30X 0.93 51.0 0.93 39.9
∆ϕ   45X 0.88 42.2 0.88 35.6
∆ϕ   60X 0.81 39.6 0.81 36.3
Table 10.1: We show average velocity β of the given swarms of particles within the
azimuthal angular ∆ϕ and the transverse momentum ∆pÙ kinematic cuts, with the
particles distributed according to Eq. (10.38) corresponding to proton-proton collisions.
We also show, for each given binning with velocity β, the percentage of thermally
emitted particles following Eq. (10.37) that are lost from the bin after compounding β
with the particle’s thermal velocity. Typical results show that a fourth to a third of
particles with well-chosen cuts populate other fluid elements introducing an irreducible
theory error.
to obtain the corresponding defining sample and repeat the analysis (obtain each cell’s
velocity, generate a thermal sample, boost the pions thereof and examine their final
momenta). The corresponding result is given in Table 10.2.
Examination of Table 10.1 teaches several general lessons.
 If the boost velocity is generally larger (the average momentum is at higher pÙ),
pions do not spread out too much and losses from the cell are lowered.
 If the azimuthal-angle cut ∆ϕ is larger, losses from the cell are in general smaller
because, after boosting the thermal sample, most pions remain inside this larger
cone.
 If on the other hand the azimuthal-angle cut is very small, low momentum par-
ticles find it easy to leave the tiny resulting angular cone. One can reduce the
mixing between fluid cells by proceeding to larger pÙ so the boost focuses the
swarm in the correct direction.
 In the extreme case, if the momentum cut is centered at huge momenta, the cell’s
β is very close to 1. Almost independently of the initial thermal configuration
most of the particles follow the boost and fall within the defining momentum
cut. By increasing the angular acceptance this proportion is further improved.
However the statistics with real data fall exponentially with pÙ, so a balance
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All pÙ pÙ A 0.3 GeV pÙ A 0.5 GeV
β % β % β %
∆ϕ   20X 0.95 38.1 0.96 36.1 0.97 36.6
∆ϕ   30X 0.92 30.0 0.94 33.1 0.94 36.4
∆ϕ   45X 0.87 23.9 0.88 33.2 0.89 40.9
∆ϕ   60X 0.80 18.2 0.81 34.3 0.81 45.8
pÙ > 0.3,2 GeV pÙ > 0.3,3 GeV
β % β %
∆ϕ   20X 0.96 69.9 0.96 57.2
∆ϕ   30X 0.94 59.7 0.94 47.3
∆ϕ   45X 0.88 49.9 0.88 39.7
∆ϕ   60X 0.81 44.1 0.81 36.8
Table 10.2: Same as in Table 10.1 but for lead-lead collisions, with the pion distribution
following Eq. (10.39).
has to be found between larger momentum and sufficient data. (At too large
momentum one should not trust thermalization either).
A reasonable choice would be for instance to take a small angular cut of 60X and
identify all pions with pÙ A 0.3 GeV. The number of particles that mix with other fluid
cells is then around a third. This mixing should be considered a systematic theory
uncertainty in the measurement of the bulk viscosity.
We urge the experimental collaboration to perform the measurement2.
2The small ALICE group in CIEMAT, Madrid, is attempting it.
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Conclusions
In this dissertation we have presented the calculation of the transport coefficients in
hadronic matter at low temperature with the use of effective field theories. The trans-
port coefficients are enormously relevant for the dynamics of the expanding fireball in
a relativistic heavy-ion collision. Collective flow, particle spectra and the nuclear mod-
ification factors are some of the observables that depend on the transport properties of
the fluid created at the RHIC and the LHC. There is one such transport coefficient for
each conserved (or approximately conserved) charge of the fluid.
First, in Chapter 3 we have computed the coefficient of shear viscosity of a pure
pion gas in Eq. (3.21). We have used SU2 chiral perturbation theory in order to
describe the pion-pion interaction at low temperatures, T Bmpi. We have implemented
the inverse amplitude method in order to unitarize the scattering amplitude. This uni-
tarization scheme has provided a well-behaved cross section at moderate energies and
has supplied a way to describe the ρ resonance employing only pion fields (with contact
coupling appropriately chosen to incorporate the qq physics not explicitly included).
Because at low temperatures the inelastic processes are exponentially suppressed we
have only considered elastic interactions and included a pion (pseudo-)chemical po-
tential. The result of the shear viscosity for several chemical potentials is shown in
Fig. 3.2.
We have also calculated the KSS coefficient (shear viscosity over entropy density)
in this gas as a function of temperature showing that for temperatures near the freeze-
out (Tf  150 MeV) this coefficient is of order one. This value can even be lowered
by the extension to the SU3 chiral perturbation theory with the inclusion of kaons
and η mesons. This coefficient is plotted in Fig. 3.8 together with the perturbative
results of the quark-gluon plasma, providing an indication of a minimum around the
phase-transition temperature.
Some other empirical measurements indicate that η~s reaches its minimum value
at the liquid-gas phase transition. We have confirmed this fact theoretically in the
case of atomic Argon, by using on the one hand the hard-sphere gas approximation
plus the ideal thermodynamics and on the other hand the Eyring theory of liquids
together with the van der Waals equation of state. We always obtain a minimum
at the phase transition (regardless of whether it being first order, second order or a
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crossover transition) with very good agreement with the experimental values in Fig. 3.4.
In Chapter 4 we have calculated the bulk viscosity of the pion gas as a function of
temperature and chemical potential. We have properly identified the two zero modes
present in the collision operator (corresponding to energy and particle conservation) and
solved the kinetic equation to obtain an estimate of this value in Eq. (4.33). We have
also calculated the coefficient ζ~s obtaining a value around the freeze-out temperature
of the order of ζ~s   102 as it is shown in Fig. 4.4. We have plotted the connection
with the perturbative plasma at higher temperatures in Fig. 4.7.
We have completed the calculation of the classical transport coefficients of a pure
pion gas in Chapter 5 by computing the thermal and electrical conductivities. Both
present a zero mode corresponding to momentum conservation. We have obtained the
generalization of the Wiedemann-Franz law for the pion gas in Eq. (5.69).
With the use of these transport coefficients we have calculated the relaxation times in
Chapter 6. Using the relaxation time approximation we have been able to estimate the
numerical value of these relaxation times both in the energy-independent approximation
in Fig. 6.1 and in the more realistic “quadratic ansatz” approximation in Fig. 6.2.
Additional transport coefficients can be considered allowing the interplay of flavor
degrees of freedom. In Chapter 7 we have included the strange-degree of freedom in
the thermalized pion gas and calculated the strangeness diffusion coefficient (appearing
in Fick’s diffusion law) by solving the Boltzmann equation corresponding to the kaonic
distribution function. The results are shown in Fig. 7.2.
Moreover, in Chapter 8 we have considered the heavier charm degree of freedom and
calculated the charm drag force and the diffusion coefficients. These transport coeffi-
cients appear in the Fokker-Planck equation. This equation (8.12) has been obtained
from the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation in the heavy mass limit. Results are
shown in Fig. 8.9. We have derived the momentum dependent fluctuation-dissipation
theorem and the Einstein relation that allow to obtain a single diffusion coefficient in
the static limit. For the pi D meson interaction we have used an effective Lagrangian
that contains both chiral and heavy quark symmetries. We have unitarized the scat-
tering amplitude in order to avoid an unnatural increase of the cross section. The low
energy constants of the effective Lagrangian have been constrained by symmetry argu-
ments and fixed by matching the pole position of the D0 and D1 resonances and the
mass difference of the D and D mesons, that are generated in our scheme. The results
for the spatial diffusion coefficient, together with other results along these research lines
are shown in Fig. 8.14. We have also estimated the energy and momentum losses of
one charmed quark in the medium in Figs. 8.15 and 8.16.
To gain more insight on the possible minimum of η~s at the phase transition, al-
though with no claim of realism, we have studied this coefficient in the linear sigma
model in the large-N limit. This model presents a second-order phase transition in the
chiral limit and a crossover when the physical pion mass is considered. We have com-
puted the 1-loop effective potential in the large-N limit with the use of the auxiliary
field method. This has provided a clear way to pin down the critical and crossover tem-
peratures. The temperature dependence of the order parameter is plotted in Figs. 9.2
and 9.3. We have calculated the shear viscosity by solving the Boltzmann-Uehling-
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Uhlenbeck equation for the pions and we have used a scattering amplitude with cor-
rections due to the physicial pion mass in the crossover case. We obtain a minimum of
η~s slightly below the critical temperature as shown in Fig. 9.7.
Finally, we have used the fluctuations of the energy-momentum tensor and the
correlation between its components to provide an experimental method to measure the
bulk viscosity in a relativistic heavy-ion collision. By computing correlations among
components of momentum and energies of the detected pions we are able to provide an
estimation of the bulk viscosity in the medium with Eq. 10.33. Particularising at the
ALICE experiment at midrapidity this equation can be simplified and in Eq. 10.35 we
show our estimate for ζ~s.
Tu summarize, we have provided a comprehensive study of transport in the final
stage (meson gas) of a relativistic heavy-ion collision. We hope our results will help
disentangle properties of this hadronic medium from those of the early stage quark-
gluon phase. While using solidly established theory methods, we are providing practical
coefficients and their temperature dependence that can be used in hydrodynamic sim-
ulations of heavy-ion collisions.
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Appendix A
Relativistic Hydrodynamics
A.1 Ideal hydrodynamics
The dynamics of a relativistic fluid is encoded in the description of relativistic hydro-
dynamics. The fluid is described by its energy density t,x, its pressure field P t,x
and its four-velocity uµ defined as:
uµt,x  dxµ
dτ
, (A.1)
where xµ   t, x, y, z and τ is the proper time. The four-velocity is expressed as
uµ   γ1,v , (A.2)
where γ  
º
1  v2 and v is the three-velocity of the fluid element. The four-velocity
satisfies the relativistic normalization uµu
µ
  1 and in the local rest frame it takes the
particular value:
uµ   1,0 . (A.3)
The two functions  and P are related through the equation of state P   P  and
they enter in the relativistic description of the energy content of the fluid, i.e. the
energy-momentum tensor, Tµν . For an ideal gas, it has the form:
Tµν   uµuν  P∆µν , (A.4)
where ∆µν  ηµν  uµuν is a projector operator orthogonal to uµ (∆µνuµ   0). It can
also be written in terms of the enthalpy density w     P as:
Tµν   wuµuν  Pηµν . (A.5)
In the non-relativistic limit (P P ) the enthalpy density reduces to the mass density
w  mn of the fluid. In an arbitrary frame, the energy density can be extracted from
the energy-momentum as
   uµuνT
µν (A.6)
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as can the pressure scalar
P   
1
3
∆µνTµν . (A.7)
In the absence of external currents the energy-momentum tensor is conserved:
∂µT
µν
  0 . (A.8)
Eq. A.8 contains four equations. Contracting this set of equations with uν and ∆
α
ν we
obtain respectively
D w©µuµ   0 , (A.9)
wDuα ©αP   0 , (A.10)
where we have defined D  uµ∂µ and ©
α
 ∆αµ∂µ, in such a way that the space-time
derivative is separated into a time-like and space-like components
∂µ   uµD ©µ . (A.11)
Note that with these definitions ∂µuµ   ©
µuµ and uµ©
µ
  0.
Eq. (A.9) corresponds to the relativistic version of the “equation of energy” and
Eq. (A.10) to the relativistic generalization of Euler’s equation.
If the system presents a conserved particle number we can also define a four-particle
current
nµ   nuµ , (A.12)
whose first component gives the particle density n   uµnµ. This vector is also conserved:
∂µn
ν
  0 , (A.13)
that can be written as
Dn  n©µuµ   0 , (A.14)
that is the continuity equation for an ideal fluid.
A.2 Viscous hydrodynamics
To take into account the dissipative corrections in the hydrodynamics, extra terms
should appear in the expressions of the energy-momentum tensor Tµν and the particle
four-flow nµ [LL87]:
Tµν   wuµuν  Pηµν  τµν (A.15)
nµ   nuµ  νµ (A.16)
The form of these dissipative parts depends on the choice we make of the reference
frame (see disscusion in Sec. 2.4). We will use the Landau-Lifshitz frame defined by
the conditions that the momentum density should vanish in the local reference frame.
T i0   wuiu0  τ i0   0 if ui   0  τ
i0
  0 . (A.17)
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As the energy flow (T 0i) is equal to the momentum density (T i0), that also means
that the velocity is associated with the energy flow. For this reason, sometimes the
Landau condition is given in the form of a condition over the velocity of the system to
be paralell to the energy flow [GvLvW80]:
uµ  
Tµνuν
uαTαβuβ
. (A.18)
The Landau condition reads in the local reference frame
τ i0   0 . (A.19)
There are still two more conditions in order to define properly the system. The
energy and particle density are defined out of equilibrium in such a way that they
coincide with the equilibrium values i.e. to be out of equilibrium does not change the
energy and particle content of the system. Taking the definitions of these two quantities
the conditions read (in the local reference frame):
τ00   0, (A.20)
ν0   0 . (A.21)
In an arbitrary reference frame they are:
τµνuµ   0 , (A.22)
νµuµ   0 . (A.23)
We will refer to Eqs. (A.18), (A.22), (A.23) as the conditions of fit.
The energy-momentum tensor and the particle flow must obey the conservation laws
given in Eqs. (A.8)-(A.13).
The equation of continuity is given from Eq. (A.13)
Dn  n©µuµ ©
µνµ  νµDu
µ
  0 , (A.24)
and the rest of the equations of fluid motions are obtained by projecting Eq. (A.8)
along uµ and ∆αν respectively
D w∂µu
µ
 τµν©µuν   0 , (A.25)
wDuα ©αP ∆αν ∂µτ
µν
  0 , (A.26)
where
AµBν  
1
2
AµBν AνBµ . (A.27)
Eqs. (A.25) and (A.26) are the relativistic generalization of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions.
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The form of the tensors τµν and νµ is unique using the law of entropy increase and
the equations of motion. The 4-entropy flow is defined as
sµ   suµ 
µ
T
νµ . (A.28)
The law of entropy increase reads
∂µs
µ
C 0 . (A.29)
Introducing (A.28) into (A.29) and using that D   uµ∂µ we find
∂µs
µ
 Ds  s∂µu
µ
 ∂µ µ
T
νµ . (A.30)
Using now the equation of state (w   Ts  µn) and the Gibbs-Duhem equation (2.40)
we can transform the previous equation into
∂µs
µ
 
D
T

µ
T
Dn 
w
T
∂µu
µ

µ
T
n©µu
µ
 ∂µ µ
T
νµ . (A.31)
Now we insert the Navier-Stokes equation (A.25) in order to simplify the relation
together with Eq. (A.23) that results in the identity
νµ©µ µ
T
   νµ©µ µ
T
 (A.32)
we finally obtain for the 4-divergence of the entropy flow:
∂µs
µ
 
1
T
τµν©µuν  νµ©ν µ
T
 C 0 . (A.33)
Usually, the tensor τµν is separated into a traceless part that we will call piµν and a
part with non-vanishing trace [Rom10],
τµν   piµν ∆µν
1
3
ταα . (A.34)
Analogously the tensor ©µuν is separated into a traceless (©`µuνe) and a traceful
part:
©µuν  
1
2
©`µuνe 
1
3
∆µν©αu
α . (A.35)
Then, Eq. (A.33) transforms to
∂µs
µ
 
1
2T
piµν©`µuνe 
1
T
1
3
τµµ©αu
α
 νµ©µ µ
T
 C 0 . (A.36)
We now choose the form of the dissipative parts in order to satisfy this inequality.
We obtain [LL87]: ¢¨¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¨¤
piµν   η©`µuνe ,
1
3τ
µ
µ   ζ©αu
α ,
νµ   κ nTw 2 ©µ  µT  , (A.37)
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or  τµν   2η©µuν  ζ  23η∂αuα∆µν ,
νµ   κ nTw 2 ©µ  µT  , (A.38)
where η, ζ and κ should be non-negative coefficients, called shear viscosity, bulk or
volume viscosity and thermal or heat conductivity, respectively. The factor nT ~w2
in the definition of the thermal conductivity is needed if one wants to match that
expression with the relativistic Fourier’s law. We have detailed this step in Sec. 5.1.1.
Note, that from the explicit form of the dissipative terms in (A.38) it is evident that
the conditions (A.22) and (A.23) are fullfilled.
A.3 Microscopic relations
It is essential to derive the equations that relate the microscopical properties of the
particles and the macroscopic quantities that characterize the fluid. These equations
are obtained by using the one-particle distribution function ft,x,p. For example,
the particle four-flow, noting that uµ   pµ~Ep:
nµt,x   gS d3p pµ2pi3Ep ft,x,p , (A.39)
where Ep is just the on-shell energy of the particle Ep   p0  
»
m2  p2. The energy
momentum tensor reads:
Tµνt,x   gS d3p pµpν2pi3Ep ft,x,p . (A.40)
If the system is only slightly out of equilibrium, the one-particle distribution func-
tion can be expressed as the equilibrium distribution function plus a deviation from
equilibrium. As in the case of first order Chapman-Enskog expansion
ft,x,p   npt,x,p  f 1t,x,p , (A.41)
where the equilibrium distribution function for a Bose-Einstein gas reads (in the local
reference frame)
npt,x,p   1
eβEpµ  1
. (A.42)
With the help of this factorization the particle four-flow can be separated into an
equilibrium and a dissipative part:
nuµt,x   gS d3p pµ2pi3Epnpt,x,p (A.43)
and
νµt,x   gS d3p pµ2pi3Ep f 1t,x,p . (A.44)
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An analogous factorization can be made for the energy-momentum tensor. The ideal
part reads:
The ideal part reads:
Tµν0 t,x   gS d3p pµpν2pi3Epnpt,x,p (A.45)
and the stress-energy tensor reads
τµνt,x   gS d3p pµpν2pi3Ep f 1t,x,p . (A.46)
These expressions in terms of the moments of the one-particle distribution function
can be generalized to an arbitrary tensor rank. We will describe some properties of
these distribution moments in Appendix C.
An important remark is that the particle density out of equilibrium n  uµn
µ is
actually the same as in equilibrium due to the frame choice
uµν
µ
  uµ∆
µ
νn
ν
  0 . (A.47)
To be consistent one must ensure that in the microscopical relations the particle
density and the energy density must be the same as in equilibrium and therefore it
must satisfy the conditions of fit
ν0t,x   S d3p f 1t,x,p   0 , (A.48)
τ00t,x   S d3p Ep f 1t,x,p   0 , (A.49)
and
τ0it,x   S d3p pi f 1t,x,p   0 . (A.50)
Appendix B
Unitarized Chiral Perturbation
Theory
Quantum chromodynamics is asymptotically free, that means that the strong coupling
constant goes to zero in the UV (see for instance the expressions of the thermal strong
coupling constant in the Nf   2 and Nf   3 cases in (3.53) and (3.55), respectively). In
this regime the application of a perturbative scheme is possible.
On the contrary, at energy scales of the order of ΛQCD  200 MeV the running
coupling constant becomes much larger than one and perturbation theory ceases to be
valid for lower scales.
The physics of a dilute meson gas are well under this scale (m   138 MeV, T,µ Bm)
and one needs to develop a nonperturbative method to work with it. One of these
methods is the use of an effective field theory, that it is called Chiral Perturbation
Theory (ChPT) and it is based on the spontaneous symmetry breaking pattern of
chiral symmetry of QCD (if the quarks were massless): 1
SUNfL  SUNfR   SUNfV . (B.1)
The Goldstone bosons appearing in the symmetry breaking are the coordinates of
the coset space SUNfL  SUNfR~SU2V , whose dimension is dim(SUNfL 
SUNfR)-dim(SUNfV )  N2f  1. These Goldstone bosons are identified with the
three charged pions when Nf   2 and with the meson octet composed by pions, kaons
and the eta meson if Nf   3.
The light mesons are not massless in nature and therefore the chiral symmetry is not
an exact symmetry of the Lagrangian. The introduction of non zero quark masses in
the QCD Lagrangian gives an explicit symmetry breaking term. As the quark masses
are very small comparing to the chiral breaking scale Λχ  1 GeV, the effect of the
quark mass is treated as a small perturbation, and one can still consider the chiral
symmetry as an approximate symmetry of the Lagrangian.
1For zero quark masses, the QCD Lagrangian is invariant under U1V  U1A  SUNfL 
SUNfV . However, at the quantum level the current associated with the symmetry U1A is not
conserved due to the axial anomaly. The symmetry of U1V in the quantum theory is responsible for
the baryon number conservation.
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The ChPT Lagrangian is constructed by considering all the possible terms com-
patible with the symmetries of QCD: C,P ,T , Lorentz invariance and chiral symmetry.
These terms are organized by the numbers of derivatives (or powers of momentum)
acting on the Goldstone bosons.
LChPT   L2 L4 L6  (B.2)
The subindex denote the number of derivatives in the terms (note that this number
should be even because parity conservation). Working at low energy one only needs
to consider the first terms in the chiral expansion (B.2). We will discuss the details of
these terms for the cases Nf   2 and Nf   3.
Thus, non-perturbative quark-gluon interactions at small energies control a few
parameters that are fit to data, and appear in a perturbative way in terms of hadronic
degrees of freedom.
B.1 SU2 ChPT Lagrangian at Op4
When the strange degree of freedom is not relevant i.e. considering only u and d quarks,
one can use the SU2 Chiral Perturbation Theory [GL84]. The pions (pi, pi, pi0)
correspond to the three (pseudo-)Goldstone bosons of the theory. These fields are
represented nonlinearly as
Ux   expiλapia
F0
 , (B.3)
where λa are the Pauli matrices and F0 will denote the pion decay constant to lowest
order. The index a runs from 1 to 3.
The field U transforms under the chiral group SU2L  SU2R as
U   U    RUL , (B.4)
where the matrices R and L belong to SU2R and SU2L respectively.
In the absence of external fields -except for the scalar source that includes the quark
masses- the LO Lagrangian reads
L2  
F 20
4
Tr  ∂µU∂µU   F 20
4
Tr  χU  Uχ , (B.5)
where
χ   2B0 m 00 m    M20 00 M20  , (B.6)
with m   mu  md is the light quark mass (in the isospin limit) and M0 is the lowest
order pion mass.
Under the chiral transformation SU2L  SU2R only the kinetic term of L2 is
invariant.
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Expanding the Lagrangian in powers of the pion field one obtains an infinite number
of interaction terms.
L2   F
2
0M
2
0 
1
2
∂µpi   ∂
µpi 
1
2
M20pi
2

1
6F 20
∂µpi   pi2  ∂µpi   ∂µpipi2  M20
24F 20
pi22 
(B.7)
where the next terms correspond to six-,eight-,... particle interaction.
The next-to-leading Lagrangian reads [GL84], [DGNMP97]
L4  
l1
4
Tr  ∂µU∂µU 2  l2
4
Tr  ∂µU∂νU Tr  ∂µU∂νU   l3
16
Tr  χU  χU 2

l4
4
Tr  ∂µU∂µχ  ∂µχ∂µU   l7
16
Tr  χU  Uχ2  h1  h3
4
Tr  χχ (B.8)

h1  h3
16
Tr  χU  Uχ2  Tr  χU  Uχ2  2Tr  χU χU  UχUχ ,
where the constants li and hi are called the “low energy constants” and they are
not known a priori as symmetry arguments do not fix them. They must be obtained
from experiment or from lattice QCD calculations.
The Lagrangian L4 also provides terms that correct the pion mass and the 4-point
vertex when expanding them in powers of pia:
L4   l3h1M40  l3M40F 20 pi2 l1F 40 ∂µpi  ∂µpi2 l2F 40 ∂µpi  ∂νpi2 4l3  h1  h312F 40 M40 pi22
(B.9)
B.1.1 pi  pi scattering
The pion-pion scattering (a, b  c, d) amplitude Tab,cd is expressed as a combination of
one function As, t, u that depends on the three Mandelstam variables:
Tab,cd   As, t, uδabδcd At, s, uδacδbd Au, t, sδadδcb , (B.10)
where only two Mandelstam variables are independent due to the condition s  t  u  
4m2pi. The function As, t, u can be obtained from the ChPT Langrangian [GL84] at
Op4 and it consists of a sum of two pieces
As, t, u   A2s, t, u A4s, t, u Op6 . (B.11)
The LO amplitude A2s, t, u is obtained from L2 and it coincides with the “low
energy theorem” derived by Weinberg [Wei66]:
A2   s m
2
pi
f2pi
, (B.12)
where the pion mass and decay constant are the physical ones. The corrections to these
variables that are of order p4 and they are included in the NLO amplitude. The NLO
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amplitude contains terms coming from tree-level and tadpole contribution in L4 and
one-loop correction of the LO Lagrangian. Written in terms of the physical mass and
pion decay constant as in [Mei93]:
A4   1
96pi2f4pi
2l1  4
3
 s  2m2pi2  l2  56 s2  t  u2  12m2pisl4  1
3m4pil3  4l4  5  16f4pi 3s2 m4piJs  tt  u  2m2pit  4m2piu  2m4piJt
 uu  t  2m2piu  4m2pit  2m4piJu Op6 . (B.13)
The terms of order p4 coming from the correction of the pion mass and decay constant
are those containing the low energy constants l3 and l4. The function Js comes from
the pion loop and reads
Js   1
16pi2
2  σ log σ  1
σ  1
 , (B.14)
where the two-body phase space factor is
σ  
¾
1 
4m2pi
s
. (B.15)
Once the scattering amplitude has been obtained it is natural to project it into
definite isospin chanel TI . For pi  pi scattering three isospin channels (I   0,1,2) are
allowed. All of them can be written as combination of a single amplitude As, t, u:
T 0s, t, u   3As, t, u At, s, u Au, t, s , (B.16)
T 1s, t, u   At, s, u Au, t, s , (B.17)
T 2s, t, u   At, s, u Au, t, s . (B.18)
It is customary to project these amplitudes in definite spin channels, thus represent-
ing the scattering amplitudes into partial wave amplitudes with definite isospin and
spin channels, tIJ . The explicit expression is
tIJs   1
64pi
1
S
1
dx PJxT Is, ts, x, us, x, (B.19)
where x   cos θCM and the PJx are the Legendre polynomial of order J .
B.2 Meson-meson scattering in SU3 ChPT at Op4
At moderate temperatures, the presence of the next light mesons (kaon and eta meson)
may be important. The extension to Nf   3 to include the s-quark degree of freedom
can be done in ChPT. The addition of kaons and eta mesons improves not only the
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estimation of the transport coefficients in the hadronic sector (by the increase of the
mesonic content of the gas) but also the pion-pion interaction by the introduction of
more intermediate channels in the pi  pi scattering amplitudes.
The construction of the effective Langrangian follows the same rules as described
by the SU2 case, where the field parametrization is chosen to be exponential
Ux   expiλaφa
F0
 , (B.20)
where now the index a runs from 1 to 8, λa are the Gell-Mann matrices and
1º
2
λaφa  

pi0º
2

ηº
6
pi K
pi  pi
0º
2

ηº
6
K0
K K0  2ηº
6
 . (B.21)
The LO Lagrangian is analogous to the SU2 case:
L2  
F 20
4
Tr  ∂µU∂µU   F 20
4
Tr χU  Uχ , (B.22)
and the LO scattering amplitude coincides with the low energy theorem by Weinberg
[Wei66] as in the SU2 case.
However, the Lagrangian at Op4 contains twelve low energy constants (ten de-
noted by Li and two Hi) that are not fixed by any symmetry argument and must be
determined by experimental matching of some specific observables. The expression of
the Lagrangian at NLO is [Sch03]:
L4   L1 Tr  DµUDµU2 L2Tr DµUDνUTr DµUDνU
L3Tr DµUDµUDνUDνU L4Tr DµUDµUTr χU  Uχ
bL5Tr DµUDµUχU  Uχ L6 Tr χU  Uχ2
L7 Tr χU  Uχ2 L8Tr UχUχ  χU χU 
iL9Tr fRµνDµUDνU  fLµνDµUDνU L10Tr UfLµνU fµνR 
H1Tr fRµνfµνR  fLµνfµνL  H2Tr χχ . (B.23)
The NLO meson scattering amplitudes are obtained by using the corresponding tree-
level and tadpole terms of the Lagrangian at Op4 and the 1-loop corrections coming
from the LO Lagrangian. This 1-loop functions contain all the possible intermediate
states, for instance pipi   KK   pipi. We read the amplitudes at NLO from the
formulas given in [NP02b], where all the SU3 ChPT scattering amplitudes for any
meson-meson dispersion process are calculated.
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B.3 Problem of unitarity
The partial scattering amplitudes tIJ at definite isospin I and spin J given from the
ChPT Lagrangian are expressible as even powers of the pion momentum or in powers
of the Mandelstam variable s as
tIJs   t0IJ s  t1IJ s  , (B.24)
where t
i
IJ s is Osi. The partial amplitudes are basically polynomials in s. The
total partial amplitude tIJs must fulfill the unitarity condition for the scattering
amplitude. For the partial amplitude this condition reads:
ItIJs   σStIJ S2 . (B.25)
The perturbative amplitudes satisfy this relation only order by order:
It
0
IJ   0 , (B.26)
It
0
IJ  t
1
IJ   σSt0IJ S2 , (B.27)
It
0
IJ  t
1
IJ  t
2
IJ   σSt0IJ  2t0IJ Rt1IJ   σSt0IJ  t1IJ S2 . (B.28)
These amplitudes do not respect exact unitarity and this violation of Eq. (B.25) pro-
duces an unnatural increase of the cross section even at moderate energies. In addition,
the polynomial expansion of the partial amplitudes makes impossible to describe reso-
nances as they are unable to present poles at any finite order in the expansion. Some
unitarization methods have been developed in order to cure this problem. We will
describe the inverse amplitude method that provides a new scattering amplitude that
satifies exact unitarity and it is constructed from the perturbative amplitudes obtained
by ChPT.
B.4 Inverse amplitude method
The inverse amplitude method (IAM) [DHT90,DP93,DP97] is a way of constructing a
scattering amplitude that respects exact unitarity and is able to reproduce the presence
of resonances as poles of the partial amplitudes.
Consider the perturbative amplitude at Os2, t1IJ s. When s ª the amplitude
grows as s2. One can write down an exact dispersion relation for this amplitude if we
apply the Cauchy theory to t
1
IJ s~s3. We need three substractions in the dispersion
relation to obtain a well behaved function as s ª. For elastic scattering of two pions:
tIJs   C0 C1s C2s2  s3
pi
ª
S
ª
ItIJsds
s3s  s  i . (B.29)
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In the region of integration the amplitude present a left cut due to crossing and a right
cut above the elastic threshold s   4m2pi so that one can write
tIJs   C0 C1s C2s2  s3
pi
ª
S
4m2pi
ItIJsds
s3s  s  i  s3pi
0
S
ª
ItIJsds
s3s  s  i . (B.30)
We apply this dispersion relation to the perturbative amplitudes
t
0
IJ   a0  a1s (B.31)
t
1
IJ   b0  b1s  b2s
2

s3
pi
ª
S
4m2pi
σt
02
IJ
s3s  s  i LCt1IJ  , (B.32)
where the last term represents the contribution of the left cut and in the right cut we
have replaced the perturbative unitarity relation.
The polynomial part is expanded in terms of the pion mass and:
C0   ao  b0  ... (B.33)
C1   a1  b1  ... (B.34)
C2   b2  ... (B.35)
The inverse amplitude method can be derived writing down a dispersion relation
to the inverse amplitude 1~tIJs, that has the same analytic structure as tIJs. For
convenience one uses the dispersion relation for
Gs   t02IJ
tIJ
, (B.36)
because t
02
IJ is a real polynomial, it does not change the analytic structure of 1~tIJs.
Such dispersion relation reads
Gs   G0 G1s G2s2  s3
pi
ª
S
4m2pi
IGsds
s3s  s  i LCG  PC , (B.37)
where the last contribution represents the pole contribution in Gs, coming from any
zeroes of ts.
In the right cut we use
IG   t
02
IJ I
1
tIJ
  t
02
IJ
1StIJ S2ItIJ   t02IJ 1StIJ S2ItIJ (B.38)
and (B.25)
IG   t
02
IJ σ , (B.39)
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that is an exact substitution from ChPT. On the left cut one cannot calculate IG
exactly, because (B.25) is only valid above threshold. We use the approximation of
order Os2 for the left cut:
ItIJStIJ S2   It
0
IJ  It
1
IJ Os3St0IJ  t1IJ S2  It1IJ 1St0IJ S2 (B.40)
IG   t
02
IJ
ItIJStIJ S2  t02IJ ItIJSt0IJ S2  It1IJ (B.41)
So that
LCG  LCt1IJ  . (B.42)
Expanding the substraction constants Gi in powers of the pion mass we get:
G0   a0  b0  G1   a1  b1 ; G2   b2  (B.43)
Finally, the dispersion relation for Gs:
Gs   a0  b0  a1s  b1s  b2s2  s3
pi
ª
S
4m2pi
σt
02
IJ sds
s3s  s  i LCt1IJ  , (B.44)
where we have neglected the pole contribution to Gs, coming form zeroes of tIJs.
These zeros do exist and are called Adler zeroes and the IAM can be modified to include
them if one needs it below threshold [NPR08].
Writing this dispersion relation in terms of the perturbative amplitudes we obtain
t
02
IJ
tIJ
 t
0
IJ  t
1
IJ . (B.45)
And therefore the total amplitude is approximated as
tIJ 
t
0
IJ
1  t
1
IJ ~t0IJ . (B.46)
One can apply the simple formula (B.46) to the ChPT amplitudes at LO t
0
IJ and
NLO t
1
IJ to form the partial amplitude tIJ that respects exact unitarity (B.25):
ItIJs   t20IJ I 1
t
0
IJ  t
1
IJ
  σStIJ S2 . (B.47)
Moreover, as befits a rational function of s, the possible poles of the amplitude give
information about the presence of resonances in that channel. As an example, consider
pion-pion scattering in the three relevant channels at low energy, IJ   00,11,20.
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l1 l2 l3 l4
0.27 5.56 3.4 4.3
Table B.1: Set of low energy constants used in the pipi scattering amplitude needed for
the calculation of the transport coefficients. The phase-shifts corresponding to these
low energy constants are shown in Figure B.1
We construct the partial amplitudes for these three channels, apply Eq. (B.46) to
them and extract the phase-shifts from the relation
tIJs   eiδIJs sin δIJs
σs . (B.48)
In Fig. B.1 we show the results from the standard SU2 ChPT in dashed line and
after using the inverse amplitude method in solid line. We use the set of low energy
constants given in Table B.1. We compare the two results with the experimental
data in [P73, EM74, L74]. As can be seen, the description of the experimental data
above few hundred MeV is only acceptable after proper unitarization of the scattering
amplitudes.
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Figure B.1: Results for the pion-pion phase-shifts obtained from the perturbative
SU2 ChPT amplitudes (dashed line) and from those obtained using the inverse am-
plitude method (solid line). We plot the three relevant isospin-spin channels at low
energy. Data points are obtained from [P73], [EM74] and [L74].
Appendix C
Moments of the Distribution
Function
In Chapters 3,4 and 5 we have defined three sets of functions Ii, Ji and Ki that are
integrals over an appropriate measure containing the function np1  np. One can
generalize all these functions by studying the moments of the equilibrium distribution
function [Mur07]. There are two sets of moments. The first one is useful for the
thermodynamical quantities defined at equilibrium and they are the moments of the
distribution function np:
I
α1α2...αnx   gS d3p2pi3Ep npx pα1pα2  pαn . (C.1)
These moments define thermodynamical functions in equilibrium, e.g. the first
moment is recognized as the particle four-flow and the second moment to be the energy-
momentum tensor.
All these moment can be expanded in a finite sum of symmetrized tensors depending
on the velocity uα1 and ∆α1α2   gα1α2  uα1uα2 . In general, the expansion reads:
I
α1α2...αn
 
 n~2
Q
k 0
 n
2k
2k  1!! In,k ∆2kun2k , (C.2)
where  n~2   Intn~2 and
∆2kun2k  2
k!k!n  2k!
n!
Q
permutations
∆α1α2  ∆α2k1α2kuα2k1   uαn . (C.3)
The coefficients In,k are thermodynamical functions depending on T and µ.
For instance, the first three moments read:
I
α1
  I1,0u
α1 , (C.4)
I
α1α2
  I2,0u
α1uα2  I2,1∆
α1α2 , (C.5)
I
α1α2α3
  I3,0u
α1uα2uα2  3I3,1∆
α1α2uα3 . (C.6)
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As Eq. (C.4) is nothing but the four-particle flux in equilibrium (A.43) and Eq. (C.5)
corresponds to the ideal energy-momentum tensor (A.45), then these expansions give
the physical interpretation of the coefficients Ink. From the relations (A.12) and (A.4)
one can deduce:
I1,0   n; I2,0   ; I2,1   P . (C.7)
The integral expression of the coefficients Ink can be obtained by contracting Eq.(C.2)
with a tensor of the shape (C.3). The result of this contraction is [Mur07] (recall that
there is a small typo in Eq. (A8) of this reference):
In,kβ,µ   g2pi3 12k  1!! S d3pEp pµuµ2  pµpµk pνuνn2k 1eβpµuµµ  1 .
(C.8)
These integrals are scalar and therefore, one can calculate them in any frame. Using
the local reference frame and in terms of the variables that we have defined in the main
text (x   Ep~m and y  m~T ) these coefficients read
In,ky, z   4pigmn22k  1!!2pi3
ª
S
1
dx xn2kx2  1k1~2 1
z1eyx1  1
. (C.9)
They satisfy the useful relation:
In2,q  m
2
In,q  2q  3In2,q1 . (C.10)
This set of functions is not enough when describing some physical quantity that
contains the derivative of the distribution function, for example, the susceptibilies χxy
defined in (2.46) and needed for the bulk viscosity. For this reason, one also defines
the moments of np1  np, sometimes called “auxiliary moments”:
J
α1α2...αnx   S d3p2pi3Ep npx 1  npx pα1pα2  pαn . (C.11)
These moments can also be expanded in the same basis as before:
J
α1α2...αn
 
 n~2
Q
k 0
 n
2k
2k  1!! Jn,k ∆2kun2k , (C.12)
where now we have defined another set of coefficients Jn,k. The expression of these
coefficients is
Jn,kβ,µ   g2pi3 12k  1!! S d3pEp pµuµ2  pµpµk pνuνn2k eβp
µuµµ eβpµuµµ  12 .
(C.13)
In the local reference frame and in terms of adimensional variables they read:
Jn,ky, z   4pigmn22k  1!!2pi3
ª
S
1
dx xn2kx2  1k1~2 z1eyx1 z1eyx1  12 . (C.14)
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They fulfill a relation analogous to (C.10);
Jn2,k  m
2
Jn,k  2k  3Jn2,k1 . (C.15)
There is a useful reation between the Ink and the Jn,k that can be obtained by the use
of integration by parts:
Jn,k   T In1,k1  n  2kIn1,k . (C.16)
As for the function In,k it is possible to match the coefficients Jn,k with thermodynam-
ical quantities. Using the definition (C.11), the equation of state w     P   Ts  µn
and the Gibbs-Duhem relation (2.40) it is straightforward to show that
Tn   J2,1 ; Tw   T   P    J3,1 ; T 2s   J3,1  µJ2,1 ; (C.17)
χµµ  ∂n
∂µ

T
 
J1,0
T
; χTµ   ∂n
∂T

µ
 
J2,0  µJ1,0
T 2
; (C.18)
χTT   ∂s
∂T

µ
 
J3,0  2µJ2,0  µ
2J1,0
T 3
; (C.19)
From the general expression (C.14) for Jn,k one can make connection to the previ-
ously defined integrals Ii, Ji,Ki. These relations are:
J4i,2  
4pi
15
gm6i2pi3 Ki , (C.20)
Ji,0   4pi
gm2i2pi3 Ii , (C.21)
J2i,1  
4pi
3
gm4i2pi3 Ji . (C.22)
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Appendix D
Second-Order Relativistic Fluid
Dynamics
In Sec. 1.7.3 we have commented the acausality problems that presents the first order
fluid dynamics, that amounts to the presence of instabilities for short wavelenght modes
in the hydrodynamic simulations. We will briefly show the nature of this pathology
and motivate why it is essential to introduce the second-order hydrodynamics [IS79],
at least for numerical calculation purposes. Finally, we discuss how this problem does
not affect our theoretical calculation based on the Chapman-Enskog expansion.
We will use the simple case of the Fick’s diffusion law and also the case of the
Navier-Stokes equation due to the relevance of the shear viscosity in relativistic heavy
ion collisions. We will follow the discussions given in [Rom10], [Kel68].
In the first order relativistic fluid dynamics, the irreversible currents are proportional
to the hydrodynamic gradients. The transport coefficients are just the proportionality
constants between the two. In Fick’s diffusion law, the charge diffusion coefficient Dx is
the proportionality constant between the three-current ji and the charge concentration
ρ. For example, in the one dimensional case where the current is taken to be parallel
to the x direction:
jx   Dx
∂ρ
∂x
. (D.1)
Using now the current conservation equation ∂µj
µ
  0 one can obtain a second-order
differential equation for ρ:
∂ρ
∂t
Dx
∂2ρ
∂x2
  0 . (D.2)
Eq. D.2 is a parabolic differential equation that permits infinite propagation speed,
leading to acausality phenomena.
In the case of the shear viscosity we use the Navier-Stokes equation (A.26) applied to
a fluid moving along the y direction. We look for momentum flux along the x direction.
Therefore we will need to focus on the τxy component of the stress-energy tensor:
w
∂vy
∂t

∂τxy
∂x
  0 , (D.3)
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where τxy is taken from Eq. (A.38)
τxy   η
∂vy
∂x
. (D.4)
Inserting this equation into the previous one:
∂vy
∂t

η
w
∂2vy
∂x2
  0 , (D.5)
that is the same kind of parabolic differential equation.
Consider the general heat equation:
∂n
∂t
A
∂2n
∂x2
  0 , (D.6)
where A represents a normalized transport coefficient (as Dx or η~w), and n represents
the conserved hydrodynamical field that is transported.
Subtituting the following ansatz for n  eωtiqx to obtain the dispersion relation,
it gives a group velocity
vq   dω
dq
  2Aq . (D.7)
This velocity can be larger than the speed of light producing an acausal propagation
mode. Another way to see this is to calculate the solution of the equation (D.6) with
the initial condition nt   0, x   δx. The solution is [Kel68]:
nt, x   1º
4piAt
exp x2
4At
 . (D.8)
This equation has support outside of the lightcone x A t as one can see in the left panel
of Fig. D.1, showing that the causality condition is violated in this solution.
A possible way of solving this undesirable effects is to modify the equation by in-
troducing some phenomelogical relaxation time in a second order term:
τ
∂2n
∂t2

∂n
∂t
A
∂2n
∂x2
  0 , (D.9)
that converts the differential equation into a hyperbolic-like one (Eq. (D.9) is some-
times called the “telegrapher equation” because it describes electromagnetic propaga-
tion along a lossy line).
Inserting the same ansazt for the solution we obtain the following propagation ve-
locity:
v  
dSωS
dq
 
2qωAS1  2τωS (D.10)
when q  ª (ω  ª)
v  
¾
A
τ
(D.11)
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Figure D.1: Left panel: Solution of Eq. D.5 for A   1 . Right panel: solution of Eq. D.9
for A   τ   1. Note that for early times, the solution in the left panel has support
outside the light cone (represented by the vertical planes) whereas the solution of the
right panel is concentrated inside the light cone.
that respects causality as long as
τ B A . (D.12)
To see this more clearly, we solve Eq. (D.9) with the initial condition nt   0, x   δx
and ∂nt, x~∂tSt 0   0. The solution is [Kel68]
nt, x   ¢¨¨¨¦¨¨¨¤
1
2 exp t2τ   12ºAτ I0 12ºAτ Aτ t2  x2  t2τ 1»A~τt2x2 I1 12ºAτ Aτ t2  x2 SxS @¼Aτ t ,
0 SxS A¼Aτ t
(D.13)
where I0, I1 are the modified Bessel functions of the first kind. We plot this solution
in the right panel of Fig. D.1 showing that causality is respected is this solution.
We would like to stress that the acausality problem in first order hydrodynamics is
a conceptual problem contained in the equations of motion. This problem produces
some important instabilities in the numerical solution of hydrodynamics for the short
wavelenght modes. For these cases, it is sufficient to include these relaxation times in
order to avoid the infinite propagation of high frequency modes. This is usually done
in the context of the Israel-Stewart theory [Isr76,IS79] or in terms of other refinements
to that work, as in [DT08,LR08].
However, as we have shown, this problem is only present for short wavelenghts,
where the hydrodynamics ceases to be valid at some point. Even more, the Chapman-
Enskog expansion is only valid when the mean-free path is much smaller than any
other length scale in the system, among them the wavelength (see Section 2.3). This
expansion forbids large propagation velocities and suppresses the acausality problems.
Moreover, it has been shown that the effect of these higher order term can be neglected
when one is not far from equilibrium [Hei09].
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Appendix E
Langevin Equation for Charm
Diffusion
We will derive the relation between the spatial diffusion coefficient Dx (that appears
in the Fick’s diffusion law, for instance in Eq. (D.1)) and the momentum diffusion
coefficient D, that we have estimated through the Fokker-Planck equation. Moreover
we will explain the physical interpretation of the coefficients F , Γ0 and Γ1, and obtain
the expressions for the energy and momentum losses per unit length of the heavy quark.
We start by deriving the Fokker-Planck equation from the Langevin equation. Then
the classical solution to the Langevin equation will allow us to identify the space-
diffusion term and relate it to the Fokker-Planck coefficient of diffusion in momentum
space.
The charm quark (that can be understood as a Brownian particle inside the medium)
moves in the pion gas and is diffused because of the collisions with these mesons. The
position and momentum of the charm quark can be regarded as stochastic variables
depending on time. The classical, non-relativistic stochastic differential equations that
govern their motion are:
dxi
dt
 
pi
mD
(E.1)
dpi
dt
  F ip  ξit , (E.2)
where the index i   1,2,3 labels the space component of x and p. This equation is
called the Langevin equation. The F ip is a deterministic drag force which depends
on momentum through the collision processes and ξt is a stochastic term called white
noise. It verifies the following properties
`ξite   0 , (E.3)`ξitξjte   Γijpδt  t . (E.4)
In an isotropic gas one naturally has Γijp   Γpδij .
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We now discretize the time variable (in order to simplify some steps) and we will
thereafter take again the continuum limit δt  0:
tn  nδt; xn  xtn; pn  ptn; n   0,1,2, ... (E.5)
and choose a mid-point discretization for F ip [Ris96]
F inp   F i pn  pn12  . (E.6)
The discretized Langevin equation reads then
xn1   xn 
pn
mD
δt , (E.7)
pn1   pn Fnδt Lnδt , (E.8)
with a time average over the random noise
Lin  
1
δt
tn1
S
tn
dt ξit . (E.9)
From Eqs. (E.3) and (E.4), Lin verifies:`Line   0 , (E.10)
`LinLjne   Γδt δijδnn . (E.11)
(From this last relation one deduces that the variable Lin  Oδt1~2 ).
The average `e is taken with respect to the probability associated with the stochastic
process. Since the stochastic variables are positions and momenta, this probability is
nothing but the one-particle classical distribution function, ft,x,p. Averages are
then computed by means of
`T teX,P  S dxdpT t,xn,pnft,xn,pn , (E.12)
where T t,xn,pn is any function of the stochastic variables and time.
In the Fokker-Planck equation we look for the time evolution of the distribution
function itself, so we need to calculate the probability that a particle at time tn1 is at
x,p
ftn1,x,p   `δ3xn1  xδ3pn1  pe , (E.13)
from the distribution function at a prior time.
We introduce the discretized Langevin equation inside the deltas in (E.13):
δxn1  x   δxn  x  pn
mD
δt , (E.14)
δpn1  p   δpn  p   Fn Ln δt . (E.15)
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Expanding the deltas up to Oδt,
δxin1  xi   δxin  xi Q
j
∂
∂xjn
δxin  xi pjnmD δt , (E.16)
δpin1  pi   δpin  pi Q
j
∂
∂pjn
δpin  pi F jpn Ljn δt

1
2
Q
j
Q
k
∂2
∂pjn∂pkn
δpin  piLjnLkn δt2 , (E.17)
and introducing these expansions inside equation (E.13), we see that
ftn1,x,p   `δ3xn  xδ3pn  pe  `Q
j
∂
∂xjn
δ3xn  x pjn δ3pn  pe δtmD
`δ3xn  xQ
j
∂
∂pjn
δ3pn  p Ljn  F jpneδt

1
2
`δ3xn  xQ
j
Q
k
∂2
∂pjn∂pkn
δ3pn  pLjnLkneδt2 .
In order to obtain ftn,x,p in the left-hand side, we introduce the following identity
δ3xn  xδ3pn p   S dzdqδ3xn  zδ3z  xδ3pn  qδ3q p (E.18)
and replace the definition in Eq. (E.13)
`δ3xn  zδ3pn  qe   ftn,z,q . (E.19)
One obtains
(E.20)
ftn1,x,p   S dzdq δ3z  xδ3q  p ftn,z,q
S dzdq δ3q  pQ
i
∂
∂zi
δ3z  xqi ftn,z,q δt
mD
S dzdq δ3z  xQ
i
∂
∂qi
δ3q  pF iq ftn,z,qδt
S dzdq δ3z  xQ
ij
∂2
∂qi∂qj
δ3q  pΓijq
2
ftn,z,qδt
where the average operation has been factorized because pin only depend on L
i
n with
n @ n.
Now integrate by parts and finally, over z and q:
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fx,p, tn1   ftn,x,p  p
mD
 
∂
∂x
ftn,x,pδt Q
i
∂
∂pi
F ipftn,x,pδt

1
2
Q
ij
∂2
∂pi∂pj
Γijpftn,x,pδt . (E.21)
We return to the continuum limit δt  0:
∂ft,x,p
∂t

p
mD
∂
∂x
ft,x,p  Q
i
∂
∂pi
F ipft,x,p  1
2
Q
ij
∂2
∂pi∂pj
Γijpft,x,p .
(E.22)
Taking the average in space
∂fct,p
∂t
  
∂
∂pi
F ipfct,p  1
2
∂2
∂pi∂pj
Γijpfct,p , (E.23)
that coincides with the Fokker-Planck equation in Eq. (8.12). We see that the diffusion
coefficients Γ0, Γ1, stem from the random force in the Langevin equations, and the
drag coefficient from the deterministic friction force there.
In the static limit p   0, we can solve the Langevin (or, in this limit also called
Uhlenbeck-Orstein) equation
dp
dt
  Fp  ξt , (E.24)
whose solution is
pt   p0eFt  eFt tS
0
dτeFτξτ . (E.25)
Taking the average one can see that due to the drag force, the friction term makes the
particle eventually stop in the fluid’s rest frame.
`pte   p0eFt . (E.26)
The second of Hamilton’s equations
dx
dt
 
p
mD
, (E.27)
is then solved by
xt   x0  tS
0
dτ
pτ
mD
. (E.28)
Taking the average `xte   x0  p0
FmD
1  eFt. (E.29)
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To make the connection with the spatial diffussion coefficient we can show the mean
quadratic displacement of the Brownian particle (r  
»
x2  y2  z2)
`rt  r02e   `xt  x02  yt  y02  zt  z02e , (E.30)
that, from Fick’s diffusion law, is simply
`rt  r02e   6Dxt . (E.31)
From the averaged solution to Langevin’s equation (E.28),
`xt  x02e   1
m2D
t
S
0
t
S
0
dτdτ  `pxτpxτ e . (E.32)
With the help of (E.25) and (E.4) and carefully performing the integral [Ris96] one
obtains the leading term of this expression when tQ F1 as
`xt  x02e   2Γt
m2DF
2
, (E.33)
so that
Dx  
Γ
m2DF
2
 
T 2
Γ
, (E.34)
where finally we have used Einstein’s relation. Thus, the calculation of the momentum
space diffusion coefficient Γ automatically entails an estimate for the space diffusion
coefficient Dx.
Not all three coefficients F p2, Γ0p2 and Γ1p2 appearing in the Fokker-Planck
equation are independent, but rather related by a fluctuation-dissipation relation. Since
we consider the p-dependence of the three coefficients, the fluctuation-dissipation rela-
tion will be momentum dependent, although we also expose the p   0 limit. A trans-
parent procedure is to match the asymptotic solution of the Fokker-Planck equation to
the thermal equilibrium distribution function, thus guaranteeing energy equipartition.
First of all, the Fokker-Planck equation can be written as an equation of continuity
[LLP81]:
∂fct,p
∂t
  
∂
∂pi
ni , (E.35)
where
ni  Fip2fct,p  ∂
∂pj
Γijp2fct,p (E.36)
is the particle flux density in momentum space. At statistical equilibrium, this flux is
zero, and the equilibrium distribution function is the Bose-Einstein function,
fc 
1
ep2~2MT  1
. (E.37)
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Figure E.1: Momentum-space transport coefficients as function of temperature. Dot-
ted: Γ0p2   0. Dashed: Γ1p2   0. The very good agreement in our computer
programme, as appropriate in this limit, makes the curves barely distinguishable.
Employing the approximation 1  fc  1, valid for small charm-quark number, one
can obtain
Fip2  ∂Γijp2
∂pj
 
1
MT
Γijp2pj . (E.38)
This momentum-dependent fluctuation-dissipation relation can be recast for the func-
tions F p2,Γ0p2 and Γ1p2 as:
F p2  1
p
∂Γ1p2
∂p

2
p2
Γ1p2  Γ0p2   Γ1p2
MT
. (E.39)
For low-momentum charm quarks, Γ1p2,Γ0p2  Γ, F p2  F . We then recover
the well known Einstein relationship
F  
Γ
MT
. (E.40)
Thus, in the static limit two coefficients take the same value and the third is obtained
from them by Eq. (E.40), and we are left with only one independent diffusion coefficient.
The equality of the two Γ coefficients in the limit of zero momentum is numerically
checked in Figs. E.1 and E.2.
The Langevin equation also allows us to directly obtain the classical interpretation
of F as a loss of energy per unit length. Ignoring the fluctuating force,
dγmv
dt
  F (E.41)
can be multiplied by v to yield
dmγ
dt
  F v (E.42)
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Figure E.2: Momentum-space transport coefficients as function of momentum at fixed
temperature 150 MeV. The two coefficients converge at low p.
and remembering that F   Fp in Eq. (8.13), the loss of energy per unit length is simply
F RpR, as in the non-relativistic theory.
The loss of momentum per unit length can then be expressed as
dp
dx
 
dp
vdt
  FE (E.43)
in terms of the energy and momentum of the charmed particle.
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Appendix F
Numerical Evaluation of the
Collision Integral
In this Appendix we summarize the numerical procedure to calculate the collision
integrals in Eqs. (3.30), (4.32) and (5.46). An analogous integral in Eq. (7.33) appears
for the strangeness diffusion coefficient. The only difference is that the masses of the
incoming particles are different.
The one-dimensional integrations needed for the functions (3.20), (4.15) and (5.28)
are estimated by a Gaussian quadrature method.
Consider the general multidimensional integral
CF   S
4
M
i 1
d3ki2pi32Ei ST S22pi4δ4k1  k2  k3  p F k1, k2, k3, p , (F.1)
where F k1, k2, k3, p is an arbitrary function of the momenta (containing Bose-Einstein
distribution functions). The three integrals in Eq. (8.16) are quite similar to that
considered in (F.1) and the method to calculate them is analogous but somehow simpler
as they do not include integration in p. The masses of the particles will be denoted
m1   m3   mpi and m2   mp   mK , the case for pi  pi dispersion is easily obtained by
doing mK  mpi.
In principle, the integral (F.1) contains twelve integration variables but they will
be reduced to five. We start by considering the total momentum and total energy
variables.
K   k1  k2   k3  p , (F.2)
W   E1 E2   E3 Ep . (F.3)
Without loss of generality take the direction of the total momentum along the OZ
axis:
K   0,0,K . (F.4)
Then, take the outgoing momentum p to be in the OZX plane, with a polar angle θp
with respect to K.
p   p sin θp,0, p cos θp . (F.5)
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By momentum conservation the form of k3 is fixed
k3   K  p   p sin θp,0,K  p cos θp. (F.6)
One of the incoming momenta, say k1 is completely arbitrary in space. We will call θ1
and ϕ1 to its polar and azimuthal angles, respectively.
k1   k1 sin θ1 cosϕ1, k1 sin θ1 sinϕ1, k1 cos θ1 . (F.7)
Finally, the last momentum k2 is fixed by momentum conservation:
k2   k1 sin θ1 cosϕ1,k1 sin θ1 sinϕ1,K  k1 cos θ1 . (F.8)
Returning to the integral (F.1), let us change the integration variables from k3,p
to K,p. The Jacobian of this change of variables is one. Note that the Dirac’s delta
of three-momentum allows for a trivial integration of k2. The integral reads
CF   S dKdk1dp 12pi12 16E1E2E3Ep ST S22pi4δE1E2E3Ep F K,k1, p . (F.9)
Then perform the trivial integrations of the angular variables of K and the integra-
tion over the azimuthal angle of p:
CF   S dKK24pi dk1k21dcos θ1dϕ1 dpp2dcos θp2pi (F.10)

12pi816E1E2E3Ep ST S2 δE1 E2 E3 Ep F K,k1, p .
For simplicity, let us call x1  cos θ1 and xp  cos θp. The introduction of the total
energy variable can help us to easily perform the two integrations over x1 and xp. The
energy Dirac’s delta is expressed as
δE1 E2 E3 Ep   S dW δW E1 E2δE3 Ep W  . (F.11)
Using the properties of the Dirac’s delta one can obtain
δW E1 E2x1   E2
k1K
δx1  x01 , (F.12)
δW E3xp Ep   E3
pK
δxp  x0p , (F.13)
where
x01  
K2 W 2E1 W  m2K m2pi
2k1K
, (F.14)
x0p  
K2 W 2Ep W  m2K m2pi
2pK
. (F.15)
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Eq. (F.1) finally is reduced to a five-dimensional integral
CF  
12pi6 18 S dWdKdk1dp dϕ1 k1pE1Ep ST S2 F K,k1, p . (F.16)
Finally, we show the relation with the Mandelstam variables (they enter in the
expression of the amplitude squared ST S2):
t   E1 E32  k1  k32  m2pi m2K  2E1E3  2k1k3y , (F.17)
s   E1 E22  k1  k22  W 2 K2 , (F.18)
u   2m2K  2m
2
pi  t  s , (F.19)
where y is the cosine of the angle between k1 and k3:
y  
p cosϕ1
»
1  x012¼1  x0p2¼
p2 K2  2Kpx0p
. (F.20)
F.1 VEGAS
The resulting integral (F.16) is a five-dimensional over W,K,k1, p and ϕp whose inte-
grand is a very complicated function of these variables. The easiest way to perform
the integration is to use a Monte Carlo integration routine. In our case we use VE-
GAS [Lep78,Lep80]. In a nutshell, it is an adaptative Monte Carlo method to compute
multidimensional integrations. It is adaptative in the sense that the integration mesh is
dynamically modified after each iteration in a way that the random points concentrate
where the integrand is maximum in absolute value.
Suppose that our integral is represented by
CF   S
Ω
d5ufu , (F.21)
where u   W,K,k1, p,ϕp and Ω is the volume integral. The integral is aproximated
by a sum:
CF  S  
Ω
N
N
Q
i 1
fui
pui , (F.22)
where pu is a probability density function normalized to unity:
S
Ω
d5u pu   1 . (F.23)
Afterm iterations, where the number of random pointsN is doubled, there are sucessive
approximations to the integral, Sj , j   1, ...,m. The weighted average corresponds to
the estimate of the integral:
CF 
Pmj 1 Sjσ2j
Pmj 1 1σ2j
, (F.24)
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where σ2j represents the variance of the Sj distribution. For large m it reads:
σ2j 
1
N  1
<@@@@>Ω
2
N
N
Q
i 1
fui
pui 
2
 S2j
=AAAA? . (F.25)
The value σj measures the accuracy of Sj as an approximation for the integral CF .
After each iteration the probability density function pu is modified in order to reduce
the magnitude of σj . Theoretically, this factor in minimized when the probability
density function satisfies:
pu   SfuSRΩ d5uSfuS . (F.26)
Therefore the random point must be concentrated where the integrand is largest. More
details of the VEGAS routine are given in [Lep78,Lep80].
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Cap´ıtulo 1
Introduccio´n
Un gran nu´mero de art´ıculos cient´ıficos de f´ısica de altas energ´ıas se centran en el
estudio de los componentes u´ltimos de la materia y su interaccio´n. La cromodina´mica
cua´ntica (QCD) es la teor´ıa que describe exitosamente la interaccio´n entre “quarks” y
gluones. Los hadrones tambie´n son descritos por la cromodina´mica cua´ntica, aunque
todav´ıa no existe un formalismo anal´ıtico que describa estos grados de libertad a partir
del lagrangiano de QCD. Ya sea en te´rminos de “quarks” y gluones, o bien en la
descripcio´n hadro´nica a baja energ´ıa, el comportamiento colectivo de estos componentes
de la materia ha creado una gran expectacio´n en el campo de la f´ısica de part´ıculas.
Una de las razones es que en los detalles de las propiedades colectivas de estos
sistemas se encuentra reflejado el diagrama de fases de QCD. Los “quarks” y gluones
se encuentran en la zona de alta temperatura y gran potencial qu´ımico bario´nico del
diagrama de fases. En el l´ımite opuesto (T,µB → 0) se encuentran los grados de libertad
hadro´nicos (otras fases ma´s exo´ticas tambie´n pueden estar contenidas en el diagrama
de fases pero no sera´n de estudio en esta tesis).
El diagrama de fases se ha estudiado teo´ricamente de una manera amplia y por-
menorizada y una imagen cualitativa se encuentra bien establecido. Sin embargo, desde
el punto de vista experimental, se conoce muy poco de e´l. La forma de obtener infor-
macio´n sobre el diagrama de fases de QCD es a trave´s de colisiones relativistas de iones
pesados, donde un par de nu´cleos son acelerados hasta velocidades relativistas, y se
hacen colisionar entre ellos de manera que su estructura interna se rompe y se produce
una gran cantidad de productos finales. El esfuerzo experimental para realizar tales
colisiones es impresionante. Se debe tener en cuenta que las dimensiones de un nu´cleo
son del orden de femto´metros (10−10 m). El tiempo caracter´ıstico de la reaccio´n es
tambie´n de ese orden. Adema´s, en el estado final se producen cientos (o incluso miles)
de part´ıculas de las cuales so´lo se miden sus momentos y energ´ıas. El trabajo para
poder obtener alguna conclusio´n sobre el diagrama de fases a partir de estas medidas
es inmenso.
Todo el diagrama de fases es de un gran intere´s f´ısico: los l´ımites y regiones de las
distintas fases, el punto cr´ıtico, las posibles fases exo´ticas... En particular, la zona del
diagrama de fases con potencial qu´ımico bario´nico nulo es de gran relevancia. Esto
es debido a que la estructura del universo ha evolucionado a lo largo de esta zona de
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enfriamiento desde el origen del mismo en la “gran explosio´n” o “Big Bang”. Por tanto,
el poder reproducir la materia bajo las condiciones de esta zona del diagrama de fases
en los colisionadores de iones pesados es de gran relevancia para obtener informacio´n
sobre la estructura del universo y su composicio´n.
No es dif´ıcil aceptar que los feno´menos producidos fuera del equilibrio juegan un
papel fundamental en estas colisiones. Durante la expansio´n de la materia producida,
e´sta se encuentra fuera del equilibrio qu´ımico y te´rmico. Desde los primeros instantes de
la colisio´n entre nu´cleos existen fuertes gradientes de presio´n, temperatura, momento,
etc. Esto hace a la f´ısica del no-equilibrio una disciplina fundamental para comprender
los procesos que ocurren durante la expansio´n de la materia hadro´nica. La presencia
de estos gradientes, junto con la existencia de cantidades conservadas en el sistema
(energ´ıa, momento...) producen la manifestacio´n de los coeficientes de transporte, que
son los responsables en el control del proceso de relajacio´n del sistema hacia el equilibrio.
El motivo principal de esta tesis es el ca´lculo de los coeficientes de transporte para
poder entender mejor los procesos que esta´n fuera del equilibrio y que aparecen en el
medio hadro´nico tras las colisiones relativistas de iones pesados.
El medio hadro´nico sera´ aproximado por un gas de piones a baja temperatura
(T ≤ mpi). La interaccio´n entre los piones viene descrita por la “teor´ıa quiral de per-
turbaciones” que es la teor´ıa efectiva que describe de manera fidedigna las simetr´ıas y
ligaduras de QCD en el medio hadro´nico. Los coeficientes de transporte que se calcu-
lara´n en esta memoria son: la viscosidad de cizalla η, la viscosidad de volumen ζ, la
conductividad te´rmica κ y la conductividad ele´ctrica σ.
Cuando se introducen nuevos grados de libertad en el medio, como son la “extran˜eza”
y el “encanto”, es posible calcular los coeficientes de difusio´n asociados a ellos. En este
u´ltimo caso, es necesario extender la teor´ıa efectiva de forma que no so´lo se respete
simetr´ıa quiral sino tambie´n la “simetr´ıa de quarks pesados”, debido a que el quark
encantado posee una masa mucho mayor que cualquiera de los quarks ma´s ligeros u, d
y s.
El denominado coeficiente de KSS (viscosidad de cizalla normalizada a la densidad
de entrop´ıa) es un para´metro fundamental en la descripcio´n hidrodina´mica de un fluido.
Cuanto menor es este coeficiente, ma´s aproximado es el sistema al denominado “fluido
perfecto”, que es aque´l con una viscosidad pequen˜a en el que las pe´rdidas por disipacio´n
son mı´nimas. La materia producida en las colisiones de iones pesados parece tener un
valor muy pequen˜o de este coeficiente y se encuentro muy cerca de ser caracterizado
como un fluido perfecto.
Emp´ıricamente, el coeficiente de KSS presenta un valor mı´nimo en torno a la transi-
cio´n de fase l´ıquido-gas en los fluidos convencionales. Vamos a examinar en detalle este
hecho calculando la viscosidad de cizalla y la densidad de entrop´ıa en un fluido comu´n
como es el argo´n ato´mico y tambie´n desde el punto de vista de las teor´ıas efectivas
utilizando el “modelo sigma lineal”, que presenta una transicio´n de fase a temperatura
finita.
Haciendo conexio´n con los experimentos de colisiones de iones pesados, mostraremos
co´mo es posible determinar el valor del coeficiente de KSS en la materia producida tras
estas colisiones. T´ıpicamente se determina mediante la medida de los coeficientes de
3flujo, en particular, el flujo el´ıptico que da lugar a una estimacio´n de este coeficiente
(con una cierta imprecisio´n debido al modelo utilizado para describir el estado inicial
del sistema). Aunque el me´todo da lugar a una estimacio´n razonable del coeficiente de
KSS la extraccio´n de la viscosidad de volumen es complicada, ya que es enmascarada
por el efecto de la viscosidad de cizalla. Para intentar extraer el valor de la viscosidad
de volumen (sin la indeterminacio´n de la descripcio´n del estado inicial) vamos a obtener
una fo´rmula para ella en funcio´n de las correlaciones de los elementos del tensor energ´ıa-
impulso del sistema. Con la obtencio´n de esta ecuacio´n para la viscosidad de volumen,
de aplicacio´n directa en cualquier colisionador de iones pesados, finalizaremos esta
memoria.
Es un problema de importancia tratar de discernir las propiedades colectivas debidas
a cada una de las fases de QCD, para establecer que´ efectos observables son debidos
al “plasma de quarks y gluones” y cua´les al medio hadro´nico. Nuestra aportacio´n
consiste en proporcionar ca´lculos teo´ricos so´lidos de la fase hadro´nica. Esperamos que
sean u´tiles en la interpretacio´n de los datos experimentales eliminando incertidumbres,
y permitiendo la extraccio´n de informacio´n sobre la fase del “plasma de quarks y
gluones”.
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Cap´ıtulo 2
Objetivos
Los objetivos de esta tesis y los detalles de los me´todos utilizados para conseguirlos
son los siguientes:
2.1 Coeficientes de transporte en el gas de piones
Consideraremos un gas diluido de piones a baja temperatura como aproximacio´n al
gas hadro´nico producido tras una colisio´n relativista de iones pesados. Se tomara´ dicho
gas ligeramente perturbado del estado de equilibrio y se calculara´n los coeficientes de
transporte que controlan el relajamiento del gas hacia el estado de equilibrio.
A bajas energ´ıas, describiremos la interaccio´n entre los piones mediante la teor´ıa
efectiva denominada “teor´ıa quiral de perturbaciones”. Esta teor´ıa describe la interac-
cio´n entre piones mediante procesos ela´sticos binarios, que son los dominantes a baja
temperatura. Los procesos que modifican el nu´mero de part´ıculas (colisiones inela´sticas)
pueden ser tambie´n descritos mediante esta teor´ıa efectiva. Sin embargo, los procesos
2 → 4 piones vienen suprimidos por el factor de supresio´n de Boltzmann e−2mpi/T , de-
bido a que dos nuevos piones masivos deben ser creados del medio. El proceso inverso
4 → 2 piones, no es compatible con los postulados de la teor´ıa cine´tica de Boltzmann
del caos molecular, ya que la colisio´n de cuatro piones en un gas diluido es altamente
improbable.
La amplitud de dispersio´n de piones que proporciona la “teor´ıa quiral de pertur-
baciones” no respeta de forma exacta la condicio´n de unitariedad de la matriz de
dispersio´n, sino que lo hace so´lo de manera perturbativa. Esta violacio´n de unitariedad
provoca un crecimiento excesivo de la seccio´n eficaz a energ´ıas moderadas. Para evitar
utilizar una seccio´n eficaz demasiado grande (que provocar´ıa una subestimacio´n de los
coeficientes de transporte) procederemos a unitarizar la amplitud de dispersio´n. Para
ello, utilizaremos el “me´todo de la amplitud inversa”. La idea esencial de este me´todo
es considerar una relacio´n de dispersio´n para el inverso de la amplitud total y utilizar
las condiciones de unitariedad de las amplitudes perturbativas, de forma que es posible
encontrar una expresio´n para la amplitud total en te´rminos de las calculadas mediante
la teor´ıa efectiva a un orden determinado.
Para obtener los coeficientes de transporte necesitamos resolver una ecuacio´n de
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transporte, que es una ecuacio´n integrodiferencial para la funcio´n de distribucio´n de
los piones. En el caso de part´ıculas boso´nicas en interaccio´n, esta ecuacio´n se conoce con
el nombre de ecuacio´n de Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck. Para resolver esta ecuacio´n
se debe linealizar su integral de colisiones (que representa la ganancias o pe´rdidas de
la funcio´n de distribucio´n debido a las dispersio´n de piones). Utilizaremos el me´todo
de Chapman-Enskog, que realiza una separacio´n de escalas en los distintos te´rminos de
la ecuacio´n de transporte en base a un contaje en potencias del nu´mero de Knudsen.
Este contaje supone que varias escalas espaciales coexisten en el sistema, a saber: el
recorrido libre medio del pio´n, la distancia t´ıpica de inhomogeneidades del sistema
(sobre la que se puede definir una funcio´n de distribucio´n de equilibrio local) y el
taman˜o caracter´ıstico del sistema. Adema´s, para que esta expansio´n tenga sentido,
cada una de estas distancias debe ser mucho mayor que la anterior.
Se calculara´n los siguientes coeficientes de transporte: las viscosidades de cizalla y
de volumen (que regulan el transporte de flujo de momento y se manifiestan cuando
existe un gradiente de velocidad en el fluido), la conductividad te´rmica (que controla
los flujos de calor en el gas y que aparece cuando existen gradientes de temperatura y
presio´n en el sistema) y por u´ltimo, la conductividad ele´ctrica si se aplica un campo
ele´ctrico externo.
Al linealizar las ecuaciones de transporte se deben identificar los “modos cero” que
aparecen debido a la conservacio´n de energ´ıa, momento y nu´mero de part´ıculas. El
primero y el u´ltimo aparecen en la viscosidad de volumen y el restante en el ca´lculo de
las dos conductividades. Estos modos cero deben ser separados adecuadamente en la
solucio´n de la ecuacio´n de transporte para evitar divergencias espu´reas.
Con ayuda de la densidad de entrop´ıa de un gas ideal construiremos los coeficientes
de KSS (η/s) y la viscosidad de volumen normalizada a la densidad de entrop´ıa. Estos
dos coeficientes adimensionales son de gran relevancia en las colisiones de iones pesados,
ya que son esenciales para lograr reproducir los coeficientes de flujo vn mediante el uso
de simulaciones hidrodina´micas.
2.2 Ca´lculo de η/s en el argo´n
Segu´n datos experimentales correspondientes a distintos fluidos convencionales como
agua, nitro´geno o helio, el coeficiente de KSS posee un mı´nimo absoluto en la temper-
atura de transicio´n de fase l´ıquido-gas. Para comprobar teo´ricamente este resultado
calcularemos este coeficiente en el argo´n ato´mico en sus fases gaseosa y l´ıquida. En
la fase gaseosa se usara´n las ecuaciones del gas ideal para la densidad de entrop´ıa y
para el ca´lculo de la viscosidad de cizalla se utilizara´ las fo´rmulas correspondientes a
la “aproximacio´n de esferas duras”, donde los a´tomos de argo´n se consideran esferas
de un radio caracter´ıstico. que chocan ela´sticamente entre s´ı. Para la fase l´ıquida se
utilizara´ la teor´ıa de Eyring de los l´ıquidos que se basa en la idea de que las mole´culas
pueden poseer grados de libertad de tipo gaseoso cuando saltan de una posicio´n a un
hueco o de tipo so´lido cuando se encuentran totalmente rodeadas de otras part´ıculas y
no pueden saltar a posiciones libres. La entrop´ıa del l´ıquido se obtendra´ de la funcio´n
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de particio´n de la teor´ıa de Eyring mientras que para calcular la densidad de part´ıculas
se utilizara´ la ecuacio´n de estado de tipo van der Waals.
2.3 Ca´lculo de los tiempos de relajacio´n
El tiempo de relajacio´n caracteriza la equilibracio´n del sistema y se trata de una me-
dida del decrecimiento exponencial de la funcio´n de distribucio´n hacia la distribucio´n
de Bose-Einstein. Es posible obtener su valor nume´rico, una vez conocidos los coefi-
cientes de transporte, mediante una “aproximacio´n de tiempo de relajacio´n”. En ella,
se supone que los autovalores no nulos de la integral de colisiones vienen dominados
por el inverso de este tiempo de relajacio´n. En la aproximacio´n de “tiempo indepen-
diente de la energ´ıa” este coeficiente es simplemente una constante, mientras que en
el denominado “ansatz cuadra´tico” se toma proporcional a la energ´ıa de la part´ıcula.
La primera aproximacio´n se utilizara´ para su comparacio´n con varios trabajos ante-
riores que utilizan dicha aproximacio´n. El segundo me´todo, f´ısicamente ma´s correcto,
es el utilizada en la mayor parte de las simulaciones hidrodina´micas que utilizan la
aproximacio´n de tiempo de relajacio´n.
2.4 Difusio´n de “extran˜eza” en el gas de piones
Nuevos coeficientes de transporte aparecen an˜adiendo grados de libertad internos
(de sabor). Incluyendo la “extran˜eza” en el gas de piones como nuevo grado de lib-
ertad calcularemos la difusio´n de “extran˜eza” en el medio. Los mesones que portan
extran˜eza son los kaones, que aparecen junto con el meso´n η para completar el octete
de mesones interpretados como los bosones de Goldstone al romperse la simetr´ıa quiral
SU(3)R × SU(3)L → SU(3)V . Por ello, para describir la interaccio´n de los kaones con
los piones mediante una teor´ıa efectiva es suficiente con utilizar la extensio´n a SU(3)
de la “teor´ıa quiral de perturbaciones”. Tras construir las amplitudes perturbativas del
proceso ela´stico piK → piK procedemos a unitarizarlas con el “me´todo de la amplitud
inversa” para obtener una amplitud de dispersio´n que respete unitariedad de manera
exacta. Adema´s, generaremos las resonancias κ(900) y K∗(892) en los distintos canales
no exo´ticos de dispersio´n.
Resolviendo la ecuacio´n de transporte para un gradiente de densidad y utilizando
la ley de difusio´n de Fick se calculara´ el coeficiente de difusio´n de “extran˜eza” en el
gas de mesones en funcio´n de la temperatura y los potenciales qu´ımicos del pio´n y del
kao´n.
2.5 Difusio´n de “encanto” en el gas de piones
Ana´logamente, an˜adiendo el grado de libertad “encantado” es posible calcular la
difusio´n de “encanto” en el gas de piones. E´ste es un grado de libertad pesado con
respecto a los tres quarks ma´s ligeros y una simple extensio´n de la “teor´ıa quiral de
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perturbaciones” no es apropiada, sino que es necesario considerar una nueva teor´ıa efec-
tiva que contemple tanto la simetr´ıa quiral como simetr´ıa de “quarks pesados”. Este
lagrangiano sera´ construido con todos los te´rminos compatibles con estas simetr´ıas y
acompan˜ados por unos coeficientes de baja energ´ıa que son desconocidos a priori. Al-
gunos se pueden fijar a trave´s de argumentos de simetr´ıa y otros son calculados de
manera que se recuperen los valores experimentales de las masas y anchuras de las
resonancias D0 y D1 as´ı como la diferencia de masas de los mesones D. La interaccio´n
entre los piones y los mesones D y D∗ se calculara´ perturbativamente con ayuda del
lagrangiano efectivo. Las amplitudes de dispersio´n se unitarizara´n siguiendo el me´todo
de unitarizacio´n “on-shell” que consiste en una resumacio´n de la amplitud perturba-
tiva D − pi para obtener una nueva amplitud que respete la condicio´n de unitariedad
exactamente.
La diferencia de masas entre el quark “encantado” y los quarks ligeros permite sim-
plificar la ecuacio´n de Boltzmann-Uehling -Uhlenbeck para la funcio´n de distribucio´n de
los mesones D a una ecuacio´n de Fokker-Planck. Se obtendra´n el coeficiente de fuerza
de arrastre y los dos coeficientes de difusio´n en el espacio de momentos, relacionados
con el anterior mediante el teorema de fluctuacio´n-disipacio´n. As´ımismo, se calculara´ el
coeficiente de difusio´n espacial (similar al coeficiente de difusio´n de “extran˜eza”). Fi-
nalmente, se computara´n las pe´rdidas de energ´ıa y momento por unidad de longitud
de un quark “encantado” en el medio hadro´nico.
2.6 Mı´nimo del coeficiente de KSS en la transicio´n de fase
Para profundizar entre la relacio´n del mı´nimo de η/s y la transicio´n de fase se
calculara´ este coeficiente en el modelo sigma lineal en el l´ımite de un gran nu´mero
de campos escalares. Para determinar la posicio´n exacta de la temperatura cr´ıtica se
calculara´ el potencial efectivo del modelo mediante la integracio´n de las fluctuaciones.
Minimizando este potencial efectivo se extraera´ el valor del para´metro de orden del
sistema. En el l´ımite quiral (masa del pio´n nula a temperatura cero) se obtiene una
transicio´n de fase de segundo orden y la temperatura cr´ıtica se determina cuando el
para´metro de orden se anula. Si la masa del pio´n a temperatura cero es la masa f´ısica,
entonces se obtiene una transicio´n suave (“crossover”).
La viscosidad de cizalla se calculara´ resolviendo la ecuacio´n de transporte mediante
el me´todo de Chapman-Enskog a primer orden. La amplitud de dispersio´n de los piones
se determina a orden ma´s bajo a partir del lagrangiano de interaccio´n. La masa del
Higgs y la constante de acoplamiento son renormalizadas para absorber las divergencias
que aparecen en el ca´lculo del potencial efectivo y en la amplitud de dispersio´n, de
manera que los resultados finales carecen de divergencias. Se comprobara´ si el mı´nimo
del coeficiente de KSS posee un mı´nimo en la temperatura cr´ıtica del sistema.
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2.7 Medida de la viscosidad de volumen en colisiones de
iones pesados
Finalmente se propondra´ un me´todo para la extraccio´n de la viscosidad de volumen
de un gas de piones en colisiones relativistas de iones pesados. Se utilizara´n las fluctua-
ciones del tensor energ´ıa-impulso, a partir de cuyas correlaciones se pueden calcular los
coeficientes de viscosidad. Se considerara´n colisiones centrales, en las cuales se produce
un gran nu´mero de piones en el estado final. Sus energ´ıas y momentos son medidos
en el detector y calculando las correlaciones apropiadas se construira´ un observable
que de´ lugar a la viscosidad de volumen. El resultado final se expresara´ en te´rminos
de las cantidades experimentales convenientes y la temperatura y tiempo de desacop-
lo te´rmico. Estas dos magnitudes deben obtenerse mediante observables alternativos,
por ejemplo mediante el espectro de piones en funcio´n del momento transversal y las
correlaciones de Bose-Einstein, respectivamente.
10 Objetivos
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Hemos presentado el ca´lculo de los coeficientes de transporte en materia hadro´nica
a baja temperatura mediante el uso de teor´ıas efectivas. Estos coeficientes son de gran
importancia en la descripcio´n de la materia en expansio´n tras una colisio´n de iones
pesados. Algunos de los observables que dependen de los coeficientes de transporte son
el flujo colectivo, los espectros de part´ıculas y los factores de modificacio´n nuclear.
En el cap´ıtulo 3 de la tesis hemos calculado la viscosidad de cizalla de un gas de
piones. Para ello, hemos resuelto la ecuacio´n de Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck lineal-
izada y obtenido una solucio´n para el coeficiente de viscosidad. La descripcio´n de la
interaccio´n en el gas de piones se ha realizado mediante la “teor´ıa quiral de pertur-
baciones”. Esta teor´ıa efectiva permite describir la interaccio´n pio´n-pio´n a baja tem-
peratura. As´ımismo, hemos implementado el “me´todo de la amplitud inversa” para
unitarizar la amplitud de dispersio´n ela´stica. Con ello, se consigue un buen compor-
tamiento de la seccio´n eficaz a energ´ıas moderadas y la generacio´n de resonancias, en
particular, la ρ(770) y la f0(600)/σ.
Ya que a bajas temperaturas (T <mpi) los procesos inela´sticos esta´n muy suprimidos,
so´lo hemos considerado dispersiones ela´sticas y por tanto, ha sido necesario introducir
un potencial qu´ımico para el pio´n. Los resultados para la viscosidad de cizalla se mues-
tran en la figura 3.1.
Hemos calculado tambie´n el coeficiente de KSS (η/s) como funcio´n de la temperatura
mostrando que es de orden O(1) en las temperaturas pro´ximas a la temperatura de
desacoplo te´rmico (Tf ≃ 150 MeV). Los resultados se muestran en la figura 3.2.
En la figura 3.3 mostramos este coeficiente a potencial qu´ımico cero junto con los
resultados de QCD perturbativa en el “plasma quarks y gluones”. Se han dibujado los
resultados del gas de piones Nf = 2 como el gas de mesones ligeros Nf = 3 que contiene
piones, kaones y mesones η. En la gra´fica se muestran indicios de que este coeficiente
posee un mı´nimo en torno a la transicio´n de fase de desconfinamiento.
Varias medidas experimentales del coeficiente de KSS en fluidos comunes muestran
que el coeficiente de KSS alcanza su valor mı´nimo en la transicio´n de fase l´ıquido-
gas. Nosotros hemos confirmado este hecho desde el punto de vista teo´rico calculando
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Figura 3.1: Viscosidad de cizalla del gas de piones a distintos potenciales qu´ımicos
(panel derecho) y fugacidades (panel izquierdo). Hemos utilizado el “me´todo de la
amplitud inversa” para unitarizar la amplitud de dispersio´n ela´stica obtenida de la
“teor´ıa quiral de perturbaciones”.
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Figura 3.2: η/s para un gas de piones a distintos potenciales qu´ımicos.
el coeficiente de KSS en el argo´n ato´mico, tanto en su fase gaseosa como en su fase
l´ıquida. Obtenemos un mı´nimo en la temperatura de transicio´n de fase en el caso de una
transicio´n de primer orden as´ı como en el caso de una transicio´n suave (“crossover”).
Mostramos el resultado en la figura 3.4.
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Figura 3.3: Viscosidad de cizalla en un gas de mesones a potencial qu´ımico nulo con
dos y tres sabores y en el “plasma de quarks y gluones” en el l´ımite perturbativo de
alta temperatura.
En el cap´ıtulo 4 hemos calculado la viscosidad de volumen del gas de piones como
funcio´n de la temperatura y del potencial qu´ımico. Aunque la ecuacio´n cine´tica lineal-
izada presenta dos modos cero (correspondientes a la conservacio´n de la energ´ıa y del
nu´mero de part´ıculas) es posible resolver la ecuacio´n de transporte en todo el espacio
de soluciones. El resultado final para ζ se muestra en el panel superior de la figura 3.5.
As´ımismo, hemos calculado el coeficiente ζ/s obteniendo un valor de order O(10−2)
en la temperatura de desacoplo te´rmico. El resultado de ζ/s se muestra en el panel
inferior de la figura 3.5 como funcio´n de la temperatura y del potencial qu´ımico del
pio´n.
La conexio´n con el “plasma de quarks y gluones” a altas temperaturas se muestra
en la figura 3.6. Aunque la figura parece mostrar una transicio´n suave de ζ/s no es
posible asegurarlo ya que en torno a la temperatura de transicio´n, ninguna de las dos
teor´ıas (“teor´ıa quiral de perturbaciones” y QCD) es capaz de describir correctamente
la evolucio´n de la viscosidad de volumen. De hecho, ca´lculos basados en QCD no per-
turbativa en el ret´ıculo han mostrado que este coeficiente puede diverger en el punto
cr´ıtico de QCD.
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Figura 3.4: η/s en torno a la transicio´n de fase l´ıquido-gas del argo´n ato´mico.
Hemos completado el ca´lculo de los coeficientes cla´sicos de un gas de piones en
el cap´ıtulo 5, donde hemos determinado los coeficientes de conductividad te´rmica y
ele´ctrica. Los resultados se muestran en los paneles izquierdo y derecho respectivamente
de la figura 3.7.
Adema´s, hemos obtenido la ley de Wiedemann-Franz que relaciona ambos coefi-
cientes de conductividad en el gas de piones.
κ
σ
= 3
2
w2
q2Tn2
,
donde κ es la conductividad te´rmica, σ la conductividad ele´ctrica, w la densidad de
entalp´ıa, q la carga ele´ctrica, T la temperatura y n la densidad de piones por unidad
de volumen.
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Figura 3.5: Viscosidad de volumen en el gas de piones para varios potenciales qu´ımi-
cos (panel superior). Viscosidad de volumen normalizada a la densidad de entrop´ıa
(panel inferior). La interaccio´n entre piones esta´ unitarizada mediante el “me´todo de
la amplitud inversa”.
En el cap´ıtulo 6. hemos calculado los tiempos de relajacio´n para cada coeficiente de
transporte. Hemos utilizado tanto la “aproximacio´n de tiempo de relajacio´n indepen-
diente de la energ´ıa” as´ı como el denominado “ansatz cuadra´tico” donde el tiempo de
relajacio´n es proporcional a la energ´ıa del pio´n. El resultado para este u´ltimo caso se
muestra en la figura 3.8.
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Figura 3.7: Conductividad te´rmica (panel izquierdo) y ele´ctrica (panel derecho) de un
gas de piones.
En el cap´ıtulo 7 hemos incluido la “extran˜eza” como nuevo grado de libertad. En
el gas de piones termalizado hemos introducido kaones y hemos calculado co´mo se
difunden en el medio. En concreto, hemos determinado el coeficiente de difusio´n de
“extran˜eza” mediante la resolucio´n de la ecuacio´n de Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
para la funcio´n de distribucio´n del kao´n. El coeficiente de difusio´n de “extran˜eza“ se
muestra en la figura 3.9 como funcio´n de la temperatura y los potenciales qu´ımicos del
pio´n y del kao´n.
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Figura 3.8: Tiempos de relajacio´n en el gas de piones para la viscosidad de cizalla, la
viscosidad de volumen y la conductividad te´rmica utilizando el “ansatz cuadra´tico”.
En el cap´ıtulo 8 hemos considerado un grado de libertad pesado, el “quark en-
cantado”. Debido a su gran masa es posible simplificar la ecuacio´n de transporte de
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck a una ecuacio´n de tipo Fokker-Planck. Hemos calcula-
do la fuerza de arrastre y los coeficientes de difusio´n en el espacio de momentos. Los
tres coeficientes caracterizan la ecuacio´n de Fokker-Planck. Para la interaccio´n entre
piones y mesones D y D∗ hemos utilizado una nueva teor´ıa efectiva que contiene tanto
simetr´ıa quiral como simetr´ıa de “quarks pesados”. Hemos unitarizado la amplitud de
dispersio´n para limitar la seccio´n eficaz a energ´ıas moderadas y de manera que cumpla
la condicio´n de unitariedad exactamente. Las resonancias D0 y D1 son generadas en
el proceso de unitarizacio´n fijando adecuadamente las constantes de baja energ´ıa del
lagrangiano. Los resultados para el coeficiente de difusio´n espacial (que aparece en la
ley de difusio´n de Fick) se muestra en la figura 3.10 junto con otros ca´lculos siguiendo
las mismas l´ıneas de investigacio´n de otros autores.
Hemos estimado as´ımismo las pe´rdidas de energ´ıa y momento por unidad de longitud
de un “quark encantado” en el medio. El resultado se muestra en los paneles superior
e inferior respectivamente de la figura 3.11.
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Figura 3.10: Comparacio´n de nuestro coeficiente de difusio´n espacial de “encanto” con
los resultados de otros autores a un potencial qu´ımico del pio´n nulo.
En el cap´ıtulo 9 hemos profundizado sobre el comportamiento del coeficiente η/s
en torno a una transicio´n de fase. Para ello, hemos utilizado el modelo sigma lineal en
el l´ımite de un nu´mero grande de campos escalares N . Hemos comprobado que este
modelo presenta una transicio´n de fase de segundo orden en el l´ımite quiral (cuando la
masa del pio´n es cero a T = 0) y una transicio´n suave o “crossover” cuando se considera
la masa f´ısica del pio´n a temperatura cero. Hemos calculado el potencial efectivo en
el l´ımite de gran N integrando las fluctuaciones cua´nticas de los campos escalares.
Para ello, hemos utilizado el me´todo del campo auxiliar. Este potencial efectivo nos
ayuda a determinar la posicio´n exacta de la temperatura cr´ıtica y de la temperatura
aproximada de “crossover”. La dependencia de la temperatura del para´metro de orden
(o valor esperado en el vac´ıo del campo del pio´n) con la temperatura y las masas
te´rmicas del pio´n y del Higgs se muestran en la figura 3.12.
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Figura 3.11: Pe´rdida de energ´ıa (panel superior) y momento (panel inferior) por unidad
de longitud como funcio´n de la energ´ıa y el momento que lleva el “quark encantado”.
Hemos calculado la viscosidad de cizalla resolviendo la ecuacio´n de Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck para los piones y hemos utilizado una amplitud de dispersio´n obteni-
da del lagrangiano de interaccio´n en el l´ımite de gran N junto a las correcciones a la
amplitud que aparecen al considerar una masa finita del pion. Obtenemos un mı´nimo
en el coeficiente η/s ligeramente por debajo de la temperatura de transicio´n de fase
como puede verse en la figura 3.13.
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Figura 3.12: Paneles superiores: Para´metro de orden (azul) y su derivada (rojo) como
funcio´n de la temperatura para una transicio´n de fase de segundo orden (panel izquier-
do) y un “crossover” (panel derecho). Paneles inferiores: Valores de las masas te´rmicas
de los piones (azul) y del Higgs (amarillo) como funcio´n de la temperatura para una
transicio´n de fase de segundo orden (panel izquierdo) y un “crossover” (panel derecho).
Finalmente, en el cap´ıtulo 10 hemos utilizado las fluctuaciones del tensor energ´ıa-
impulso y las correlaciones entre sus componentes para obtener un me´todo experimental
que permite acceder a la medida de la viscosidad de volumen en colisiones relativistas
de iones pesados. Mediante el ca´lculo de estas correlaciones entre las componentes
del momento y las energ´ıas de los piones que son detectados es posible obtener una
estimacio´n de la viscosidad de volumen mediante la ecuacio´n (3.1).
ζ = E3∆Em2
18Tfγ2τ
2
f∆ϕP
3⊥ ∆((p⋅U)2 −m2p⋅U ) 1[( EPz − PzE )∆E − 1sinhη∆P⊥] (E∆P⊥ − P⊥∆E) .
(3.1)
Particularizando para las condiciones experimentales del detector ALICE en el Gran
Colisionador de Hadrones (LHC) y en torno a una pseudorrapidez nula podemos ofrecer
una estimacion para ζ/s en la ecuacio´n (3.2):
ζ
s
≃ 6,4 ⋅ 10−4 √Tf(GeV)
γ2∆ϕ
m2
P 2⊥
E2
E2 − P 2⊥ ∆((p⋅U)2 −m2p⋅U ) . (3.2)
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